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David C. Conner
(Abstract)
The development of completely autonomous mobile vehicles has been the topic of
a great deal of research over the past few decades. Spurred by interests as diverse as
space exploration and land mine removal, research has focused on the mechanical
requirements, sensing and computational requirements, and intelligence required for
autonomous decision making.

This thesis focuses on developing the software required for autonomous control,
while building upon previous research into appropriate mechanical designs and sensing
technologies. The thesis begins by giving an overview of the problem, and then moves
on to reviewing the literature relevant to the task of fusing diverse, and often conflicting,
sensor data into a usable representation. Literature relevant to the task of using that data
to make intelligent decisions in an autonomous manner is reviewed. The focus then
shifts to developing a working platform, called Navigator, which tests the theory in the
setting of the Intelligent Ground Vehicle Competition. The theory required to control
Navigator, along with the dynamic analysis used for controls testing, is developed.
Image processing techniques useful for extracting features from the course are discussed,
and the required mathematical relationships are derived.

The thesis then discusses

modifications to the Vector Field Histogram technique, which enable Navigator to fuse
data from both the image processing and laser rangefinder.

Development of the

navigation decision-making algorithm is discussed. The information in this thesis is
presented in such a way that it can serve as a reference to those who follow in the task of
building autonomous vehicles.
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Chapter 1: The Problem – Motivation and Background
Robots have existed in fictional literature since the early part of this century
[McKerrow, 1991]. At first they were limited to books or movies with poor (by today’s
standards) special effects. However, with the release of the movie Star Wars in 1977, the
general public was able see robots on the movie screen that looked as if they were actual
robots. These robots demonstrated human-like, or anthropomorphic, intelligence and
form, and interacted with the human characters as peers. Unfortunately, the capabilities
shown by these fictional robots are anything but realistic. As a result of their desire to
stimulate interest in robotics research, some researchers reinforced these unrealistic
images of robots.

The initially optimistic speculation about robotics research was

replaced with disappointment and frustration in the late 1970s and early 1980s because of
an overselling of capabilities available. This disappointment led to a backlash in the midto late-1980s in which research funding and industrial orders decreased. This backlash is
now beginning to dissipate as people’s expectations about robots begin to reflect the
current reality [Bay, 1999].

This thesis presents a study of what has been termed autonomous vehicles or
mobile robots. While lacking the anthropomorphic features of fictional robots, these
autonomous vehicles do react to their environment in a manner that appears intelligent to
an outside observer. The sensor fusion, navigation, and control functions, which form the
brain of the vehicle, will be the main focus of this thesis. These functions give the vehicle
its autonomy, and therefore its apparent intelligence. The thesis will develop the theory
required to allow the vehicle to navigate autonomously, and then put that theory to the
test on an actual vehicle. Before discussing autonomous vehicles several terms need to
be defined. Many of them have controversial definitions, so an understanding of how
they are used in this thesis is paramount.
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1.1 Definitions
The first term, and one of the more controversial, to be defined is robot. Most
everyone would agree that R2-D2 and C3PO, the fictional robots in Star Wars, are
robots. Beyond these fictional robots, what in our current state of technology can be
called a robot?

Many lay people would agree to a definition of a robot as an

anthropomorphic machine with some capability of intelligent decision making, and
possibly the ability to communicate. The fictional C3PO certainly fits this understanding,
but what about currently existing technology?

McKerrow [1991] cites at least three

definitions of robot, ranging from “any machine that replaces human labor” to “a
machine which can be programmed to do a variety of tasks.” Other definitions emphasize
the anthropomorphic aspects such as articulated arms [Sandler, 1991].
However, consider the robotic1 welding machines used on car assembly lines.
These robotic welding machines are anthropomorphic in the sense of being modeled on
human arms; however, they lack the autonomous intelligence that differentiates them
from any other computer-controlled machine, such as a computer disk drive. Most
definitions fail to differentiate a robot from other computer-controlled machines such as
washing machines, disk drives, and VCRs [Sandler, 1991]. Definitions emphasizing
anthropomorphic features leave out the entire class of machines that are the focus of this
thesis. These machines display a form of autonomy and are therefore more like fictional
robots than the articulated, but not autonomous, robotic manipulators used in industrial
“robots.” This thesis will use a different definition, one that emphasizes the intelligence
of the machine. Otherwise, given the increasing proliferation of mechatronic systems,
the term robot will become meaningless as it becomes co-opted by advertisers wishing to
capitalize on the public’s fascination with robots.

This thesis promotes the following definition of robot: a machine that uses its
intelligence to interact autonomously with its changing environment. Interact means that

1

The adjective robotic is defined as “having the characteristics of a robot”, but does not stipulate any level

of autonomy or intelligence [Merriam-Webster, 1999].
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the robot can physically interact with its surroundings, for example it can move.
Autonomously means that all decision-making is carried on within the machine system.
There is no outside operator intervening to direct the actions of the robot. Once the initial
start command is given, all subsequent actions are governed by the intelligence of the
robot. Most robotic machines in use today are highly specialized; they do not react to
changes in their environment without redesign or reprogramming. The definition of
robot promoted in this thesis requires that the machine adapt to changes in its
environment autonomously. An implicit requirement of this definition is that the robot
must perceive the changes in its environment. This is the problem of sensor fusion,
which will be analyzed in detail later.

The definition of robot given here uses an even more controversial term:
intelligence.

Philosophers and theologians have been debating the true nature of

intelligence for centuries. Computer scientists, psychologists, psychiatrists, teachers, and
engineers are currently adding to the debate. The question of “what is intelligence?” may
never be answered in a manner that is satisfactory to all, because it has impact on fields
as diverse as theology and engineering. One definition of intelligence given by Wade and
Tarvis [2000] is
an inferred characteristic of an individual, usually defined as the ability to profit from
experience, acquire knowledge, think abstractly, act purposefully, or adapt to changes in
the environment.

The definition of robot proposed by this thesis highlights adaptability as a key component
of the machine’s intelligence. A truly intelligent creature, whether machine or animal,
must be able to adapt to changing circumstances in a meaningful way. A secondary part
of intelligence is the ability to learn; this ability requires that the creature profit from
experience.

Given the controversy about what defines true intelligence, whether or not one
believes that robots currently exist is largely based upon one’s own philosophical
presuppositions. This thesis will assume a more restrictive definition of intelligence, and
will therefore use the term autonomous vehicle instead of mobile robot. Because the
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literature is full of references to mobile robot, though, the term mobile robot will be used
interchangeably with the term autonomous vehicle when referring to other articles.

With the previous discussion as a backdrop, this thesis will define the term
autonomous vehicle to mean a machine that can move under its own power, and reacts
autonomously to its changing environment in an apparently intelligent manner. Note
several things about this definition:
1) it is a machine that can move (vehicle),
2) it reacts autonomously (like a robot),
3) it reacts in an apparently intelligent manner.
This definition requires only that the autonomous vehicle appear to be acting in an
intelligent manner to an observer. The machine does not have to meet any philosophical
requirements to be called intelligent. This definition also focuses on the mobility of the
autonomous vehicle, rather than on any robotic manipulators, which may or may not be
on board.

A distinction is made between autonomous vehicles and earlier automatic guided
vehicles (AGVs), which are designed to follow wires embedded in factory floors, or lines
painted on the floor. These guided vehicles are not autonomous in that they require
specialized hardware external to the vehicle [McKerrow, 1991]. During the mid- to late1980s, AGVs were freed from this restriction by using robotics technology such as
sensors and sensor fusion techniques, navigation algorithms, and control strategies
[Branch, 1997].

By becoming more autonomous, these AGVs were able to become

more flexible and efficient.

As stated earlier, this thesis will concentrate on the brain of the vehicle. It is this
brain that gives the autonomous vehicle its apparent intelligence.

The autonomous

vehicle must have sensors to allow it to detect changes in its environment. It must also
have a method to allow it to perceive these detected changes in a way that is meaningful
to the autonomous vehicle. This perception is generally achieved through sensor fusion,
which is taking the results of diverse sensors and gaining an understanding of the system
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as a whole. Some researchers, such as Brooks [1986], have argued against internal sensor
models as will be discussed in Chapter Three.

Given a method of perceiving its

environment through its sensor inputs, the autonomous vehicle must have a method for
making decisions or reacting to the perceived changes. Finally the autonomous vehicle
must have a control strategy for carrying out the desired actions through its actuators.
This thesis will review the current state of the art in each of these tasks–sensor fusion,
navigation, and control−and attempt to advance that art as well.
1.2 Thesis Outline
This thesis begins with an overview of the general technology applicable to the
task of moving autonomously in an unstructured environment. Chapter 2, “The Past,”
will give a brief overview of the past work in autonomous vehicles. Chapter 2 begins
with a look at general research. The chapter concludes with an introduction to the
Intelligent Ground Vehicle Competition, a collegiate competition that Virginia Tech has
entered for the past five years. Specific attention will be paid to Virginia Tech’s past
entries into this competition, with a focus on problems encountered trying to navigate the
primary obstacle course. Chapter 3, “The Publications,” begins with a general discussion
of machine intelligence and its philosophical implications. The focus of Chapter 3 is on
an overview of the current research into the topics of sensor fusion, navigation, and
control of autonomous vehicles, which make up the apparent intelligence of the vehicle.

The remaining chapters are dedicated to an analysis of Virginia Tech’s newest
autonomous vehicle, named Navigator. Chapter 4, “The Plant,” discusses the kinematic
properties of the vehicle, and develops a dynamic model of the vehicle. The chapter
closes with a discussion of the lower level controls used to drive the motors. Chapter 5,
“The Plan”, lays out the approach for the sensor fusion, navigation and control algorithms
of the vehicle. Chapter 6, “The Platform,” gives an overview of mechanical design and
hardware used on Navigator. Chapter 7, “The Program,” covers the implementation of
algorithms discussed in Chapter 5. Coverage in this chapter will focus on details of the
implementation, where Chapter 5 focuses on the theory behind the algorithms. Chapter
8, “The Performance,” details the results of testing the vehicle and control approaches.
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General performance, and validation of the developed theory, will be discussed. Chapter
8 includes recommendations for improvement of the system and algorithms, and
speculates on the future of autonomous vehicles over the next 25 years. The thesis
concludes with several appendices that include various development details, algorithm
pseudo-code, and algorithm code fragments.
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Chapter 2: The Past – Historical Perspective
Research into intelligent machines and autonomous vehicles began in earnest after
World War II [McKerrow, 1991]. With the development of the modern computer, much
research into machine intelligence was conducted in the 1960s and 70s. Given the rapid
increases in computing power, researchers were overly optimistic in their projections.
With the fairly extended period of research and development since then, one unfamiliar
with the science of robotics may reasonably ask, “Where are the promised robots?”
Douglas W. Gage, of the Space and Naval Warfare Systems Center, commented on this
question in his introductory remarks for the 1997 SPIE Mobile Robots XII proceedings:
… the road to useful mobile robots and unmanned ground vehicles has proved to be an
unexpectedly long and difficult one …. Even as the price performance of computer
processing increased by successive orders of magnitude, general solutions to machine
vision and the other problems of robotic sensory perception, and the ability to navigate
autonomously based on that perception, have remained elusive.

Or, as Hu, Gu, and Brady state in their 1997 paper for the same conference:
To date, many mobile robots have been built worldwide for outdoor navigation, some of
which worked, some fewer of which appear to have worked well, and far fewer of which
were actually transferred into regular use. Therefore, to achieve routine deployment of
autonomous robots in outdoor applications remains a great challenge.

This chapter will give a brief overview of some of the past work in autonomous
vehicle technology. Several applications of autonomous vehicle technology will be
given. A common thread in most of these applications is that either they were not fully
autonomous, or they were extremely specialized in their environment. A more in-depth
treatment of the topics of sensor fusion, mapping, navigation, and control will be given in
Chapter 3. Since the material in Chapter 3 is the focus of this thesis, the reader is referred
to other works for a more in-depth discussion of other autonomous vehicle technologies
in general. For example, see [Larkin, 1996], [Haynie, 1998], or [Borenstein et al, 1996]
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2.1 Early Work

The first autonomous vehicles or mobile robots appeared in the 1960s, developed
purely for research [Branch, 1997]. Two examples that displayed autonomous mobility
were the Stanford Cart and the Johns Hopkins Beast. Much of the basic research was
sponsored by the U.S. government and conducted at Stanford University, Carnegie
Mellon University, and MIT throughout the 1970s, 80s, and 90s [Gage, 1997]. From the
latter part of the 1970s up until the mid-1980s, three types of autonomous vehicles were
in use: educational, hobby, and research [Branch, 1997]. In the mid- to late-1980s,
autonomous or semi-autonomous mobile robots began to appear commercially.

The

applications included security, floor cleaning, research, domestic, and hobby.
Cybermotion, Denning, Kent, and TRC (HelpMate) were the main manufacturers
[Branch, 1997; Bay, 1999].

An early autonomous vehicle developed at the Stanford Research Institute was
named Shakey [Brooks, 1991]. This vehicle could move about a room filled with blocks
of various shapes, using an onboard camera to sense the blocks. The vehicle was
controlled by an external computer that interpreted the camera data, developed an internal
model, planned its actions based on the internal model, and then acted based on the plan.
Although considered a great success, Shakey was slow and could operate only in an
extremely structured environment. The blocks were painted different colors to aid the
perception algorithms, lighting was strictly controlled, and borders were clearly marked.

In “Intelligence Without Reason,” Brooks [1991] cites several examples of
mobile robots developed at MIT’s MOBOT (Mobile Robot) lab. One of these, called
Herbert, could wander about an unstructured office building looking for soda cans. The
vehicle was programmed to detect, grab, and retrieve these cans from people’s desks. In
contrast to Shakey, Herbert did not construct an internal model, but acted only in
response to what its sensors detected. By giving each sensor a structured priority, a fairly
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complex behavior was generated without the burden of a complex internal model. This
method is called subsumption, where lower level functions are subsumed by higher level
functions [Brooks, 1986].

2.2 Planetary Rovers

A current area of research for autonomous and semi-autonomous vehicles is in the
exploration of distant planets. An example of this use is the Mars Pathfinder mission,
which was launched 4 December 1996 from the Kennedy Space Center in Florida [Stride,
1997]. The main mission was to deliver a micro-rover safely to the surface of Mars.
Teams of engineers and scientists from the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) designed this
rover, which is shown in Figure 2-1. Seven months after the launch, on 4 July 1997, the
Pathfinder Lander landed on the surface of Mars. The following day the $25 Million
rover, called Sojourner, rolled onto the surface of Mars as shown in Figure 2-2 [JPL,
1997a].

Figure 2-1. Mars Rover [JPL, 1999a].

Figure 2-2. Rolling onto Mars [JPL, 1999b]

This rover is best described as semi-autonomous [Stride, 1997].

The semi-

autonomous control is necessitated by the approximately 11 minute communication delay
between Earth and Mars. Remote control operation with a delay of as little as three
seconds has proved difficult. For example, in 1970 the USSR landed a remotely operated
 2000 David C. Conner
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rover, called Lunakhod 1, on the Moon. The Russian rover proved difficult to operate
because of the 3-second communication delay.

The Sojourner rover operates by

receiving basic commands from the command station on Earth and then uses autonomous
control to carry out the instructions. A basic command such as “steer toward this rock”
is sent to the rover. The rover then navigates toward this goal location, or waypoint,
using autonomous control supervised from the command station. The last successful data
transmission from the rover occurred on 27 September 1997 [JPL, 1997b]. During the
course of the Mars Pathfinder mission, more than 2.6 billion bits of information were
returned to Earth. This information included more than 16 thousand images from the
lander, and 550 images from the rover. Additionally, the rover performed more than 15
chemical analyses of rocks and collected data on the Martian winds and weather.

Researchers at Carnegie Mellon University have developed a prototype
autonomous vehicle being used to find meteorites in Antarctica [Morehead et al, 1999].
Although not another planet, the harsh conditions on Antarctica have made this an
excellent test platform for designs being developed for future planetary exploration
missions. The vehicle, called Nomad, has operated autonomously for distances of more
than 10 kilometers, over varying terrain and during varying weather conditions. Figure
2-3 shows Nomad on the job in Antarctica.

Figure 2-3. Nomad in Antarctica [CMU, 2000]
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2.3 Collegiate Competitions

Composed of more than 2000 members in 20 countries, the Association for
Unmanned Vehicle Systems International (AUVSI) is a professional organization that
seeks to promote unmanned vehicle systems and related technologies [Linthicum, 1999a].
As part of this mission the AUVSI sponsors three collegiate competitions.

These

competitions are the AUVS Aerial Robotics Competition, the Intelligent Ground Vehicle
Competition (formerly known as the International Ground Robotics Competition), and
the International Autonomous Underwater Vehicle Competition [Linthicum, 1999b].

Virginia Tech has chosen to focus on the Intelligent Ground Vehicle Competition
(IGVC). The IGVC is a yearly competition, held since 1993.

The competition is

generally held at Oakland University in Rochester, Michigan. Disney’s Epcot Center in
Orlando, Florida, hosted the event in 1996 and again in July of 2000. Collegiate teams
enter vehicles into both a static design competition and the autonomous navigation
events. The autonomous events include the primary obstacle course, road debris course,
and follow-the-leader course. The premier event, the obstacle course, is designed to
challenge the vehicles both mechanically, through inclines and sand pits, and
intelligently, through a series of turns and traps. Most of the past entries to the IGVC
have failed to overcome both of these challenges [Larkin, 1996]. No team actually
completed the obstacle course until the fourth competition, which was held in 1997. The
winning team in 1997, from Hosei University in Japan, completed the course in 4 minutes
and 25 seconds. In the same year, Virginia Tech swept the top two places in the SAE
design competition, but failed to complete the obstacle course [Lescoe, 1997].

The following is the list of rules for the 2000 competition [Clark, 1999]:
1) The course will be laid out on grass, pavement, simulated pavement, or any combination,
over an area of approximately 60 to 80 yards long, by 40 to 60 yards wide. The course
boundaries will be designated by continuous or dashed white and/or yellow lane markers
(lines) approximately three inches wide, painted on the ground. Track width will be
approximately 10 feet wide with a turning radius not less then 8 feet. Alternating side-toside dashes will be 15-20 feet long, with a separation of 10-15 feet. There will be a
section of approximately 20-foot long, where there will be no lane markers on either side.
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2) [The course includes] natural or artificial inclines with gradients not to exceed 15%, a
sandpit (sand depth 2-3 inches) and randomly placed obstacles along the course. The
course will become more difficult to navigate autonomously as vehicle progresses.
3) Obstacles on the course will consist of 5-gallon white pails as well as full-size orange and
white construction drums that are used on roadways and highways.
4) Simulated pot holes, two foot diameter white circles, may be placed at any location on
the course
5) There will be a minimum of 7 feet clearance between the line and the obstacles, i.e. if the
obstacle is in the middle of the course then on either side of the obstacle will be 7 feet of
driving space. Or if the obstacle is closer to one side of the lane then the other side of the
obstacle must have at least 7 feet of driving space for the vehicles.
6) Also in the event will be passable barricades as shown in Figure 2-4. A few series of
pails/drums will simulate obstacle that may result in a trap if a wrong turn is chose by the
vehicle.

Figure 2-4. Trap Layout

Virginia Tech has been very successful in the static design competition, but not
very successful in the dynamic navigation portion of the competition. The one exception
was the inaugural follow-the-leader competition in 1999, in which the Virginia Tech
vehicle named Artemis won. Virginia Tech’s failures can be lumped into two categories:
mechanical sensor failure and software errors. Glare from the sun on the camera
prevented the camera from viewing the course.

This failure, known as washout,

prevented the computer vision system from detecting the boundary lines [Haynie, 1998;
Johnson et al, 1996]. Other failures include the inability to distinguish boundary lines
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appearing horizontally in the camera image. This inability resulted in the vehicle driving
over the boundary lines when a sharp turn was encountered. Another failure occurred
when the vehicle steered into an obstacle instead of away from the obstacle. It has been
theorized that this was due to a pair of ultrasonic sensor cables being transposed.

Table 2-1 shows the basic information about each of the vehicles that Virginia
Tech has entered into the IGVC in the past. The table shows that Virginia Tech has been
consistently successful in designing vehicles, and less successful in integrating the
sensors and intelligence to yield a truly autonomous vehicle. Figures 2-5 through 2-10
show various photographs of the vehicles entered into the past ground vehicle
competitions.
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BOB

CALVIN

Christine
(BOB chassis)
IVAN

1996

1996

1997

Nevel

Artemis
(Nevel base)

IVAN (III)

1998

1999

1999
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IVAN (II)
Herbie
(Christine Base)

1998
1998

1997

Vehicle Name

Year

Lawn mower

Custom built
3-wheeled
differentially
driven
3-Wheeled
differentially
driven

Riding Lawn
Mower
Drive motor
Steering motor
Lawn mower
ATV

ATV

E-Z Go
3-wheeled
Golf cart

Honda
70cc
All-Terrain
Vehicle

Chassis

486 PC
Potential field
Laser range finder
Vision
Pentium Laptop
Potential field
Laser range finder
Vision
Linux OS
Potential field

Pentium 120 PC
Motorola 68HC11
Subsumption/
reactive
Ultrasonics/vision
Pentium 100 PC
Motorola 68HC11
Subsumption/
reactive
Ultrasonics/vision

Computation

1 place

st

1 place

st

nd

2 place (tied)
nd
2 place (tied)

1 place

st

1 place

st

3 place

rd

st

1 place follow-theleader,

th

8 place obstacle
th
6 place bonus

th

4 place obstacle

th

12 place obstacle

th

6 place obstacle

Design Awards Dynamic Results

Table 2-1. Virginia Tech Entries into the Intelligent Ground Vehicle Competition
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Failure to detect horizontal
lines, camera field of view

Collision with obstacles, glare

Grazed obstacle

Steered
into
obstacle

Glare

Comments

GNAT

Two-wheeled
Bi-planar
Bicycle
prototype

PC-104
Linux OS
Development
incomplete

Honorable
Mention

Non-qualifying
(Vehicle was not
ready for event but
was
entered
in
design competition)
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Figure 2-5. 1997 Competition photo – Calvin, Ivan, Christine

Figure 2-6. Ivan II – 1998 Competition

Table References: [Haynie, 1998], [Johnson et al, 1996], [Larkin, 1996], [Reinholtz et al, 1999]

1999
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Figure 2-7. Herbie – 1998 Competition

Figure 2-9. NEVEL – 1998 Competition
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Figure 2-8. GNAT – Bi-planar Bicycle 1999

Figure 2-10. ARTEMIS – 1999 Competition
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Chapter 3: The Publications – Relevant Literature
This chapter reviews some of the literature available on the topics of machine
intelligence in general and autonomous vehicles in particular, beginning with an
overview of the goal of getting a machine to think for itself. This section addresses
several of the philosophical issues related to the topic of artificial intelligence. The
chapter then moves on to a discussion of appropriate control architectures for an
autonomous vehicle.

This relates to the task of controlling the actuators, and the

organization of those controls. Next is the topic of sensor fusion, which is the task of
perceiving the environment through sensors. Accurate perception of the surrounding
environment is one of the main problems with getting a machine to behave
autonomously. Although Brooks [1991] argues that internal sensor models and reasoning
systems are not a necessary indicator of intelligence, it is generally considered that an
agent cannot act rationally without an accurate perception of its environment. This is
basic to the definitions of intelligence discussed in Chapter 1.

The final topic of this

chapter is navigation, or deciding where to go within the perceived environment.
3.1 Machine Intelligence
This section will look at attempts to make machines behave in an intelligent
manner. The debate over the nature of intelligence centers upon whether intelligence
requires a mind. This debate, which has raged for centuries, touches upon the very nature
of man. This section will give an overview of some of the philosophical issues involved
in this debate, and then give an overview of the current state of research. This section
will not attempt to answer the philosophical questions of “What is intelligence?” or “Is
this machine intelligent?” Neither will this thesis attempt to answer the question of
whether having machines achieve intelligence is even desirable−a question especially
prevalent in science fiction literature. One can easily name several popular books and
movies where machine intelligence gone awry is key to the plot. For example, see Alien,
Terminator, or 2001 – A Space Odyssey.
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Philosophical Foundations. This sub-section will examine the philosophical
basis for the current understanding of the mind or intellect and the implications for
achieving human level intelligence within a machine.

An exhaustive discussion is

beyond the scope of this thesis, but a general overview is helpful in understanding the
debate. Encyclopedia Britannica [1999b] gives the following definition of the mind as
understood in the Western tradition: “the complex of faculties involved in perceiving,
remembering, considering, evaluating, and deciding.” Britannica lists the following three
assumptions required for any discussion of the concept of the mind:
1) thought or thinking – how we process sensory input
2) knowledge or knowing – especially self-knowledge
3) purpose or intention – “planning a course of action with foreknowledge of its goal”

According to Britannica, these three assumptions are common to all theories of the mind
and taken by themselves seemed to require a theory to be developed. Over the course of
Western history, three major schools of thought have been developed.

These are

Idealism, Materialism, and Dualism. Each will be discussed briefly, along with the
implications for the attempt to develop artificial intelligence into machines.

Idealism is the metaphysical philosophy that tries to show that matter can be
reduced to a construct of the mind [Britannica, 1999a]. One form holds that matter does
not exist; what we perceive as reality is a construct of the mind. The argument then
breaks down into whether there is one Mind, or many minds. A second form, promoted
by Hegel, states that matter is penetrated by mind and as such the mind, or Spirit, is the
“fundamental reality. ” Although Idealism has its proponents in the modern era, the
doctrine is inconsistent with the scientific method of observation in that it holds that there
is no objective reality apart from our mental perception.

Materialism exists as both a general worldview and as an explanation of the
universe at large, and the human mind in particular [Moreland, 1987]. As a worldview, it
holds that matter is the only reality. Most philosophers accept the existence numbers,
universals (redness, hardness…), and laws of logic. The existence of these immaterial
entities refutes Materialism as a worldview.
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universe is widely held and attempts to offer a unified scientific explanation of the
entities within the universe including the human mind [Britannica, 1999a]. Materialism
holds that without material bodies, minds would not exist. Minds are mental states within
a physical body. Materialism breaks into two forms: Reductionalist Materialism and
Emergent Materialism [Moreland, 1987].

Reductionalist Materialism, or Physicalism, holds that humankind does not have a
mind or soul, just a brain and central nervous system [Moreland, 1987]. Furthermore,
this brain and nervous system are physical entities that obey the laws of physics. What
we perceive as mental is a specific state of the brain. This view fits with the attempt to
find a unified scientific explanation of all phenomena.

Our brains are biological

machines that obey the laws of physics [Britannica, 1999b].

Emergent Materialism, also called Naturalism, holds that the mind is an emergent
property of the material brain. Although the mind is not material in and of itself, the
mind can be explained by scientific principles.

Moreland [1987] compares the

relationship between the mind and brain events, as explained by Naturalism, to that of
smoke and fire. Brain events cause the mind in the way that fire causes smoke; the mind
does not cause brain events, just as smoke does not cause fire. The explanation is that
when the brain develops to a sufficient level of complexity, the mind property emerges.

Dualism, which holds that both matter and the mind are real entities, also takes
two forms: Property Dualism and Substance Dualism [Moreland, 1987].

Property

Dualism states that the mind is a property of the material brain, in the same way that
redness or greenness is a property of an apple. This view, also called Epiphenomenalism,
is essentially equivalent to Emergent Materialism (Naturalism).

Richard Taylor, as

quoted in Moreland, offers the following explanation of Epiphenomenalism:
A person is a living physical body having mind, the mind consisting, however, of nothing
but a more or less continuous series of conscious or unconscious states and events …
which are the effects but never the causes of bodily activity.

Substance Dualism is the belief that both matter and the mind, or soul, are real
entities that have existence and can interact with one another. In addition to Plato,
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Aristotle, Aquinas, and Descartes, the historic Christian worldview supports this
philosophical framework [Britannica, 1999; Moreland, 1987].

Because the mind is

viewed as a substance, as opposed to a property in the Aristotelian framework, it has
causal powers and can act as an agent in the world. What humans perceive as
consciousness and self-awareness is an interaction between the material brain/nervous
system and the immaterial mind. The material brain affects the awareness of the mind,
and the mind can affect the material brain as a causal agent. Another distinction between
Substance Dualism and Materialism is that in the former the mind can exist apart from
the material brain.

From this brief discussion, several issues relevant to the quest for artificial
intelligence can be highlighted. First, although humans are quite adept at manipulating
their environment, we have not demonstrated the capability to create substances, only to
combine material substances already in existence. Therefore, if Substance Dualism were
true, creating an artificial human-like mind would require manipulating the immaterial
stuff of which minds are made. This seems beyond human capabilities. However, it is an
open philosophical question whether animals have a mind separate from their brains;
therefore, even if Substance Dualism were true for humans, the possibility of generating
an animal-like mind would still exist. This, in itself, would be a major leap forward
beyond current capabilities.

Second, one of the goals of artificial intelligence research is to design an
autonomous rational agent.

It is interesting to note that the natural outcome of

Materialism, both Reductionalist and Emergent, is Determinism. Determinism is the
belief that humans do not have a free will; they are not able to freely choose between
choices [Moreland, 1987; Schaeffer, 1976]. Our actions and mental states are, in the
language of control theory, a result of initial conditions plus inputs. This is because, in
the Materialistic framework, all mental states are governed by the laws of physics. The
behavioral psychologist B.F. Skinner popularized this belief, and advocated wide scale
behavioral modification to control undesirable tendencies in the population. Of course,
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he and other behavioral psychologists would be the ones to decide which tendencies were
undesirable, and what modifications were appropriate.

Moreland [1987] states that to truly have rational and autonomous thought, a
causal agent view of self is required. He lists four theses of an agent view of self.
1) I must be able to deliberate, to reflect about what I am going to do. I deliberate
about my behavior and not that of others, future events and not past ones, courses of
action which I have not already settled. These facts of deliberation make sense only
if I assume that my actions are “up to me” to perform or not perform.
2) I must have free will; that is, given choices A and B, I can genuinely do both. If I do
A, I could have done otherwise. I could have chosen B. The past and present do not
physically determine only one future. The future is open and depends, to some
extent, on my free choices.
3) I am an agent. My acts are often self-caused. I am the absolute origin of my acts.
My prior mental or physical states are not sufficient to determine what I will do. I
must act as an agent.
4) Free will is incompatible with physical determinism. They cannot both be true at the
same time. [Moreland, 1987]

Truly rational thought requires that one is free to choose one’s beliefs based on reasons,
and not based on reactions to inherently irrational physical stimuli. If Materialism − and
therefore Determinism − is true, the reader’s acceptance or rejection of this argument has
been determined based on past experiences, and is not based on a rational choice.

Another result of Materialism is the loss of a concept of self [Moreland, 1987]. If
humans are the physically determined result of material processes in the brain, there is no
self, only the temporally connected brain states. In Substance Dualism, there is a self that
has the properties of individual states, but not so in Materialism. This has vast
implications for concepts of morality and punishment. If one’s actions are physically
determined, can one be held morally responsible for those actions?

If there is no

enduring “I”, is it reasonable to punish the brain-state currently in residence?

Rejecting Idealism as scientifically unknowable, one is left with two choices.
Either Substance Dualism is true and the concept of artificial human-level intelligence is
unobtainable. Or Materialism is true, and in the words of Francis Schaeffer [1976], “…
Man has become non-Man.” Schaeffer goes on to state:
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“… people affirm that man is only a machine. But those who hold this position cannot
live like machines!”

This thesis began with the quest to make an autonomous machine. We are now left with
one of two possibilities: either man is autonomous and machines cannot be, or neither
man nor machine can be fully autonomous. One should keep these arguments in mind
when reviewing the literature on the subject of artificial intelligence. It is apparent that
most authors hold to a materialistic viewpoint; yet, as Schaeffer said, their language
betrays their inability to accept a strict materialistic explanation.

Historical Attempts. With the philosophical background established, a review
of previous attempts to give machines intelligence is in order. An early attempt at
artificial intelligence (AI) can be found in Ramon Lull’s (1234-1315) Ars Magna [Cohen,
1967]. This device, which consisted of concentric circles with words written on them,
was used to answer questions. The words, which were arranged in an order based on the
ideas associated with them, were arranged to form a question. The answer to that
question then appeared as a sequence of other words. Lull believed all learning was
governed by a small set of basic categories, and that these categories were self-evident.
This technique finds a modern expression in some of the techniques currently used in the
AI research area of natural language processing.

Other attempts were the result of trying to formalize the human reasoning process.
According to Cohen [1967], Rene Descartes’ (1596-1650) best contribution was his trust
in the mathematical method. Descartes believed that all of the problems facing mankind
could be solved using mathematics. Other philosophers, such as Hobbes (1588-1679),
Spinoza (1632-1677), and Leibnitz (1646-1716), believed that all reason could be
reduced to a series of mathematical propositions and formulas. Spinoza writing in 1677
stated that “the desires and actions of man are no less subject to law than planes and
bodies are governed by the principles of geometry.” This viewpoint is consistent with a
materialistic view of the human mind. Hobbes and Leibnitz are both known for trying to
use mathematics to decide such matters as choosing a new king of Poland and Louis
XIV’s military strategy.
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A forerunner of the modern computer, Blaise Pascal’s (1623-1662) countingmachine performed addition and subtraction [Cohen, 1967]. Although not an example of
machine intelligence, this device did the work of human intelligence automatically.
Charles Babbage’s Analytical Machine, invented in 1829, took Pascal’s machine further
by providing for memory and data selection in addition to the numeric operations.
Widely hailed as the greatest invention of its time, it had many of the features of modern
computers.

Modern Research. Research into machine intelligence began in earnest with
the advent of modern electronics, especially since the development of the modern
computer during the World War II era [McKerrow, 1991]. During this same time frame,
McCulloch and Pitts (1943) developed the neural network [Haykin, 1999]. Their neural
network was built upon the neuron model of the brain developed in 1911 by Ramón y
Cajál. The 1950’s and 60’s saw the publication of numerous papers developing the basic
theory of neural networks. Haykin cites Hebb, Minsky, Rosenblatt, and Widrow as some
of the more famous contributors during this period. Haykin credits the early work by
McCulloch and Pitts with influencing the development of Von Neumann’s computer
architecture, still in use today. The work in neural networks interested neuro-biologists
and psychiatrists, who sought to understand the workings of the brain, as well as
engineers and scientists, who were searching for general computational tools. Work on
neural networks, also called connectionist models, progressed until 1969 when Minsky
published a book that laid out the mathematical proof of the limitations of the single layer
model. Minsky also postulated that multi-layer models could do no better. Neural
network research lay dormant until revived in the 1980’s through work by Hopfield and
Rummelhart. The back propagation algorithm, popularized by Rummelhart, allowed
multi-layer networks to overcome many of the limitations cited by Minsky in 1969.

Neural networks have found use in pattern recognition applications as well as
input-output mapping.
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information from camera images [Jochen, 1995].

This system, called ALVINN

(Autonomous Land Vehicle In a Neural Network), successfully steered a vehicle on
public roads at speeds up to 70 miles per hour. The network was trained by having a
driver steer the vehicle down a given type of roadway. Once the network adjusted its
weights appropriately, it was said to have learned the salient features of that type of
roadway. The vehicle could then steer when driving on a similar type of roadway.
Where neural networks attempted to model the physical operation of the brain
from the bottom up, another branch of research focused on modeling the way humans
think, using a top down approach [Brooks, 1991].

It was thought that the key to

understanding was in the manipulation of symbols. For problems that do not have a
closed form solution, the task is to search for a solution. Once a given domain is
represented in symbolic form, in a process known as abstraction, the computer can
manipulate the symbols searching through the set of possible solutions until the best one
is found.

Several search algorithms were developed, with the algorithm know as A*

(“A-star”) being one of the best known. The problem with search methods is that they
are subject to combinatorial explosion, where the number of possibilities quickly exceeds
the capabilities of the computer in both memory and time allotted. For example, a
chessboard with 35 possible moves per turn and 100 turns per game would have a search
space of 35100 possible moves. Combinatorial explosion requires the use of heuristic
rules for eliminating possible moves to limit the search space. These heuristic rules and
the search algorithms developed constitute what is traditionally called Artificial
Intelligence or AI.

Brooks [1997] has called this search-based method good old-

fashioned artificial intelligence. McCarthy, Minsky, Newell, and Simon were the main
developers of this area of research. This theory of artificial intelligence developed in
parallel with − and often in competition with − the connectionist models of neural
networks. Recently, some work in hybrid systems has been proposed [Haykin, 1999].

Shakey, discussed briefly in chapter 2 and shown in Figure 3.1, is an example of
an autonomous vehicle that was controlled using traditional AI techniques [McCarthy,
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1973; McKerrow, 1991]. Shakey used an onboard camera and tactile sensors to develop
an internal model of its surroundings.
developed,

Shakey

STanford

Research

Problem

Solver

used

Once this internal symbolic model was

the

Institute’s

(STRIPS)

to

manipulate the symbols to solve
basic problems and plan how to
move the physical objects around the
room. The technique was based on
performing

heuristic

searches

through the potential operations.
Brooks [1991] calls this the SenseModel-Plan-Act,

or

SMPA,

framework.
Figure 3-1. Shakey [McCarthy, 1973]

From the mid-1950’s up until the mid-1980’s, research into robotics, and artificial
intelligence in particular, was dominated by either the search-based AI methods or the
connectionist model. In the mid-1980’s Brooks [1986], who later succeeded Minsky as
director of the artificial intelligence lab at MIT, began to argue for a departure from
traditional models of intelligence. Brooks argued that what is perceived as intelligence is
more a function of the interactions with a complex environment than a function of
abstraction and higher level reasoning [Brook, 1987]. Brooks lays out his case for this
position in a somewhat scathing criticism of AI and connectionist approaches of the past.
Because our understanding of our actual brain functions are so poorly understood, models
of thought based on introspection, such as those in traditional AI, are inadequate to
explain our intelligence. Using examples from the “operational envelop” of cognition
and from experiments based on damaged brains, Brooks argues that the intelligence is not
a function of some centralized will, but instead is the output of multiple, almost
independent, operations. Brooks faults traditional AI not only on its dependence upon
abstraction and search, but also on its general lack of physical implementations. Most
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previous AI work, with some notable exceptions such as Shakey, was based on
simulation, logic problems, or games.

Brooks [1991] identifies four keys to his approach called behavior based robotics:
situatedness, embodiment, intelligence, and emergence.

Situatedness means that the

robot interacts with its environment and works on real problems instead of an internal
abstraction of the environment. In Brooks’s methodology, the “the world is its own best
model.” Embodiment means that the robot exists in a physical world with real sensors
and actuators. The test is in the real world functionality, and not in simulations and toy
problems. The physical world grounds the functions. Intelligence is viewed as the output
of complex interactions with the environment, and not as the result of reasoning.
Emergence implies that intelligence is the apparent result of primitive interactions with
the environment. Emergent intelligence is based on observing the system as a whole and
not on the individual reactions.

Brooks [1991] advocates developing only situated robots with purely reactive
architectures and no reasoning systems or internal representations.

His control

architecture based on this approach is called subsumption, and will be discussed in a later
section. Brooks [1991] states the belief that this is the only approach needed to build
truly intelligent systems, and that this is the key to understanding human intelligence.
Brooks’ views can be classified as Emergent Materialism based on the philosophical
discussion in this thesis. Brooks states
…that intelligence is an emergent property of certain complex systems—it sometimes
arises without an easily identifiable reason for arising.

In later works, Brooks [1997] agrees (somewhat) with some of his critics that while the
reactive approach is adequate for insect level behaviors, it does not scale to human level
behaviors. This has led to a shift in his emphasis from mobile robots to research in
humanoid robots [ Brooks 1997; Brooks, 1998].

In conclusion, it is worth revisiting Douglas Gage’s comments quoted at the
beginning of Chapter 2. In spite of the orders of magnitude increases in computing
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power, and the decades of research in connectionist models, traditional AI, and behavior
based robotics, no fully autonomous vehicle has yet to be deployed in general use. While
some successes have been noted, all require at least some operator intervention [SPIE,
2000]. The remainder of this thesis ignores the question of intelligence altogether, and
focuses upon the task at hand, that of getting a vehicle to operate in an unknown
environment in a manner that achieves certain goals without outside intervention.

3.2 Control Architectures
The task of regulating the behavior of any complex system, whether biological or
electro-mechanical, is a control issue. This section gives a description of two control
architectures that have been proposed and placed into use over the years. This section is
concerned with the organization of the controls, and not specific sensor or actuator
algorithms. Strengths and weaknesses of each format will be discussed.

Hierarchical.

Hierarchical controls are used to obtain a modular, scalable

design, which reduces the overall complexity of the design [Varaiya, 2000]. Components
of the hierarchical systems are cascaded such that subordinate modules receive
commands from superordinate modules.

Each module is generally responsible for

handling a specific task, with the resultant output provided as an input to a subordinate
module. Typically these modules are decomposed based on functional requirements
[Brooks, 1986]. These functional modules must each be complete before the vehicle can
operate [Brooks, 1986].

Changes to one module may necessitate changes in another

module, and may necessitate debugging of the entire system again. On the other hand,
this modularity can be a strength of this system. Changes to one module’s functionality,
if a different sensor is chosen for example, can be isolated from the other modules
provided the interfaces do not change. Another strength is the ability to coordinate more
complex reactions within the modules. Figure 3-2 shows the traditional decomposition
used by mobile robot programmers, which Brooks [1991] has called the Sense-ModelPlan-Act framework. It must be noted that Brooks discusses this architecture in the
context of traditional AI systems; however, the term hierarchical only refers to the
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decomposition of tasks. A system can be hierarchical without having traditional AI

M o to r c o ntro l

T a s k e xe c utio n

P la nning

M o de ling

S e ns o rs

P e rc e ptio n

modeling and planning modules.

A c tua to rs

Figure 3-2. Functional Decomposition of Tasks [Brooks, 1986]

Layered.

Brooks [1986] advocated an abandonment of the traditional

decomposition, for a decomposition based upon tasks. This decomposition is shown
schematically in Figure 3-3. Believing that complex behavior was a result of complex
interactions, not complex controls, he argued for simple control structures, which would
override other subordinate tasks at the appropriate time. Brooks listed the following
advantages for this layered control architecture:
-

Multiple goals – each layer represented a task (goal)

-

Multiple sensors – each layer handled a specific sensor

-

Robustness – other tasks could still function in the event of module failure

-

Additivity – More complex behaviors can be achieved by adding layers

Figure 3-4 shows the addition of layers to the system. Each layer is considered an added
level of competence for the vehicle, with higher level competencies assumed to be
behaviors that are more specific. The system functions by having the upper layers
actively suppress inputs to other modules, and inhibit the outputs. This architecture is
called subsumption, because of the way the higher level layers subsume the role of the
lower ones through the process of suppression and inhibition. Because there is no
centralized control, the complex behaviors are emergent from the interactions of the
vehicle with its environment. Brooks [1987] believes that this architecture emulates the
process of evolution. He attributes the existence of intelligent beings (humans), as proof
of the power of incrementally adding competencies over time. Brooks [1991] also argues
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that this reactive approach is a better model for intelligence than the symbol manipulation
model advocated by traditional AI researchers. This approach is generally known as
behavior based robotics.

P la n c ha ng e s to the w o rld
Ide ntify o bje c ts
M o nito r c ha ng e s
S e ns o rs

B uild m a ps

A c tua to rs

E xplo re
W a nde r
A vo id O bje c ts
Figure 3-3. Task Based Decomposition [Brooks, 1986]

L e ve l 3
L e ve l 2
L e ve l 1
S e ns o rs

A c tua to rs
L e ve l 0
Figure 3-4. Layered Architecture [Brooks, 1986]

This approach was successful in generating several autonomous vehicles, which
demonstrated insect-like behaviors [Brooks, 1991]. However, it did not appear to scale to
more complex coordinated behaviors. Kirsh [1991] argues that a truly useful household
robot would require representations, and not just react to the inputs. As stated before,
Brooks [1997] appears to agree with this conclusion and has moved on to cognitive
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robotics or what he dubs “cognobotics”. In addition to the lack of scalability, the fast
reactions can cause problems in the face of sensor errors [Martin and Moravec, 1996].
While subsumption was not as general as claimed in Brooks’ earlier works, the technique
has merits. In addition to the robustness due to the layered architecture, the speed of
decision making is superior to that of systems using traditional AI approaches. This
seems to point to some sort of hybrid approach, although Brooks’ [1991] denied this was
his intent.

3.3 Sensor Fusion
Most autonomous robotic systems will have multiple sensors [Brooks, 1986]. In
some cases, multiple sensors are used to give complete coverage, for example a ring of
24 ultrasonic sensors in 15° increments around a vehicle. In others, various types of
sensors are used to provide complementary information, for example cameras and range
finders. The task of combining the information into a usable form, suitable for making
navigation decisions, is known as sensor fusion.

McKerrow [1991] lists several

complexities involved in the task of sensor fusion:
-

Different sensors measures different parameters (e.g. vision and range data)

-

Differing physical locations require transformation into common reference

-

Differing time bases due to update times and movement during updates

-

Differing resolutions

-

Sensor noise

It should be noted, that Brooks’ [1986] layered subsumption approach avoided the
problem of sensor fusion altogether by having the vehicle react to each sensor separately,
and then having some outputs suppressed by higher priority actions. This subsection
discusses several of the other common approaches for dealing with these complexities.
Dead Reckoning. One of the most common methods of sensor fusion is known
as dead reckoning, which is used to estimate the position and orientation of a vehicle.
This estimation, or localization, uses inertial or odometric systems [Roumeliotis and
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Bekey, 1997]. Inertial systems include gyroscopes and accelerometers; while odometric
systems include encoders and tachometers, which are used to measure wheel rotations.
In theory, from a known starting position, the current location can be calculated by
measuring the distance traveled and rate of turn since the last update. For example, by
using encoders to measure wheel rotations, the movement of the vehicle can be
calculated. The kinematic relationships required for this are developed in Chapter 4.

Unfortunately, errors in measurement will cause errors in the calculation of
current location. This error will compound in subsequent calculations, such that the total
location error grows unbounded with movement.
reference to correct the localization errors.

The robot then requires a global

The sources of errors fall into several

categories:
-

Errors in the kinematic model (dimensional inaccuracies)

-

Errors in the sensor model (gyroscope drift for example)

-

Noise on the sensor measurements

-

External sources such as slippage, uneven terrain, …

Borenstein [1995] classifies odometry errors as systematic and non-systematic.
Systematic errors are those related to the kinematic model, while the others are
considered non-systematic. On rough terrain, non-systematic errors tend to dominate,
where systematic errors tend to dominate on smooth surfaces. Differences in wheel
diameter and wheelbase, the distance between wheels, were the dominant sources of
systematic errors. Borenstein [1995] gives a procedure for detecting and compensating
for these systematic errors on mobile robots.

Observers and Kalman Filters. Another popular method of sensor fusion is
the Kalman filter [Borenstein, 1996]. For systems that can be modeled using a linear
model, subject to sensor errors that can be modeled as white (constant power across all
frequencies) Gaussian noise, the Kalman filter will provide a statistically optimal
estimate of the system state. This use of a Kalman filter allows redundant sensors to be
combined to present a single estimate of the vehicle state. If the system is unstable or
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non-linear, the extended Kalman filter can be used. This sub-section will discuss the
linear version and some of its potential uses.

The Kalman filter is a specialization of the more general concept of an observer,
developed for state space control. The general form of a system, represented in discrete
time state space, is given by Bay [1999b] as
*

*

*

x k +1 = A x k + B u k
*

*

*

yk = C xk + D uk

(3.1)

where A, B, C, D are the state space matrices,
*
x is the system state vector,
*
u is the system input vector,
*
y is the system output, and
k and k+1 are the current and next time steps respectively.
*
The output of the system, y , is a vector of those values that can be measured. In
general, the actual state of the system will contain values that cannot be measured. For a
real system, it is impossible to know exactly what values the state vector has. This is
caused by uncertainty in the initial conditions, uncertainty in the state matrices, and
uncertainty in the measurements due to noise. The concept of an observer was developed
to observe a process’s state vector only through knowledge of the inputs, outputs, and the
system model. The basic form of an observer generates a state estimate, x̂ , which
*
includes an input based on the error between the measured plant output, y , and the
output, ŷ , predicted by the state estimate. The observer has the following form
*
x̂ k +1 = A x̂ k + B u k +L (y - ŷ)
*
ŷ k = C x̂ k + D u k

(3.2)

where L is the observer gain matrix, and
the ˆ notation denotes an estimate.

The relationship between the plant model, given in equation 3.1, and the observer
estimate, given in equation 3.2, is represented schematically in Figure 3-5. Although
beyond the scope of this section, most textbooks on modern control or linear systems
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teach methods for calculating the observer gain, L, such that the state error, x - x̂ , goes to
zero over a finite period.

uk

x k +1

B

xk

1
z

C

yk

A

+

L
-

uk

^x
k +1

B

^x
k

1
z

C

^y
k

A

O b se r ve r

Figure 3-5. State Space Observer (D=0)

Consider the following modification to the system shown in equation 3.1:
*

*

*

*

x k +1 = A x k + B u k +G v k
*

*

*

*

yk = C xk + D uk + wk

*
*
where v and w are random, uncorrelated, white noise with zero mean, and
G is the plant noise gain matrix.
If the observer gain, L, is calculated such that the observer will calculate a statistically
optimal estimate for the state vector of the system, while rejecting noise, the observer is
known as a Kalman Filter [Bay, 1999b].

The derivation and development of the

calculation of L for a Kalman filter is beyond the scope of this thesis. The interested
reader is referred to a textbook on the subject for more information, for example see Bay
[1999b].
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A useful feature of an observer is its ability to combine multiple inputs, in the
form of sensor measurements, and provide an estimate of the plant state. This feature
allows the use of redundant sensors to estimate certain variables, if those variables and
outputs can be represented by a state space system. An interesting application of this
technique is in the improvement localization estimates of a robotic vehicle. Roumeltiotis
and Bekey [1997] present a technique for minimizing the localization errors using an
Extended Kalman filter. By combining multiple sensors on the vehicle, along with
infrequent updates from a global sensor, an improvement of up to 40% was seen.

Evidence Grids. One of the most widely used techniques for fusing range and
boundary data is the evidence grid. The evidence grid is also useful in map building,
Developed at Carnegie Mellon University (CMU), the evidence grid has also been known
as occupancy or certainty grids [Martin and Moravec, 1996]. The name has changed over
the years due to refinement and extension of the concept to other tasks, beyond noting
whether a space is occupied or not. First developed to store evidence in a 2-D grid based
on repeated readings from ultrasonic sensors, the concept has evolved for use with other
sensors.

A 3-D version is currently under development at CMU, but will not be

discussed in this thesis.

The basic version of the evidence grid consists of a tessellated grid, similar to a
checkerboard, which represents a region of ground space [Martin and Moravec, 1996]. A
numeric value is assigned to each cell in the grid based on the likelyhood that the cell is
occupied by an obstacle, or is free space suitable for navigation. Figure 3-6 shows an
example of a simple evidence grid, where the empty cells represent free space. The
system was originally developed for ultrasonic sensors, which have a 30-degree region of
uncertainty. As multiple hits for a given region were accumulated, the evidence for
occupancy was increased. Early versions, developed in the mid-1980s, used an ad hoc
equation for assigning evidence values to the cells. The newer versions are based on
probability theory, and have been developed using probabilistic models of the sensors,.
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By using the logarithm of the probability ratio, known as the odds, the probabilistic
representation can be calculated using simple addition, which is computationally more
efficient than storing the true probability.
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Figure 3-6. Sample Evidence Grid

By allowing the evidence to build up over time, based on multiple sensor
readings, the evidence grid is largely insensitive to sporadic errors due to sensor noise or
specular reflection [Martin and Moravec, 1996]. This makes evidence grid the sensor
fusion method of choice for noisy sensors, such as ultrasonic sensors. The evidence grid
is also useful for fusing information from multiple sensor types.

The sensors can

complement one another, by sensing areas in the other sensor’s blind spots, or by
compensating for the other sensor’s weaknesses. For example, ultrasonic sensors are
better at defining empty regions than precisely locating an obstacle. A vision-based
system may be better at defining edges, but less precise at differentiating objects from the
background. In situations where the evidence conflicts, the evidence values move toward
the “unknown” value, which is useful information in and of itself.

3.4 Navigation Strategies
Once the sensor data has been processed, the vehicle must select a path that
avoids obstacles and moves the vehicle towards the goal. The goal may be a physical
one, such as reaching a docking station to recharge batteries, or the goal may be to simply
explore the environment further. For the vehicle to appear intelligent, the vehicle must
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choose a path that seems reasonable to an observer. This section discusses several
approaches to navigation used by autonomous vehicles over the years. In most cases, the
navigation strategies use data that has been transformed using the sensor fusion
techniques outlined above.

Classical Artificial Intelligence Techniques. Artificial intelligence (AI) has
contributed two techniques relevant to the task of having autonomous vehicles navigate
in an unstructured environment: predicate calculus and search algorithms [McKerrow,
1991]. Predicate calculus, a rule-based technique, is used to plan tasks based on the
internal representation of the environment obtained via the sensors. This technique was
used on the Shakey robot discussed in Chapter 2, and is one of the main targets of
Brooks’ [1986, 1991] criticism of AI. The technique requires a level of abstraction from
the world that Brooks argues is inappropriate for real systems. The techniques are also
generally too slow for real time operations, and therefore require the vehicle to stop while
the new task is planned [McKerrow, 1991].

The second AI technique, in wide use today, is concerned with finding efficient
algorithms to search a large space of options [McKerrow, 1991]. Once the vehicle has an
internal map of its environment, it can then search for the lowest cost path from its
starting point to its goal location. Moravec [1996] used this method to generate paths
based on evidence grid maps. Because most plans suffer from combinatorial explosion,
such that the number of options overwhelms computing resources, heuristics have been
devised to limit the search. A common method in use today is known as the A* (“Astar”) algorithm. This technique works by ordering choices based on the sum of the
actual cost to get to the current node and the estimated cost to get from the current node
to the goal node.

The algorithm selects the path that is “best so far”, and then

recalculates the total costs based on updated knowledge of costs. It then reorders the
paths based on the updated costs, and reselects. If the estimated cost is lower than the
actual cost, the A* algorithm is guaranteed to find the optimal path, if one exists. In most
cases, the estimated cost is based on the straight-line distance from a node to the goal.
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Consider the small graph of paths shown in Figure 3-7 [McKerrow, 1991]. The
cost of traversing the path between each node is shown. The estimated cost is the
straight-line distance from the current node to the goal node. Starting from the start node,
S, the task is to find the optimal path to the goal node, G. In the first step, S-B has the
lowest sum, since the estimated cost to traverse A-G is the same as the estimate for B-G.
However, after processing the B node, the cost to the goal is higher than anticipated.
Therefore, the potential paths are reordered and the path S-A is selected. The process
continues through S-A-C, until the optimal path S-A-C-G is found.

C
1
1
A
3
2
S

G
1

4
B

1

2

D

1

E

Figure 3-7. Sample Graph of Paths [McKerrow, 1991]

A complication exists when the vehicle is moving in an unknown environment
[Stentz, 1995]. As the vehicle moves and collects more sensor data, the sensor data will
almost invariably change the cost calculations upon which its current path is based. If the
vehicle must stop and recalculate its path, it will not be able to traverse a space in real
time. The vehicle designer using the A* algorithm is then faced with a choice, continue
on a potentially sub-optimal, and possibly dangerous, path, or deal with the constant
starting and stopping required by the time consuming path planner. A modification to the
A* algorithm, called D* (Dynamic A*), has been developed which allows the program to
only update those paths which are most affected by the changes. Use of the D* algorithm
allows the vehicle to continue in motion while using the latest sensor information. Stentz
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[1994, 1995] developed the algorithm in full; the reader is referred to these works for
more details.

Voronoi Diagrams. Often in navigation, it is desired to keep the vehicle as far
from obstacles as possible [McKerrow, 1991]. The Voronoi diagram, also called the
Generalized Voronoi Diagram (GVD) is a graph of paths such that each path is a locus of
points equidistant from object boundaries. One advantage of the Voronoi diagram, is that
it can be proven to find a path if one exists [Choset, 1996]. Another advantage is that it
can be built up incrementally, based on sensor data. In this way, it also functions as a
sensor fusion method. Figure 3-8 shows a representation of the GVD, for a rectangular
room with a square object in the center and one doorway in the corner. The vehicle
navigates by tracing the paths shown.

Decision mechanisms must be provided for

handling meet points, and recognizing loops. The Voronoi diagram has been generalized
into more than 2 dimensions, and is known as the generalized Voronoi graph (GVG).

Figure 3-8. Generalized Voronoi Diagram

Potential Field Methods.

A common method of navigation is based on

potential fields. This method was used on all previous Virginia Tech vehicles. With
potential fields, the vehicle and all obstacles are given a virtual magnetic or electrical
polarity, and the goal is given the reverse polarity [Haynie, 1998]. The like polarity on
the vehicle and obstacles generates a repulsive force, while the reverse charge on the goal
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generates an attractive force. The net force is calculated using the vector sum of all of the
forces on the vehicle, and the vehicle is steered according to the resultant force. Figure
3-9 shows a representation of the potential field effect.

Potential fields are

computationally efficient, and the path generated is very similar to that of Voronoi
diagrams.

G oal

Figure 3-9. Potential Field Representation

Haynie [1998] and Mentz [2000] discuss a method used on previous Virginia
Tech vehicles to calculate the potential repulsive forces as a function of the distance from
an obstacle. This technique uses the 2-D Laplacian of Gaussian operator to create an
attractive trough around the obstacle, which causes the vehicle to navigate around the
obstacle at a specified distance. For line segments, the repulsive force is calculated based
on a Laplacian of Gaussian distribution perpendicular to the line, and a Gaussian
distribution along the line. This is useful for line following if the line only exists on one
side of the vehicle. A regular potential field would cause the vehicle to veer off course in
this situation. Figure 3-10 shows plots of the repulsive forces generated for obstacles and
line segments. The plots give the methods their names, the “Mexican Hat” and the
“shark fin” respectively.
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Figure 3-10. Laplacian of Gaussian Distribution [Mentz, 2000]

The main disadvantage to potential field methods is the existence of local minima.
This can result in the vehicle becoming trapped based on the local data. Borenstein
[1991] discusses this and other problems encountered with his implementation of a
Virtual Force Field. Narrow openings, such as doorways, exhibited the local minima
problem by “pushing” the vehicle away from the opening. Another problem was caused
by the discrete nature of the evidence grid used as the map. This resulted in drastic
changes in the resultant force as the vehicle moved from cell to cell. A low-pass filter
was used to smooth the steering control signal, but this had the effect of delaying
reactions to unexpected obstacles. The force field also resulted in unstable oscillatory
motion in narrow corridors such as hallways.

Vector Field Histograms.

To get away from the problems exhibited by

potential fields in general, and the Virtual Force Field method in particular, Borenstein
[1991] developed the Vector Field Histogram (VFH) method. The VFH uses a two step
process to reduce the sensor data to the drive and steering commands required. The first
process combines the sensor data into a 2-D evidence grid type of format, which
Borenstein calls a histogram grid. The data in the histogram grid is then converted into a
1-D polar histogram.

The polar histogram, shown in Figure 3-11, stores values called

polar obstacle densities, which represent a measure of the obstacle density at a given
angle relative to the vehicles path. The vehicle steers by searching for candidate valleys,
which are wide and deep enough for the vehicle to pass through.
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Polar Obstacle Density
90

Angular Orientation

-90

Figure 3-11. Example Polar Histogram – Obstacle Density vs. Angular Orientation

The VFH+ algorithm, developed as a modification to the original VFH algorithm,
includes the vehicle dynamics in the selection of candidate valleys [Borenstein, 1998].
Instead of a single threshold to determine if a valley is deep enough, the VFH+ algorithm
uses hysteresis to generate a binary histogram. This prevents oscillatory motion when the
vehicle is near two candidate openings. The histogram is marked as free or blocked,
using a 0 or 1 respectively, according to the following calculations:
H bk,i = 1

if H pk,i > τ high

H bk,i = 0

if H pk,i < τ low

b
H bk,i = H k,
i-1

otherwise

where the b superscript denotes the binary value,
the p superscript denotes the original polar value,
k denotes the time step, and
i denotes the sector.
The algorithm then uses knowledge of the vehicle dynamics, to mark as blocked those
sectors that are limited by the maximum path curvature of the vehicle. The remaining
free sectors are then evaluated based on a cost function to select the best candidate
opening. Once a candidate valley is selected, the vehicle is steered toward the middle of
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the valley for narrow valleys, and to the closest side for wide valleys. The VFH (+) and
evidence grid techniques serve as the basis for the navigation strategy developed for this
thesis, and will be developed further in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 4: The Plant – Dynamics and Control
Given the review of the relevant literature in Chapter 3, this chapter lays out the
theory behind the dynamics of the newest autonomous vehicle developed by Virginia
Tech for the Intelligent Ground Vehicle Competition. The chapter begins with the
development of the kinematic relationships that define the vehicle motion. These are
used to develop a dynamic model of the vehicle.

This model is then used in the

development of the vehicle controls at the actuator level.

The vehicle under development, shown conceptually in Figure 4-1, is a threewheeled vehicle. The two large front wheels provide drive and steering capability, while
the rear wheel acts as a support. This configuration was chosen because it offers several
performance benefits when compared with traditional vehicle designs of four or more
wheels [Haynie, 1998]. Two of these benefits are stability and a zero turning radius. The
zero turning radius offers superior mobility when compared with traditional drive-steer
configurations that must translate in order to turn.

This improved mobility offers

competitive advantages when navigating in unknown environments.

Figure 4-1. New Autonomous Vehicle Basic Design
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4.1 Kinematic Model
In order to develop algorithms for controlling the vehicle, the kinematic
relationship between wheel rotation and vehicle movement must be defined.

By

developing the relationship between the wheels and vehicle at large, the wheel rotations
required to generate a specific gross motion of the vehicle can be calculated. Figure 4-2
shows a plan view of the vehicle. Although generally symmetric, the vehicle dimensions
are given separately for the left and right sides. This development allows for slight
variations in the dimensions during manufacture and operation. Slight differences in the
supposedly symmetric dimensions can yield significant errors in the dead reckoned
estimates for position [Borenstein, 1996].

Dimensions
a

b
ct
e

ra

rb
cg
c

d

a ≡ left wheel to center line distance (m)
b ≡ right wheel to center line distance(m)
ra ≡ left wheel loaded radius (m)
rb ≡ right wheel loaded radius (m)
rc ≡ caster wheel loaded radius (m)
c ≡ axle to caster pivot distance (m)
d ≡ caster pivot to axle distance (m)
e ≡ axle to center of gravity (m)
ψ ≡ caster angle to center line (radians)
(positive as shown)
cg≡ center of gravity
ct ≡ turning center

rc
ψ

Figure 4-2. Plan View of Vehicle

For a rigid body, such as this vehicle, moving in planar motion, there is an
imaginary point in the plane of motion known as the instant center. The instant center is
a point about which the vehicle is in pure rotation. In this way a body undergoing both
translation and rotation, can be described as a body rotating about a point. Figure 4-3
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shows the plane view of the vehicle as it moves in the plane. As the vehicle moves about
the arcs, sa and sb, traced by the wheels, the vehicle rotates about the instant center, O.
The instant center is not fixed in space, and moves as the vehicle path changes, but can be
considered fixed for a specific instant in time The point at which the axle and centerline
intersect is called the turning center. The path of the vehicle will be described as the path
the turning center traces in the plane, as the vehicle rotates about the instant center.

φ

vv

9 0 -β

ct
sb

9 0 -β

ρ
sa
β
O

r1

a

b

r2
Figure 4-3. Differential Steering

Figure 4-4 shows the elevation view of the right wheel. As the wheel rotates
through an angle θ b , measured from some arbitrary reference, the vehicle moves forward
a distance sb. The vehicle is steered by driving one wheel a greater distance than the
other over the same time interval. This is shown in Figure 4-3, where the right wheel has
been driven a distance sb, which is greater than the distance sa traveled at the same time.
This greater distance results in the vehicle turning through an angle β. The physical
connections between the wheels, known as the kinematic constraints, force the wheels to
move in parallel arcs. The kinematic constraints yield the following geometric
relationships between wheel rotations and distance traveled:
s a = ra θ a = r1¢

(4.1)

and
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s b = rb θ b = (r1 + a + b)¢

(4.2)

Equation 4.1 can be solved for r1 to give
r1 =

ra θ a
¢

(4.3)

By substituting equation 4.3 into equation 4.2, the relationship for the angle β can be
found as
rb θ b − ra θ a
a+b

¢=

(4.4)

The radius of curvature, ρ, of the path that the vehicle center of rotation travels is given
by

ρ = r1 + a

rb
θb
sb
Figure 4-4. Right Side Wheel Elevation View

By using simple geometry, and noting that both a triangle and straight line have
180 degrees, the change in heading, φ, can be shown to equal angle β. Also note that the
rate of change of heading, or turning rate, can be calculated by differentiating equation
4.4 to give

φ = ¢ =
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The speed of the vehicle, vv, along the path traveled by the turning center, is given by a
weighted average of the speeds along the arcs sa and sb. This relationship is calculated as
vv =

a ra θa + b rb θb
a+b

(4.6)

For the normal case, where a and b are equal, this equation reduces to the numerical
average given by
vv =

ra θa + rb θb
2

(4.7)

If encoders are used to measure the wheel angular velocities, θa and θb , the vehicle speed
and turning rate can be calculated using equations 4.5 and 4.7.
If a global coordinate system is chosen, where positive φ is measured in the righthand sense from the y-axis, the vehicle component velocities are given by
v x = − v v sin(φ )

(4.8)

v y = v v cos(φ )

(4.9)

and

The equations for the component velocities are non-linear and cannot be linearized
without a loss of generality. The absolute heading angle, φ, is not a function of the
vehicle kinematics, although the rate of change of heading is a function of the kinematics,
and is given by equation 4.5. Given an initial heading, equation 4.5 can be numerically
integrated to give an estimate of the absolute heading. Using this estimate for heading,
the component velocities can be calculated, using equations 4.8 and 4.9, and numerically
integrated to give an estimate of position based on dead reckoning.

This position

estimate is subject to the unbounded errors described in Chapter 3, due to inaccuracies in
the measurement of the wheel angular velocities and vehicle geometry [Borenstein,
1996].

The equations for vehicle speed and turning rate are linear with respect to the
wheel angular velocities. This linearity allows the development of a linear control law
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based on the kinematic geometry of the vehicle. Given a desired velocity vref and a
desired rate of rotation φref , equations 4.5 and 4.7 can be used to calculate the required
wheel velocities as

(θ )

=

2 v ref − φref ( a + b)
2 ra

(4.10)

(θ )

=

2 v ref + φref ( a + b)
2 rb

(4.11)

a


b

ref

ref

Equations 4.10 and 4.11 are the basis for the control calculations that will be discussed in
a later section in this chapter.

This thesis proposes to improve the position estimate by adding instrumentation
to the rear caster wheel. Figure 4-5 shows the geometric relationship between the caster
wheel and the instantaneous vehicle motion. The caster wheel ground speed is calculated
by

vc = rc θc
where rc is the radius of the caster wheel, and

θc is the rate of rotation of the caster wheel.
Since the instantaneous vehicle speed, vv, is along the vehicle centerline, the following
relationship holds:
v v = v c cos(¸ ) = rc θc cos(¸ )

(4.12)

Also, the rate of change of the heading is given by

φ =

r
vc
sin(  = c θc sin( 
c
c

(4.13)

If the caster wheel is instrumented to measure θc and ψ, these equations can be used to
augment the dead reckoning obtained from the front wheel sensors alone. Chapter 5
discusses how these redundant sensor measurements can be fused to obtain an estimate of
vehicle speed and heading that is better than the estimate obtained by dead reckoning
based, in the presence of noise or error, on the drive wheel encoders alone.
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Figure 4-5. Caster Wheel Geometry

4.2 Vector Calculus Model
Another way of describing the movement of the vehicle is by using vector
calculus. Although the kinematic and vector calculus descriptions are equivalent, they
have varying levels of utility, depending upon the use. The kinematic relationships are
used for developing the control relationships, while the vector calculus descriptions are
used in the next section to derive the dynamic model of the vehicle. The remainder of
this thesis will use both descriptions interchangably, as appropriate.

Using the global coordinate system described above, the position of the vehicle
turning center, as a function of time, can be specified as a vector quantity
*
P(t) = x (t )î + y(t) ĵ
where x(t) is the position along the x-axis and y(t) is the position along the y-axis, both as
a function of time, and î and ĵ are the unit vectors along the fixed x- and y-axes,
respectively. The velocity vector, the derivative of the position vector, is given by
*
*
V(t) = P (t) = x (t )î + y (t) ĵ
(4.14)
The velocity vector at point P is tangent to the curve traced by the position vector as it
moves through time. Note that because this description is equivalent to that given in
equations 4.8 and 4.9, v x = x (t ) and v y = y (t ) . The kinematic relationships are given
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for the parameters at a specific instant in time, so that the time dependence is implicit.
On the other hand, the vector calculus notation uses explicit time dependence. The
relationship between the position vector and the velocity vector is shown in Figure 4-6.

V
^j

P
^i

Figure 4-6. Vector Description of Vehicle Path

The length of the curve traced by the position vector from some intial time t0 to
the current time is given by
t

s(t) =

*

∫ V(τ ) dτ

t0

The vehicle speed, vv as defined in equation 4.7, can also be defined as the rate of change
of the length of the curve
*
ds
v v (t) = V(t) =
dt
Although the vectors are generally written as time dependent parametric
functions, the parameters can be modified to be given in terms of distance along the arc.
Using the following relationship
dt
1
=
ds ds
dt
one can obtain time as a function of distance
t = t(s)
This time function allows the time dependent functions to be reparameterized in terms of
arc length as follows:
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*
*
*
P(t) = P(t(s)) = P(s)

A vector tangent to the curve traced by the position vector can be defined as
*
*
dP(s)
T(s) =
ds
Or in terms of time,

*
*
dP(t)
T(t) =
dt

which is equivalent to the definition of velocity given in equation 4.14. The tangent
vector can be made into a unit vector by dividing by the magnitude,
*
T
T̂ = *
T
The velocity may also be described in terms of the unit tangent vector T̂ by the equation
*
V(t) = v v (t) T̂(t)
The curvature of the curve, κ, as a function of arc length is defined as the magnitude of
the rate of change of the unit tangent vector with respect to the arc length along the curve:

κ (s) =

dT̂
ds

Curvature is equal to zero for a straight line, and infinity for a zero-radius turn. For cases
where the curvature is non-zero, the unit normal vector can be defined as
N̂(s) =

1 dT̂
κ (s) ds

Curvature is a magnitude, with the direction of curvature given by the normal vector.
The relationship between the tangent and normal vectors, as well as the arc length s is
shown in Figure 4-7.

*
The acceleration of the vehicle, A , can always be decomposed into normal and
tangential components according to the following equation:
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*
*
dV
A (t) =
= a v T̂ + v v 2κ N̂
dt
where
a v = a v (t) =

dv v
dt

Pos ition at t
^
T

s
^
N
Pos ition at t 0
Figure 4-7. Vector Relationships

The curvature can be rewritten in terms of time dependence as
*
*
V(t) x A(t)
κ (t) =
* 3
V(t)

(4.15)

To relate the kinematic relationships to the vector calculus relationships, begin with
equations 4.8, 4.9, and 4.14, which yield the following equation:
*

V(t) = − v v (t)Sin( φ (t )) î + v v (t)Cos( φ (t ))ˆj

The acceleration vector can be written as
*
*
A(t) = V
(t) = (−a v (t)Sin( φ (t )) − v v (t)Cos( φ (t )) φ(t ))î +
(a (t)Cos( φ (t ) − v Sin( φ (t )) φ(t ))) ĵ
v

(4.16)

(4.17)

v

Combining equations 4.15, 4.16, and 4.17, the equation for curvature can be expressed as
a function of vv and φ as follows:

κ (t) =
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4.3 Analytic Model
The kinematic and vector calculus models are useful for describing the vehicle
motion, but are not useful for predicting the vehicle motion given changes in control
action or environmental parameters. Prediction requires a dynamic model of the vehicle
system. Furthermore, the model must be of sufficient detail to capture the essential
dynamics of the system in order for the predictions to be useful. By using the dynamic
model in simulations, the effects of various control strategies can be tested without
jeopardizing the vehicle. This section uses a commonly used technique for developing
dynamic models, called Lagrange’s method, to develop an appropriate model for the
vehicle under consideration in this thesis. Appendix A presents the derivation of this
method for those readers unfamiliar with the technique, or who want to brush up on the
nomenclature.

Using the theoretical method outlined in Appendix A, this section

develops the analytical model of the dynamics for the vehicle considered by this thesis.

The development of the theoretical model requires certain simplifying
assumptions to be made during the development of the model. Chapter 8 will discuss the
validation of the model and its underlying assumptions, and its use in debugging and
testing the vehicle controls.

Each assumption will be discussed in detail, but for

convenience they are listed here:
-

Motion on a flat plane

-

Wheels roll without slipping

-

Negligible caster assembly energy

-

Caster effects on the vehicle can be modeled using forces acting at the caster
pivot

-

Bearing friction follows a simple viscous model plus a constant

-

Negligible electrical dynamics due to inductive components

The model will be developed for the motion of the vehicle on a flat plane, which
represents the first simplifying assumption. It was decided that this level of accuracy is
sufficient since the development and operation of the vehicle takes place either indoors or
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on relatively flat ground. By restricting motion to a flat plane, there is no change in the
potential energy of the vehicle due to gravitational forces.

The entire control authority for the vehicle is transmitted by the two drive wheels.
Since the rotations of these drive wheels also define the kinematic relationships between
vehicle speed and rotation, the wheel rotations will serve as the main generalized
coordinates. For the second simplifying assumption, it is assumed that the wheels will
roll without slipping, which is also basic to the kinematic development in the previous
sections.

Also, because the vehicle is modeled as a rigid body, the kinematic

relationships outlined in section 4.1 serve as non-holonomic constraints on the vehicle.
The equations for the vehicle speed and rotation rate are functions of the derivatives of
the generalized coordinates. This leads to a non-integrable expression for the absolute
vehicle position. Non-holonomic systems are solvable using Lagrange multipliers, but
this represents an added complication beyond the scope of this thesis. One should also
note the non-linear form of the relationship between heading and component velocities.
For controls development, the main concern is that the steering and velocity control are
stable. Higher level functions, such as navigation and mapping, may be concerned with
absolute position, but the lower level motor controls are not concerned with position. If
the absolute position is neglected, only the wheel rotations are needed and the system
becomes a holonomic system with only two generalized coordinates: θ a and θ b .

If

position estimation is required for simulations of higher level functions, the component
velocities, defined by equations 4.8 and 4.9, can be numerically integrated as discussed in
the kinematic section.

Again, subject to the standard errors associated with dead

reckoning.

The caster wheel affects the vehicle dynamics by the forces exerted on the caster
assembly pivot. The caster wheel is assumed to move along the line defined by the caster
ground contact point and the caster wheel assembly pivot point, as shown in Figure 4-5.
The relationship between the caster wheel angle and the wheel rotations is complex and
difficult to solve in closed form. Therefore, the effect of the caster wheel on the vehicle
will be modeled as the result of forces, of unknown direction and magnitude, acting at the
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caster wheel pivot. The magnitude and direction of these forces are functions of the
rolling friction acting along the line of motion, and a force acting to rotate the caster
wheel assembly into the proper alignment.

It is assumed that these forces can be

estimated separately, and applied as external forces.

This greatly simplifies the

development of the equations of motion. This simplification assumes that the energies
associated with the caster wheel and assembly are negligible compared to the vehicle as a
whole.

The general form of the kinetic energy term, relative to the vehicle center of mass,
in Lagrange’s equations is given in Appendix A as
 I xx
1 * 2 1

T = m rc + ¹ x ¹ y ¹ z  I yx
2
2
 I zx


[

]

I xy
I yy
I zy

I xz  ¹ x 

I yz  ¹ y 
 
I zz  ¹ z 

(4.19)

The development of the dynamic equations breaks the vehicle up into the main vehicle
body, and the two drive wheels. For this model, the total kinetic energy of the caster
assembly is being neglected. However, if the mass of the caster assembly is lumped with
the mass of the vehicle, then only the rotational energy of the caster is neglected.
&
Recognizing that for the vehicle body confined to move on a plane ω = [0 0 φ]T , and
equation 4.19 reduces to
1 *
1
Tv = m rc 2 + I zz φ 2
2
2
Additionally, the energy associated with translating the drive wheels forward, and
rotating them about the z-axis as the vehicle rotates, is neglected. However, if the mass
of the drive wheels is lumped with the total vehicle mass, and the inertia about the z-axis
is lumped with the vehicle interia about the z-axis, then the total effect of the drive
&
wheels is included. For the drive wheels, ω = [0 ω y 0]T , and equation 4.19 reduces to
Tw =

1
I yy ω y 2
2

The total kinetic energy is the summation of the component kinetic energies.
Recognizing that ω y = θ for each wheel, the total kinetic energy can be written
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T=

&
1
1 2 1 2 1
I a¨ a + I b¨ b + m v rc 2 + I zz φ 2
2
2
2
2

(4.20)

where the a and b subscripts represent the inertia and rotation for drive wheels a and b
respectively. The mass of the vehicle, mv, includes the mass of the drive wheels and
caster assembly.
&
The parameter Izz and variable rc are with respect to the center of mass, however
the kinematic relationships were defined with respect to the turning center. Using the
notation described in the vector calculus section, and shown in Figure 4-8, the vector
pointing to the center of mass can be calculated as
*
*
rc = P − e b̂ 2

(4.21)

where b̂ 2 represents a unit vector in the body coordinate frame, and
e is the distance from the center of rotation to the center of mass.
Since the body coordinate frame is rotated with respect to the Newtonian frame by the
heading angle φ, the body coordinate frame unit vectors can be expressed in the
Newtonian reference by
b̂1 = cos(φ ) î + sin(φ )ĵ
b̂ 2 = − sin(φ ) î + cos(φ )ĵ

(4.22)

Using equations 4.21 and 4.22, the location of the center of mass is given by
*
*
rc = P − e ( − sin(φ ) î + cos(φ )ˆj)

(4.23)

The velocity of the center of mass is obtained by differentiating equation 4.23 with
respect to time, which gives

*
*
rc = V − e ( − cos(φ ) î − sin(φ )ˆj)φ
&
By substituting the previously defined relationship for V , the following equation is
obtained:

[

] [

]

*
rc = x + e φ cos(φ ) î + y + e φ sin(φ ) ˆj
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φ
b2
.

φ

b1
e

→
P

c2

→
rc

j

Fs

i

c1
Fd

ψ
Figure 4-8. Free Body Diagram for Dynamic Model

The dot product used in equation 4.20 is calculated as
* 2 * *
rc = rc ⋅ rc

(

)

= x 2 + y 2 + e 2 φ 2 cos 2 (φ ) + sin 2 (φ ) + 2 e φ ( x cos(φ ) + y sin(φ ))

(4.25)

By using the trigometric identity, sin2φ + cos2φ = 1, and substituting equations 4.8 and
4.9 as discussed in the vector calculus section, equation 4.25 can be reduced to
* *
rc ⋅ rc = v v 2 + e 2 φ 2

(4.26)

Combining equations 4.20 and 4.26, the kinetic energy for the vehicle becomes
T=

1 2 1 2 1
1
I a¨ a + I b¨ b + m v v v 2 + ( m v e 2 + I zz )φ 2
2
2
2
2

Where the term ( m v e 2 + I zz ) is recognized as the mass moment of inertia about the center
of rotation by the parallel axis theorem, and will be defined as
I v = m v e 2 + I zz
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Making the final substitutions from equations 4.5 and 4.6, the total kinetic energy of the
vehicle is given by
 a r ¨ + b rb ¨b
1
1
1
T = I a ¨a2 + I b ¨b2 + m v  a a
2
2
2 
a+b

2
 1  rb ¨b − ra ¨a
 + Iv 
 2 
a+b








2

(4.27)

where equation 4.27 is in terms of constants and the generalized coordinates θa and

θb alone.

The potential and dissipation functions, V and D, in Lagrange’s equation are
much simpler to calculate. For motion on a flat plane, the potential energy term is
constant and can be defined as
V=0

(4.28)

The dissipation function, D, is used to model damping in the system. In the case of the
vehicle, this damping comes from friction. Friction is a highly non-linear effect in
reality, but for purposes of this model will be assumed to viscous friction in the bearings
plus a constant term. This avoids non-linearities, such as stiction, which are difficult to
model. The constant term in the friction will be lumped in with the rolling friction and
modeled as an external force. The viscous friction will be modeled using the dissipation
function, which results in the following relationship:

D=

1
1
C a ¨a2 + C b ¨b2
2
2

(4.29)

where
Ca = viscous damping of the left wheel, and
Cb = viscous damping of the right wheel.
For the model being developed, there are three kinds of external forces: drive
torque, rolling friction, and caster wheel drag. The drive torque is developed by the
direct-current (DC) electric motors, and is used to power each of the front wheels. The
dynamic model being developed assumes that current is an input, and generates the motor
torque, according to the following equation:

τ = K t ia
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where Kt = torque constant,
ia = armature current, and
τ

= motor torque applied to each wheel.

The reasons for using current as an input, instead of voltage, will be discussed in the
controls section of this chapter.

The drive wheels see the rolling friction as a moment due to the rolling friction
force acting at the wheel radius, as shown in Figure 4-9. The rolling friction is assumed
to be a constant proportional to the weight acting at the point of contact between the
wheel and the ground.
F = − C rf N

(4.31)

where F = rolling friction force acting at point of contact,
Crf = coefficient of rolling friction, and
N = normal force (weight) acting a contact point.
This rolling friction moment is always opposite the direction of wheel rotation. The
model being developed assumes a forward travel direction, however the numerical model
can handle reverse travel by changing the sign of the coefficient based on the direction of
wheel rotation.

θ

N
F

Figure 4-9. Rolling Friction Acting on Wheel

The external forces are treated as generalized forces, defined in Appendix A as
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Q j = ∑ Fi
**

i

**

*
*
∂r
** ∂¹
⋅
+ ∑Mk ⋅
∂q j
∂q j
k

By combining equations 4.30 and 4.31 with the definition of generalized, the following
generalized forces are obtained for each wheel:
θ a : Q1a ** = K t a i aa − C rf a N a ra

(4.32)

θ b : Q1b ** = K t b i ab − C rf b N b rb

(4.33)

The caster wheel affects the vehicle through forces acting at the pivot point
between the vehicle and the caster wheel assembly.

For the Lagrange model

development, the forces will be decomposed into two component forces. One component
acts along the direction that the caster wheel is rolling. This component, the drag force
denoted Fd in Figure 4-8, is due to the rolling friction force encountered by the caster
wheel. The other force, denoted Fs in Figure 4-8, is assumed to be perpendicular to the
caster path. This force enforces the no-side-slip constraint on the caster wheel. It is
assumed that the caster wheel rolls and pivots, but does not slide sideways normal to the
direction of rolling. This slip force, Fs, acts to rotate the caster assembly into the correct
orientation to satisfy the constraints given in equations 4.12 and 4.13.

For now, this development assumes the existance of these caster forces as known
magnitudes and directions. From the definition given in Appendix A, the generalized
force created by these two forces is given by
Qj

**

*
*
∂C
∂C
= Fs ⋅
+ Fd ⋅
∂q j
∂q j

(4.34)

*
where ∂C is the virtual displacement of the pivot location. The pivot location virtual
displacement is given by the movement of the center of rotation plus the movement of the
pivot relative to the center of rotation for a virtual displacement of the generalized
coordinates. In the body coordinate frame, this relationship is given by
* a r δθ + b rb δθ b
r δθ − r δθ
δC = a a
b̂ 2 + b b a a b̂ 3 × − c b̂ 2
a+b
a+b

(

)

which reduces to
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* c (rb δθ b − ra δθ a )
a r δθ + b rb δθ b
δC =
b̂1 + a a
b̂ 2
a+b
a+b

(4.35)

The forces act along a coordinate frame attached to the caster wheel. Using a body
coordinate frame on the caster, with the origin on the ground below the pivot point, the
ĉ 2 axis is oriented in the direction of caster travel and the ĉ1 axis is to the right. This
coordinate frame is rotated with respect to the body coordinate frame by the negative of
the caster wheel angle ψ.

The caster coordinates can be expressed in the body

coordinate frame as
ĉ1 = cos(ψ )b̂1 − sin(φ )b̂ 2
ĉ 2 = sin(φ ) b̂1 + cos(φ )b̂ 2
The caster forces, when converted to body coordinates, are given by
*
Fs = Fs (cos(ψ ) b̂1 − sin(ψ ) b̂ 2 ) )
*
Fd = − Fd (sin(ψ ) b̂1 + cos(ψ ) b̂ 2 ) )

(4.36)
(4.37)

Using equations 4.34 through 4.37, the following generalized forces for the caster wheel
are obtained:

θ a : Q 2a ** = −
θ b : Q 2b ** =

((

) (

))

ra Fs cos(¸ ) + Fd sin(ψ ) c + Fd cos(¸ ) + Fs sin(ψ ) a

((

a+b

) (

))

rb Fs cos(¸ ) + Fd sin(ψ ) c − Fd cos(¸ ) + Fs sin(ψ ) b
a+b

(4.38)
(4.39)

Finally, with the individual component equations developed, Lagrange’s general
definition for the equation of motion, given in Appendix A as
d  ∂L  ∂L ∂D
**
−
+
= Qj




dt  ∂q j  ∂q j ∂q j
can be used to develop the equations of motion for this vehicle. With the definitions for
the kinetic, potential, and dissipation functions given in equations 4.27, 4.28, and 4.29,
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and the equations for the generalized forces given in 4.32, 4.33, 4.38 and 4.39, we can
arrive at the equations of motion:
d  ∂T

dt  ∂¨a

 ∂T
∂D
 −
+
= Q1a ** + Q 2a **

 ∂¨ a ∂¨ a

(4.40)

d  ∂T  ∂T
∂D
 −

+
= Q1b ** + Q 2b **
dt  ∂¨ b  ∂¨ b ∂¨ b

(4.41)

Appendix B shows the code used to calculate the vehicle equations of motion from the
Lagrange equations shown above.

Choosing a state vector
*
U = [i aa

i ab

C rf a

0
*• 0
X =
0

0

C rf b

0 1
0 0
0 A 33
0 A 43

Fd

*
X = ¨a

[

¨b

¨ a

]

T
¨ b , and input vector as

Fs ]T we can develop the following state space model

0  ¨ a   0
1  ¨ b   0
 + 
A 34  ¨ a   B31
  
A 44  ¨ b   B 41

0
0
B32
B 42

0
0
B33
B43

0
0
B34
B44

0
0
B35
B 45

 ia a 
0   ia b 


0  C rf a 

 (4.42)
B36  C rf b 

B46   Fd 


 Fs 

where the Aij and Bij coefficients are defined in appendix B,
iaa and iab are the input currents to motor a and b respectively, and
Crf a and Crf b are the coeffiecients of rolling friction encountered by each wheel,
Fd is the caster wheel drag force, and
Fs is the caster wheel force due to the no-slip constraint.
Although the calculation of the individual matrix elements, as shown in Appendix B, is
complex, the basic structure is straightforward and exhibits symmetry. A significant
complication, however, is that the coefficients of Fs and Fd are non-linear functions of ψ,
the caster wheel angle. A substantial simplification is made if the caster wheel forces are
considered negligible compared to the rolling friction on the drive wheels, or if the caster
drag is assumed to be a constant divided between the drive wheels. In this case, Fs and Fd
*
are zero, and the model becomes a linear function of U = [i aa i ab C rf a C rf b ]T . The
analytical results obtained for both the non-linear and simplified linear models are
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programmed into numerical simulation models shown in Appendix C. The physical
parameters used and the results of the simulations will be discussed in Chapter 8.
Comparisons to the actual data obtained with the vehicle will be made as well. These
models are also used in developing the vehicle controls, as discussed in the next section.

The actual model inputs are calculated in several ways.

First, the armature

currents are the control effort for the vehicle. The armature current input is based on the
difference between the desired wheel velocity and the actual wheel velocity as measured
by the encoders. The next section discusses the controls in detail. The rolling friction
coefficient is a non-dimensional parameter. The rolling friction force is assumed equal to
the weight on the wheel, which is known, multiplied by the rolling friction coefficient.
The rolling friction coefficient varies with the wheel type and the ground surface. The
parameter value is higher for pneumatic rubber tires than for steel, and higher for rough
ground than smooth floors. The actual value must be experimentally determined. In
addition, the model development assumes that the parameter is positive for positive
wheel rotations and negative for negative rotations.

The caster forces remain as unknowns. Attempted inclusion of the caster wheel
dynamics in the Lagrange model led to an unwieldy and complex model, which was
beyond the scope of this thesis. By treating the forces as external, but known, the
development of the dynamic model was simplified substantially.

However, for the

model to work, the forces must be estimated. Modeling the caster wheel as a free body,
the constraint forces between the vehicle body and the caster pivot can be solved for
using basic Newtonian techniques.

This is consistent with the method for using

Newtonian techniques for solving for the vehicle equations of motion. However, it was
determined that the Lagrange method was advantageous for the development of the
vehicle dynamics because of the avoidance of internal constraint forces. Figure 4-10
shows the caster assembly as a free-body diagram with the forces and moments shown.
Fs and Fd are the reaction forces at the caster pivot, equal and opposite to the forces on the
vehicle. Fs′ and Fd′ are the ground contact forces, where Fs′ is the constraint force which
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prevents side-slip and Fd′ is the drag force due to the rolling friction on the caster wheel.
This drag force is assumed proportional to the weight on the caster wheel, given by
Fs′ = C rf c N c

(4.43)

where Nc = weight on the caster wheel (N), and
Crf = coefficient of rolling friction at the caster wheel.
The moment, MF, represents the combination of ground friction and pivot friction that
opposes the caster wheel rotation. This relationship is given by
MF = KF sgn(ψ )

(4.44)

where KF = constant moment, and
sgn(ψ ) = signum function, ±1 or 0 depending upon direction of caster assembly
rotation.
Note that the moment is positive in a right hand sense, while the caster angle is positive
in a left hand sense. Therefore, the constant KF is positive in this development.

Figure 4-10. Caster Wheel Free Body Diagram
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For this planar model, torsion, other than that about the caster pivot, is neglected.
The reaction forces can be calculated, assuming negligible mass and inertia consistent
with the previous assumptions, by Newton’s laws:

∑ Fc1 : Fs′ − Fs = 0


∑ Fc2 : Fd − C rfc N c = 0


∑ M c3 : K F sgn(ψ ) + Fs d = 0


where d = projected planar distance between caster pivot and ground contact.
Assuming the frictional torque constant, coefficient of rolling friction, weight, and
distance are known this leaves three equations and four unknowns: Fs, Fs′ , Fd , and ψ .
Solving for the first three,
Fs = Fs′ = −

KF
sgn(ψ )
d

Fd = C rfc N c

(4.45)
(4.46)

This leaves only the rate of caster assembly rotation, ψ , to be calculated. The velocity
of the caster pivot, in vehicle body coordinates, is given by
*
Vc = v v b̂ 2 + φ b̂ 3 × − c b̂ 2 = c φ b̂1 + v v b̂ 2

(

)

which can be converted to caster assembly coordinates as
*
Vc = (-v v sin(ψ ) + c φ cos(ψ ))ĉ1 + (v v cos(ψ ) + c φ sin(ψ ))ĉ 2
The velocity of the point of ground contact on the caster wheel is given by
*
*
Vgc = Vc − ψ ĉ 3 × (− d ĉ 2 )
or
*
Vc = (-v v sin(ψ ) + c φ cos(ψ ) - ψ d)ĉ1 + (v v cos(ψ ) + c φ sin(ψ ))ĉ 2
However, the no-side-slip constraint requires that the ĉ1 component of velocity equal
zero, therefore

ψ =

(-v v sin(ψ ) + c φ cos(ψ ) )
d

or
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ψ =

(a sin(ψ ) − c cos(ψ ) ) ra θa + (b sin(ψ ) + c cos(ψ ) ) rb θb
d (a + b)

(4.47)

Given the current state of θa , θb , and ψ −along with equations 4.5 and 4.6− ψ , Fs, and Fd
can be calculated. Given an initial condition for ψ, the current value can be calculated as
a first order differential equation using the ψ equation. The non-linear numerical model,
shown in Appendix B, includes ψ as an additional state. The calculation of the final three
unknowns, ψ , Fs, and Fd, completes the dynamic modeling, and allows the affects of the
caster assembly to be including in the non-linear dynamic model. As discussed above,
Chapter 8 includes the results of both simulations, non-linear and linear, and actual
vehicle test runs. The comparison of actual date to the numerical simulations of the
analytical model will provide the basis for ultimately accepting or rejecting the
assumptions put forth during the development of this model.

4.4 Vehicle Control
Before the vehicle can be expected to navigate autonomously, it must first be able
to accurately control its motion.

At a minimum, even for subsumption control, the

vehicle must move in the direction commanded. For the vehicle to be able to follow a
specified path, the individual drive motors must turn at the correct speeds relative to one
another. This section discusses the architecture used for the vehicle controls, as well as
the details of the motor control algorithm used.

Control Philosophy. Because of the limitations of the subsumption architecture
noted in Chapter 3, the vehicle control strategy developed here is hierarchical. The
controls consist of a high-level navigation system, which determines the desired vehicle
path, and a lower level motor control system. The output of the navigation system is the
desired speed (vref) and the desired turning rate ( φref ). Together these two parameters
define the desired path of the vehicle. Additionally, the vehicle can be operated in
manual mode by specifying vref and φref directly, through either a joystick or remote
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control. Given vref and φref , equations 4.10 and 4.11 are used to calculate the desired

( )

wheel velocities θa

ref

( )

and θb

ref

. Once the desired wheel velocities are known, the low-

level motor control system can then be used to control the wheel velocities to these
values. The system operates in a loop such that changes to the desired speed and turning
rate are reflected in the motor control setpoints.

Once the desired wheel velocities are known, an error signal between this desired
wheel velocity and the actual wheel velocity is calculated for each wheel. Closed loop
control techniques are then used to generate a control signal, which will drive each motor
to turn the attached wheel at the correct speed regardless of changes in the desired path or
course conditions. This basic configuration is shown in Figure 4-11.

.

V ref , φref
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Fe e dbac k signals - θa and θb

Figure 4-11. Basic Vehicle Control Loop

Motor Control.

In order to facilitate discussion of the options for control

algorithms, this section provides a brief discussion of the motor control hardware. Three
pieces of hardware for each motor are implicit in Figure 4-11: a system for generating the
control signal, a servo amplifier, and a system for measuring wheel velocity. This section
will discuss the servo amplifier and assume the existence of the other two systems.
Chapter 6 will provide a detailed discussion of the actual vehicle hardware used on the
new vehicle.
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The servo amplifier, or amp for short, is a device used to generate an output voltage
proportional to the input control signal. Standard servo amplifiers use an input control
signal in the range of ±10Vdc. The amp is connected to a DC voltage source, in this case
a battery, and uses a technique called Pulse-Width-Modulation (PWM) to generate the
output voltage. The basic technique involves generating a series of square waves of
varying duty cycles. Figure 4-12 shows the relationship of the duty cycles. Because the
period of the square waves is small compared to the electrical dynamics of the motor, the
motor behaves as if it was connected to a source voltage equal to the average voltage of
the square wave input. By varying the duty cycle, the apparent output voltage can be
made to vary from 0 volts to almost the full voltage of the supply. Power transistors
internal to the amp are used to provide polarity switching in addition to square wave
generation. In addition to the electronics associated with the PWM signal, most amps
also have built in overcurrent and thermal protection.

Duty Cycle = t_high / T * 100 (%)
Figure 4-12. PWM Duty Cycle [Mechatronics, 1999a]

An amp can generally operate in two basic modes: voltage or current (torque)
[Copley, 1999]. In voltage mode, the amp outputs a voltage directly proportional to the
input control signal. In current mode, the output voltage is regulated so that the supplied
current is proportional to the control signal. A standard mathematical model describing
the relationship between motor current and supply voltage, neglecting inductive effects,
is given by
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ia =

(

1
V − K b ¨
Ra

)

(4.48)

where Ra = armature resistance (ohms),
V = input voltage (V),
Kb = back-emf1 constant (V.s),

θ = wheel speed (radian/second), and
ia = armature current (A).
The motor will draw current based on the difference between the supplied voltage and the
back-emf, which is directly proportional to the motor speed. For a given supply voltage,
the motor will accelerate until the back-emf balances the supply voltage such that the
torque produced by the current draw matches the load torque.

Therefore, an amp

operating in voltage mode regulates motor velocity. On the other hand, an amp operating
in current mode regulates the supplied current, and therefore the available torque. The
relationship between current and torque was given in equation 4.30, but is repeated here
for convenience:
´ = K t ia
By Newton’s laws, acceleration is proportional to torque. Therefore, an amp operating in
current mode regulates acceleration, not velocity. Whereas velocity is inherently selflimiting in voltage mode as the back-emf approaches the supply voltage, current mode
requires an external controller as shown in Figure 4-11.

Figure 4-13 shows the

relationship between the external speed control and the amplifier current control.

1

back emf, or electro-motive-force, refers to the voltage induced by the spinning shaft that generally acts to

oppose the supply voltage.
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Because the amp is generally operating at frequencies that are high relative to the
electrical bandwidth associated with the motor inductance, current mode provides the
fastest response [Copley, 1999]. In addition, because the electrical dynamics are much
faster than the vehicle mechanical dynamics, the motor can be modeled using current as
the input, not voltage. This enables the model to neglect the non-linear effects of the duty
cycle, which simplifies the modeling and control calculations. The use of the amp in
current mode was the basis for using current as the input in the dynamic model discussed
in the previous section.

Control Law. To allow people who have not been educated in advanced control
theory to work with the vehicle, a discrete implementation of the classic proportional +
integral + derivative (PID) control algorithm has been chosen for the motor controls.
This algorithm, widely used for motor and process control, provides robust control to
changes in operating conditions and system parameters if properly tuned.

For continuous systems, Franklin, Powell, and Workman [1998] give the general
transfer function form of the PID controller as
D(s) =

u(s)
1
= K(1 +
+ TD s)
e(s)
TI s

(4.49)

where u(s) represents the controller output,
e(s) represents the error signal in the Laplace domain,
K is the overall system proportional gain,
TI is the gain associated with the integral term, and
TD is the gain associated with the derivative term.
A standard approach for converting this continuous control law into discrete form,
see Franklin et al [1998] for details, is to work with the differential form of equation 4.49
given by
u = K ( e +

1
e + TD e )
TI

(4.50)

The derivative is approximated by Euler’s method, given as
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e k ≅

e k − e k −1
t k − t k −1

where the subscript k and k-1 denote the current and previous time steps respectively.
Euler’s method is used twice for the calculation of the second derivative. The discrete
form of the PID controller can then be calculated as


T
T
T T
u k = u k −1 + K  (1 + + D ) e k − (1 + 2 D ) e k −1 + D e k − 2 
TI T
T
T



(4.51)

where T = tk – tk-1.
One of the benefits of the PID algorithm is the existence of heuristic methods for
tuning the desired gains without the need for detailed models or simulation. A common
method used is as follows [Mechatronics, 1999b]:
1) Initialize the proportional gain (K) and derivative time constant (TD) to zero; disable the
integral gain.
2) Gradually increase the proportional gain K until the system begins to oscillate K=Ku.
3) Measure the peak oscillation period, Pu
4) Set K=0.6K, TI = ½ Pu, and TD=1/8 Pu
5) Tune for best response. Too much derivative gain increases the susceptibility of the
system to noise, and should be avoided

The use of this heuristic method, or others such as the Ziegler-Nichols method, allows
anyone to tune the gains to give acceptable, but not necessarily optimal, results. The
gains can continue to be tested and tuned for a variety of working conditions.

The form of the discrete PID given above was implemented for the vehicle speed
control. However, during preliminary testing of the vehicle, it was found that this form
of the discrete PID exhibited problems allowing smooth recovery from controller
saturation, without unacceptable controller transients.

The controller can saturate

because the amp limits the maximum current output to prevent motor or amp burnout.
This limits the maximum available torque and therefore the maximum acceleration. This
results in a speed error, which increases the controller output until the maximum range is
exceeded. It is possible to eliminate this problem by using hardware with higher ratings,
however this increases the cost and weight of the vehicle. For cases where the saturation
only occurs intermittently, such as at startup when acceleration is the highest, it is often
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advantageous to program the controller to gracefully recover from saturation and adjust
to the limitations imposed by the hardware.

During the controller development several strategies were tested in simulation to
handle this recovery, however none performed gracefully under all conditions. Figure 414 shows the results of simulations for three control strategies response to a step input in
the desired speed. One method tested was to let the control calculation continue without
regard to the saturation condition, but to limit the actual output at the analog-to-digital
(A/D) converter.

This resulted in considerable controller windup, which led to

unacceptable overshoot and oscillation in the system, as shown in Figure 4-14. Another
method involved just clamping the calculated value for uk whenever it exceeded the
specified maximum or minimum. The final attempt at handling the saturation condition
involved setting the error states to zero whenever uk was clamped. The results shown in
Figure 4-14 for either of the final two methods appear promising.

Figure 4-14. Standard Discrete PID Performance with Saturation

However, during controller tuning an unanticipated behavior was exhibited which
prevented the use of either of the last two methods described. The first step in the tuning
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algorithm outlined above is to tune the system based only on proportional gain. Notice,
that in the form of the discrete PID given by equation 4.51, the proportional gain
component is tied up in the historical controller value uk-1. At a given time step only an
incremental amount of control effort is added due to the proportional component of the
error compensation. There is no way to separate out the historical effects of proportional
gain from that of integral gain or derivative gain. During saturation, the controller effort
must be clamped at a maximum value to prevent integral windup or data overflow errors
in the hardware. By clamping the control effort, the historical information is lost, which
leads to the problems shown in Figure 4-15. For the case where only the A/D conversion
is clamped, the system performs as expected. However, this case is unacceptable as
shown in Figure 4-14. For the case where the control effort, uk, is clamped, the system
actually moves in the opposite direction from what is expected when the gain is
increased. If the error states are set to zero, the system moves in the right direction for
an increase in gain, but the final value is not consistent with the error signal.

Figure 4-15. Standard Discrete PID Performance during Tuning

Because of the problems outlined above, the derivation of the discrete PID
controller was revisited. Equation 4.49 can be rewritten in the time domain as
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u =Ke+

1
e dt + TD e
TI ∫

(4.52)

The standard trapezoid rule can be used to approximate the integral term. This trapezoid
rule is given as
e k = e k −1 +

T
( e k + e k −1 )
2

Using both Euler’s method and the trapezoid rule, equation 4.52 can be approximated
using the following set of equations:
I k = I k −1 +

KT
(e k + e k −1 )
2 TI

T


u k = K e k + D (e k − e k −1 ) + I k
T



(4.53)

(4.45)

In this formulation, the only term with historical data is the integral term, Ik. At times
when the control calculations are overridden, such as during saturation, Ik can be
recalculated as
T


I k = (u k ) forced − K e k + D (e k − e k −1 )
T



(4.55)

The result of testing this formulation in simulation is shown in Figure 4-16. It is
apparent from Figure 4-16 that the formulation in equations 4.53 through 4.55 provides
better performance during the recovery from saturation than just clamping the A/D in the
previous formulation.

Figure 4-17 shows the result during tuning, which results in

performance consistent with the theoretical predictions. Because of the superior overall
performance, the formulation presented in equations 4.53 through 4.55 was chosen and
implemented for low-level motor control.
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Figure 4-16. Reformulated Discrete PID Performance with Saturation

Figure 4-17. Reformulated Discrete PID Performance during Tuning
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Chapter 5: The Plan – Sensors, Sensor Fusion, and Navigation
Building on the low-level motor controls developed in Chapter 4, this chapter lays
out the methodology for determining the appropriate path for the vehicle through an
unknown course. One of the main requirements for autonomous navigation is the ability
to perceive changes in the environment as the vehicle moves. This problem of perception
has two components: the ability to sense and the ability to make sense of the data
acquired by the senses. This chapter begins with the first problem, that of sensing the
environment, then moves on to the task of making sense of the data obtained. For
humans, information about our world comes through our five senses: seeing, hearing,
feeling, smelling, and tasting. For mechanical systems, the sensing capabilities are
generally analogous to their biological counterparts, but function quite differently.

5.1 Computer Vision
Vision is the sense that human’s have come to depend upon above all the others
[Davies, 1997]. With a glance, megabits of data are delivered to the brain for processing.
It is estimated that data rates exceed 10 megabits per second for continuous viewing.
Furthermore, humans interpret this data with remarkable ease. Given our dependence
upon vision, it is natural to pursue vision systems for an autonomous vehicle. However,
one quickly discovers that perception of images, although trivial for even young children,
is exceedingly difficult for computers. In spite of this difficulty, many tasks necessary
for autonomous navigation require vision.

For example, the International Ground

Robotics Competition requires that the vehicles stay between white, or yellow, lines
painted on grass. Although some other detection technologies have been proposed,
vision systems have proven to be the most practical method of detecting these lines. This
section will give an overview of the issues involved in computer vision, discuss the
necessary hardware, and develop the mathematical relationships required for image
processing.

Bitmaps and Color Models. With the proliferation of images and computer
graphics on the Internet, several image formats have been developed. Bitmaps, known by
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their extensions BMP or DIB (Device Independent Bitmap), generally represent the
fullest information set. For this reason, the bitmap format is the standard format for
image processing. Other formats are based on techniques for compressing the data
contained in bitmapped images. Examples include JPG, GIF, or TIF.

This section

discusses bitmaps exclusively.

Bitmaps are composed of individual picture cells, or pixels [Davies, 1997]. The
pixels are each given a color or brightness, such that when viewed from a distance they
blend to form an image. In the computer representation, a bitmap is nothing more than an
array of numbers that specify the color or brightness of each pixel in the image. For gray
scale images, commonly called black and white, each pixel is represented by a single
byte, which represents the intensity of each pixel. This intensity is in the range 0 to 255,
where 0 is pure black and 255 is pure white. Figure 5-1 demonstrates the relationship
between the overall image, the individual pixels, and the numerical representation of
those pixels.

Figure 5-1. Hokie Bird Gray Scale Bitmap

For color images a four-byte number generally represents each pixel. In the
common RGB specification, the first three bytes represent the intensity of the Red,
Green, and Blue color channels. Depending on the computer system the numbers may be
stored R-G-B or B-G-R with the fourth byte always reserved. A number in the range 0 to
255 specifies the intensity of each channel, where 255 is the brightest. Colors are
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normally specified as a number for each channel, separated by a decimal. Figure 5-2
shows a color image corresponding to the gray scale image of Figure 5-1.

Figure 5-2. Hokie Bird Color Bitmap

Another color specificationknown as Hue-Saturation-Luminance (HSL)  is
commonly used in addition to the RGB. (Luminance is also called intensity or value, so
the HSL system is alternately known as HSI or HSV.) Where RGB can be thought of as
a 3-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system, HSL is a 3-D cylindrical coordinate
system. The hue is specified as an angle, where 0 is red, 120 is green, and 240 is blue.
The saturation, which represents the purity of the color, is specified as the radius of the
cylinder.

The cylinder length specifies the luminance or brightness. All three

components are commonly scaled into the range 0 to 255, and stored in a three-byte
representation like the RGB system. Luminance is the same as intensity for gray scale.
The saturation refers to the amount of color, 0 is no color (gray) and 255 pure color.
Figure 5-3 shows the common color dialog used in Microsoft Windows· systems. The
hue-saturation plane is represented as a 2-D image, with the intensity provided as a
separate sliding scale.

Regardless of whether the image uses gray scale, RGB, or HSL, the data is stored
as an array of numbers. For color images, four bytes are required for each pixel; for gray
scale, only one byte is required. For a typical image size of 640 pixels wide by 480
pixels high, which has 307200 pixels, 1200 kilobytes (KB) are required for color images
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and 300 KB for grayscale. Where a human sees each pixel as part of an entire image and
interprets the image as a whole, a computer must interpret the image based on
relationships among individual pixels. Given the total number of pixels involved, the
number of combinations becomes astronomical.

Figure 5-3 Microsoft Windows

· Common Color Dialog

To capture images, two pieces of hardware are required: a camera and a videocapture card.

The video-capture card, commonly called a frame grabber, fits in a

computer interface slot and converts the streaming video data into a composite bitmap.
For the vehicle being designed, a color camera and frame grabber was chosen. It was
decided that for testing, having the option of color was beneficial, since it can always be
converted to gray scale and contains more information than the equivalent gray scale
image. The specific hardware used will be discussed in Chapter 6.

Camera Transforms. Once the image is captured and transferred into the
computer’s memory, the image undergoes several image-processing techniques. One of
the more important is the correction of distortion and the recovery of proper perspective.
Figure 5-4 shows traditional representation of an image being captured through an optical
lens. The object, located at a distance L from the lens, is projected onto the image plane,
located at a distance I from the lens. The distance I is also known as the focal length of a
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camera. Note, the drawing is not to scale; the focal length is normally on the scale of
millimeters, where the object is normally located meters away. The projected image is
captured electronically and sent to the frame grabber. As shown, the image is both scaled
and inverted, horizontally and vertically, from the actual object. By virtue of the scaling
function alone, the image coordinates do not match the physical coordinates. Since the
angles are symmetric, the magnification factor is given by

M=

L
I

(5.1)

O bje c t
P lane

α

Im age
P lane

Le ns

I

L

Figure 5-4. Image Acquisition through an Optical Lens

Figure 5-4 shows a special case where the image plane is parallel to the object
plane. An added complication occurs when the camera is at an angle with respect to the
object plane. Figure 5-5 shows an elevation view of a camera that is declined with
respect to the horizontal object plane.

For the vehicle cameras, the object plane is the

ground plane, which is at an oblique angle to the image plane of the camera. This results
in further changes in the image coordinates relative to the actual physical coordinates.
Bay [1998] prepared notes that developed the transforms from the image plane to the
ground plane. These notes served as the basis for transforms used in previous Virginia
Tech vehicles, and are presented here for convenience.

The image plane has been

projected across the lens in the figure, which is allowed due to the symmetry of the
angles. The image plane is shown much larger than normal.
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Figure 5-5. Camera Elevation View

Given that the centerline of the camera intersects the ground at the angle γ, as
shown in Figure 5-5, a virtual object plane, perpendicular to the centerline, can be
defined at the point the centerline intersects the ground plane. Since the image plane is
also perpendicular to the centerline, this virtual object plane will obey the scaling law
defined in equation 5.1. Because this virtual object plane represents a scaled version of
the image plane, it will be referred to as the “scaled image plane.” Consider an arbitrary
point in the top half of the image plane, the vertical component of which is represented
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by the vector v in Figure 5-5. This vector will appear on the scaled image plane as a
magnified image, denoted v′, where
v′ =

L
v
I

However, v′ still does not represent the ground plane. A line connecting the v and v′ will
intersect the ground plane, and another vector, v′′, connecting this intersection point with
the centerline can be projected onto another plane perpendicular to the centerline. Vector
v′′ is another scaled version of v given by
 L + uv 
v ′′ = 
v
 I 
The proper projection of v′′ onto the ground plane is given by
v ′′′ =

v ′′
sin( γ )

=

L+ uv
v
I sin( γ )

Note that u v = cos( γ ) v ′′′ and L = z sin( γ ) , so that by substitution and solving for v′′′
the following relationship is defined:
v ′′′ =

z v

sin( γ )(I sin( γ ) - v cos( γ ) )

By following a complementary reasoning process, and recognizing that the vector
w′′ is projected a distance (L-uw) from the camera, the following relation is obtained:
w ′′′ =

z w

sin( γ )(I sin( γ ) + w cos( γ ) )

The magnitude of v is considered a positive quantity, yi, and the magnitude of w to be a
negative quantity. The location of a point on the ground, yg, can be found from its
projection on the image plane as
yg =

z yi
sin( γ )(I sin( γ ) − y i cos( γ ) )

(5.2)

where yg is relative to the location the centerline intersects the ground plane.
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The horizontal component of the image is scaled similarly.

Recognizing that the

horizontal component is projected onto the plane containing v′′ or w′′, which is located at
the distance defined by ( L + y g cos( γ ) ), the horizontal ground component is given by
xg =

( z sin( γ ) + y g cos( γ ))
I

xi

(5.3)

The rectangular image represents a much larger trapezoidal region on the ground plane,
as shown in Figure 5-6. The scaling and shifting involved in capturing the image of the
ground introduces several distortions into the image. These effects must be taken into
consideration using equations 5.2 and 5.3 when calculating the navigation commands.
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Figure 5-6. Camera View – Ground Projection

For the vehicle considered in this thesis, two cameras are mounted on the vehicle
a distance z above the ground plane and then rotated down an angle γ from the horizontal
as defined in Figure 5-5. This is consistent with the transforms outlined in equations 5.2
and 5.3, which project an image from the image plane onto the ground plane relative to
the point that the camera centerline intersects the ground plane. However, the vehicle
cameras are also rotated an angle β relative to the vehicle centerline about the axis
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normal to the ground plane, and displaced from the vehicle center of rotation distances
xcam and ycam along the x- and y-axes respectively. Figure 5-7 shows this relationship.
Therefore, the ground plane image coordinates require another transformation to make
them coincident with the vehicle coordinates.

β

ycam

xcam

Figure 5-7. Camera Projections Relative to the Vehicle

The following transformations are required to transform the image into vehicle
coordinates:
a translation in the x-direction an amount xcam,
a translation in the y-direction an amount ycam, and
a rotation about the z-axis of β.
Using vector-matrix notation, and the method of homogenous coordinates, the
translations and rotations can be combined into one operation [ Davies, 1997]. The
ground projection, relative to the camera, of any point in the image is represented in
homogenous coordinate vector form as
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xg


(y + z tan(γ ) )
 g

0




1


where the third component is the position along the z-axis, always zero on the ground
plane, and the fourth component is the homogenous coordinate, which is always equal to
1. The operator that performs the translation and rotation is given as
cos( β ) - sin( β )
 sin( β ) cos( β )
T= 
0
 0

0
 0

0 x cam 
0 y cam 

1
0 

0
1 

The transformed ground plane coordinates, relative to the vehicle turning center
are given as
 x ′g 
 y′ 
 g=
0
 
1

cos( β ) - sin( β )
 sin( β ) cos( β )

0
 0

0
 0

xg
0 x cam  



0 y cam (y g + z tan(γ ) )


1
0 
0



0
1 
1


Performing the matrix multiplication, and substituting based on the transforms developed
previously, the final simplified transforms from image plane to vehicle body coordinates
are

 sin( β ) 
z x i cos( β ) − y i 

z sin( β )
 sin( λ ) 

x ′g = x cam −
+
(I sin( γ ) − y i cos( γ ))
tan(γ )

 cos( β ) 
z  x i sin( β ) − y i 

z cos( β )
 sin( λ ) 

y ′g = y cam +
+
(I sin( γ ) − y i cos( γ ) )
tan(γ )

(5.4)

(5.5)

Thus, given a position in the image, the corresponding position on the ground, relative to
the vehicle body coordinates oriented at the vehicle turning center, can be calculated. For
equations 5.4 and 5.5 to work, the angle of declination must be greater than zero, and the
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image coordinates and focal length I must be expressed in consistent units. Typically,
this involves converting image pixel locations to equivalent dimensions in millimeters.

Image Processing. Once the image has been captured and placed into the
computer’s memory, several basic image processing techniques are available to extract
usable features from the image. As stated before, the amount of numerical information in
an image can be overwhelming to the computational resources available. By applying
these basic image processing techniques, the information can be condensed into a more
compact and useful form. As the topics of image processing and computer vision are
open research topics, this section could fill a book. Therefore, only those topics directly
applicable to the vehicle described in this thesis will be discussed. This sub-section will
discuss some common techniques for image processing including color space conversion,
convolution, histogram calculation, thresholding, and moment calculations.

Images can be converted from one color space to another, which is helpful in
some operations. Because both RGB and HSL images are three channel color images,
the conversion is straightforward. A gray scale image can be stored as a color image if
each color channel is set equal to the gray scale intensity. For example, gray scale
intensity 128 is equal to color 128.128.128 in the RGB color scheme. A gray scale image
may also be colorized by reversing the color to gray scale conversion outlined below.
This transformation is rarely, if ever, used in line finding. These conversion algorithms,
RGB-to-HSL, HSL-to-RGB, and gray scale to RGB, are discussed in most image
processing textbooks, and can be found as a part of most image-processing software
libraries.

With respect to the task of finding lines in an image, the conversion used most
often is the conversion from color to gray scale. This conversion decreases the amount of
data that needs processing by a factor of three. Color images are converted to gray scale
using the following formula:
Gray = ¡ Red + β Green + γ Blue
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where α, β, and γ are the intensity coefficients. The standard version, based upon the true
luminance values, uses the following values [Intel, 1999]:
α = 0.212671
β = 0.715160
γ = 0.072169
It is possible, however, for specific types of images to contain more information in one
color channel of the image than in others. For example, consider the set of images shown
in Figure 5-8. The composite image was taken on a course used in the International
Ground Robotics Competition. The image shows white lines on green grass, with orange
barrels used as obstacles. Notice that when the color channels are separated, the red and
green channels have high intensities related to the grass, while the blue channel has much
lower intensities in areas associated with the grass. In this case, weighting the blue
channel heavier carries more information than the standard weighting for purposes of
detecting lines and obstacles. This theory will be tested and discussed in Chapter 8.

For the remaining image processing operations, it is assumed that the image has
been converted to gray scale. In theory, all of the operations discussed are defined for
color images, with the operations being performed separately on each color channel.
However, the discussion in this thesis will be restricted to single-channel gray scale
images.

Figure 5-8. Color Channel Separation
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One of the most basic of all image processing operations is convolution [Davies,
1997]. Widely used in controls and signal processing, the convolution integral for time
domain signals is defined as
∞

f(x) * g(x) = ∫ f( λ ) g(t - λ ) dλ
−∞

For digital image processing, the convolution integral changes in two ways. First, the 2dimensional nature of the image requires that a double integral be used; second, the
discrete nature of the image pixels requires that the integrals be changed to summations.
Thus, the convolution operator for digital images is defined as
F(x, y) = f(x, y) * g(x, y) = ∑∑ f(i, j) g(x - i, y - j)
i

j

Because this formulation requires that the mask function, g(x, y), be inverted before it is
applied, the formulation is generally given as
F(x, y) =

∑∑ f(x + i, y + j) h(i, j)
i

(5.7)

j

where h(x,y) = g(-x, -y), and i and j are over the range of the mask elements.
In order to minimize processing times, the masks are normally limited to 3x3 or 5x5
arrays. Typically, a new image is created by passing the mask over the source image,
with the source image remaining unchanged. The pixel value in the new image is
calculated as a function of the corresponding pixel value in the source image and all its
neighbors located within the mask. For a 3x3 mask, of the form
 h1
h = h 4
h 6

h2
h0
h7

h3 
h 5 
h 8 

the new pixel value would be calculated by the following formula:
Q(x, y) = P(x, y) h 0 + P(x - 1, y - 1) h 1 + P(x, y - 1) h 2 + P(x + 1, y - 1) h 3
+ P(x - 1, y) h 4 + P(x + 1, y) h 5 + P(x - 1, y + 1) h 6

(5.8)

+ P(x - 1, y + 1) h 6 + P(x, y + 1) h 7 + P(x + 1, y + 1) h 8
where Q(x,y) is the new image pixel intensity,
P(x,y) is the source image pixel intensity, and
(x,y) are the pixel locations between (0,0) and (width-1, height-1).
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It must be noted that this formulation requires special handling around the edges of the
image where the neighbors are undefined.

The result of the convolution operation depends upon the values used in the mask
function. Although many types of masks are used, this section will focus on two:
Gaussian and Laplacian. Gaussian style masks correspond to low-pass filters for time
domain signals [Davies, 1997]. The effect of a Gaussian filter is to smooth, or blur, the
image. This is useful in eliminating isolated, high intensity pixels due to glare or noise
from an image. The downside to this operation is that the image is distorted by the
blurring operation. This operation is commonly used prior to the thresholding operation,
which is discussed later in this section. Two common Gaussian type masks are shown
below:

1 1 1
1
h = 1 1 1
9
1 1 1
1 2 1 
1 
h = 2 4 2
16
1 2 1 
The second mask is a better approximation of a true Gaussian smoothing function, but the
first is often used because of its simplicity. Both masks have the effect of calculating the
new pixel value based on a weighted average of the old pixel and its neighbors. Figure
5-9 shows the results of applying the second mask to the gray scale image on the left.
Note that the white pixels, which were added at various places in the source image, have
been removed in the resultant image.
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Figure 5-9. Gaussian Convolution Results

The second type of convolution mask commonly used is known as a Laplacian.
This mask corresponds to a high-pass filter in the time domain, and can be thought of as a
derivative operator [Davies, 1997]. Three common, Laplacian type, masks are shown
below:

- 1 0 1
h = - 1 0 1
- 1 0 1
- 1 - 1 - 1
h =  0 0 0 
 1 1 1 
 0 -1 0 
h = - 1 4 - 1
 0 - 1 0 
In all of the cases, the mask has the effect of finding distinct changes in pixel intensity in
an image. For a region of near uniform intensity, the resultant pixel value will be low.
On the other hand, for region where pixel values change dramatically from one area to
another, the calculated pixel value will be larger. The first mask is used to detect vertical
edges in an image, while the second is used to detect horizontal edges. The last mask,
which represents a true Laplacian, is used to detect isolated pixels. The result of applying
the last mask to an image is shown in Figure 5-10. Laplacian operations are not used for
this vehicle because the lines found on the course do not have sharp edges, and do not
lend themselves to edge detection [Roman and Reinholtz, 1998].
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Figure 5-10. Laplacian Convolution Results

Another common image processing operation is the calculation of the image
histogram. Histograms are a count of the number of occurrences of a given pixel
intensity. For a gray scale image, where intensities range from 0 to 255, there would be
256 values, with each value storing the total number of pixels with the corresponding
intensity.

Figure 5-11 shows the graphical representation of the histogram for the

original image shown in Figures 5-9 and 5-10. For this example image, the majority of
the pixels are located in the middle intensities, but the largest number of a given intensity

Number of Pixels

occurs for the black pixels at intensity zero.

Pixel Intensity
Figure 5-11. Gray Scale Histogram

The thresholding operation is used to limit the amount of data in an image. A
threshold value is selected, and all values below that threshold are set to black. Values at
or above the threshold are either left alone, or converted to white. In the latter case, the
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result is a bi-tonal image consisting of only black and white, as opposed to the varying
shades of gray in a gray scale image. The selection of the threshold value is critical. Too
low, and the amount of information left in the image is still large and the relevant features
may be obscured by other data. Too high, and relevant features may be lost. For
detecting lines, it is generally assumed that lines are among the brightest objects in an
image, and that they are small compared to the entire image [Roman and Reinholtz,
1998]. Therefore, the majority of pixels will be at intensities well below that of the lines,
as seen in Figure 5-11. If the threshold value is selected such that it is above the norm of
the intensities, the threshold should avoid most of the background intensities. Figure 5-12
shows the results of the thresholding operation. The image on the left used the raw image
shown in Figures 5-9 and 5-10, and a threshold value of 150. The image on the right
used the same threshold value, but was performed after the Gaussian convolution
operation shown in Figure 5-9. Notice the removal of the isolated pixels still apparent in
the left image.

Figure 5-12. Thresholding Results

Past Virginia Tech vehicles have used one of three techniques for calculating the
threshold value. The simplest is to set a constant threshold value, based on a priori
information about the lighting conditions. This method does not account for variations
on the course such as shadows, or changes in camera angle relative to the sun, which
leads to problems [Roman and Reinholtz, 1998]. To allow for adaptation due to varying
lighting conditions, Roman and Reinholtz [1998] outline a simple gradient method to
determine the threshold value. The technique scans the histogram from right to left,
searching for a distinct decrease in pixel count. It is expected that a line in an image will
cause a peak near the higher intensities, away from the main peak due to background
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intensities. By searching for the valley between the peak histogram values, then adding
an offset, a threshold value can be determined.

The final method used on previous vehicles is a simple calculation based on the
norm of the pixel intensities and the standard deviation. This technique is based on
adding a multiple of the standard deviation to the norm, as given by the following
equation:
´ = µ + ¦³

(5.9)

where τ is the threshold intensity value,

µ is the image intensity norm,
σ is the intensity standard deviation from the norm, and
ζ is the multiplication factor.
Calculation of the norm and standard deviation will be discussed later in this sub-section.

During preliminary testing on the current vehicle, it was noticed that both of the
techniques discussed above demonstrated problems in specific situations. For situations
with large grassy areas, and small lines, the expected peak at the higher intensities did not
exist, as the pixel count was distributed evenly over the higher values. This caused
problems with implementing the gradient technique outlined by Roman and Reinholtz
[1998]. Likewise, this situation led to small standard deviations, where an image with a
large line led to larger standard deviations. This caused the threshold value calculated by
equation 5.9 to be too high or low depending on the situations. Again, tuning of the
multiplication factor was required based on course conditions.

A variation of the gradient technique developed by Roman and Reinholtz [1998],
is being tested on the vehicle developed for this thesis. In this method, the slope of the
histogram, beginning at one standard deviation from the norm, is calculated. Since it is
assumed that most of the pixels are background, it is expected that the histogram will
have a negative slope at this point. The slope is recalculated for points to the right, and
the histogram searched until the slope becomes more horizontal. The threshold value is
set relative to the point at which the slope becomes nearly horizontal. Because of
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variations in adjacent pixel counts, the flatness of this slope is based on an average of
adjacent slopes. This method does not require a high intensity peak for the lines, but does
set the threshold such that most of the background pixels are eliminated. The overall
performance of this algorithm will be discussed in Chapter 8.

Once the background data has been removed from the image, the existence and
orientation of the lines must be determined. Previous Virginia Tech vehicles have used a
least squares data fit to detect lines in an image [Roman and Reinholtz, 1998]. Since
each pixel in the image has a unique x and y coordinate, the following equations can be
used to fit a line through the data points subject to the minimum least squared error:
x = mean(x)
y = mean(y)
Sx =
Sy =

∑ (x - x) 2
∑ (y - y) 2

y = ax + b

(

a = Sign ∑ (x - x)(y - y)

)SS y
x

b = y - ax
The method of Roman and Reinholtz further refined the line estimate by rejecting pixels
that were located at a distance from the line greater than the maximum pixel width of the
line. The least squares method tends to be computationally expensive, and therefore only
certain regions of interest are checked. This requires assumptions about the positioning
of the lines relative to the vehicle. The method works well for following lines with slow
turns that remain largely parallel to the vehicle. A problem, observed during testing of
previous vehicles, is encountered when the vehicle is in the center of the course and loses
sight of the lines. The vehicle may then approach a line perpendicular to its path in a
curve. Because this does not fit the prior assumptions about line location, the line finding
algorithm may reject the line. An added complication, required by the 2000 IGRC, is the
existence of simulated potholes that must be avoided. These are 2-foot diameter circles,
and therefore must be detected by methods other than traditional line finding algorithms.
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Past algorithms used by Virginia Tech automatically discarded pixels that did not fit into
a line-like object.

Based on the identified problems with previous methods,

investigations into alternative detection methods were conducted.

One method considered, used several statistical calculations to attempt to identify
the shapes in the object. These operations are used to calculate the orientation of the
lines and objects, and classify objects according to shape [Jain et al, 1995]. Because a
2-D plane is used to represent the image, it is possible to calculate moments, similar to
mass moments, for the image. The general form of the moment equation for images is
given by
w −1 h −1

M mn = ∑∑ x m y n P(x, y)

(5.10)

x =0 y =0

where w = total width in pixels,
h = total height in pixels,
m = order about the x-axis,
n = order about the y-axis,
x,y are the pixel locations, and
P(x,y) is the pixel intensity at (x,y).
The most basic calculation is the area of the objects in an image, also known as the 0thorder moment, because m = n = 0 in the above equation. This is given by
w −1 h −1

A = M 00 = ∑∑ P(x, y)

(5.11)

x = 0 y =0

The norm of the image is given by

µ=

A
wh

(5.12)

The standard deviation is given by
2

w −1 h −1

³=
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x = 0 y =0

wh

(5.13)
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Equations 5.12 and 5.13 can be used with equation 5.9 to calculate the threshold value for
an image.
The centroid of the image, (x, y ) , is calculated using the 1st-order moments about
the x- and y-axes.
w −1 h −1

x=

∑∑ x P(x, y)
x =0 y =0

A

(5.14)

w −1 h −1

y=

∑∑ y P(x, y)

x =0 y =0

A

(5.15)

These are equivalent to the mean used in the least squares line fit technique discussed
above. Centroids are useful because if the moments for objects are taken about the
centroid, then those moments are invariant with respect to location of the object in an
image. This is accomplished by replacing x and y in equation 5.10 with x' and y', such
that
w −1 h −1

M mn = ∑∑ (x ′)m (y ′)n P(x, y)

(5.16)

x =0 y = 0

where x ′ = x - x , and
y′ = y - y .
The centroidal moments can then be used to determine various properties of an object in
an image, such as orientation and elongation.

Jain et al [1995] present the problem of finding the orientation of an object in an
image as the problem of finding a line to pass through the object, such that the line
minimizes the squared error between that line and all the points in the object. This is the
same assumption made by Roman and Reinholtz [1998] in their method. To find such a
line, the object must be elongated, since circular or square objects do not have a unique
orientation. For an elongated object, such as a line, the orientation corresponds to the
axis of elongation. This axis is equivalent to the axis with the least second moment. The
problem then becomes one of minimizing the equation
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w −1 h −1

χ 2 = ∑∑ (rij )2 P(i, j)

(5.17)

i = 0 j= 0

where rij is the perpendicular distance from the line to the point (i, j) in the object, and
i and j are the discrete indexes of the pixel location (x and y above).

To solve this equation, the distance rij is calculated using the polar coordinate form of a
straight line. This representation is shown in Figure 5-13, and is given by

ρ = x cos(θ ) + y sin(θ )

(5.18)

where x and y represent the coordinates along the line. These values are not necessarily
discrete, as are the pixel locations, i and j. Using equation 5.18, and solving for the
minimum value of equation 5.17, it is found that the axis passes through the centroid, as
expected, and is given by

ρ = x cos(θ ) + y sin(θ )

(5.19)

y
••
• •
•
•
•
•
• ••
•
•
•• •
ρ
•
• •
•
θ
x
Figure 5-13. Straight Line Fit in Polar Notation

Jain et al [1995] show that the orientation, θ, that minimizes equation 5.17 is given by
tan(2θ ) =

b
a-c

(5.20)

where
w −1 h −1

a = ∑∑ (x ′ij )2 P(i, j)

(5.21)

i = 0 j= 0

w −1 h −1

b = ∑∑ (x ′ij )(y ′ij ) P(i, j)

(5.22)

i = 0 j=0
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w −1 h −1

c = ∑∑ (y ′ij )2 P(i, j)

(5.23)

i =0 j=0

The parameters a, b, and c are recognized as the 2nd-order centroidal moments given in
equation 5.16. If b = 0, and a = c, the object is circular and does not have a preferred
orientation, otherwise the angle that defines the orientation is given by
1
 b 
θ = tan −1 

2
 a-c 

(5.24)

The elongation of an object is defined by Jain et al [1995] as
E=

χ max
χ min

(5.25)

where χ can be calculated from
1
1
1
χ 2 = ( a + c) + ( a − c ) cos(2θ ) + b sin( 2θ )
2
2
2
sin(2θ ) = ±
cos(2θ ) = ±

b
b 2 + (a-c )2
a−c
b 2 + (a-c )2

(5.26)
(5.27)

(5.28)

Equation 5.26 is a simplified form of equation 5.17. The signs of equations 5.27 and 5.28
determine whether equation 5.26 is a maximum or minimum.

A circle, which by

definition does not have a major axis, has an elongation factor of 1, the minimum
possible. A theoretical line would have an infinite elongation factor.

The operations described above can be used to classify objects in an image,
however, several caveats must be made. First, the moment calculations are based on the
image as whole, and therefore do not discriminate against multiple objects within a single
image. Secondly, the operations depend upon a sharp contrast between the background
and the object. Finally, there is a tradeoff between image size and robustness. Larger
images are more likely to give a better estimate of elongation, but are more likely to be
corrupted with multiple objects. Because of these, and other problems, it was decided not
to use the area moment methods on this vehicle.
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Because of the computation burden imposed by calculating the least squares fit
outlined earlier, it was decided to investigate other methods that do not require such
calculations. This led to the development of a new method, currently being tested on the
vehicle. Once the raw image has been converted to grayscale, filtered, thresheld, and
mapped to the ground plane, it is then shrunk to a smaller image size. This process,
called decimation, uses a technique similar to convolution to calculate the resultant pixel
intensity based on a neighborhood of pixels in the source image. Once the image has
been shrunk to a more manageable size, a threshold is again applied to convert the image
to black and white. The image takes on a much more tessellated appearance, with the
resultant data set being much more manageable. This entire process can be accomplished
with standard image processing functions that have been optimized for the processors
chosen [Intel, 1999].

The elimination of the custom loops and iterative processes

required by the least squares fit results in a substantial improvement in speed, without
requiring a priori assumptions about line location and orientation. Figure 5-14 shows the
result of this process, where the supplied image size was reduced by a factor of eight.
Because of the reduction in the data quantity, it is then possible to work with the resultant
image as a whole. If the remaining white pixels are treated as obstacles, based on their
location on the ground plane, the sensor fusion and navigation algorithms can avoid them
without an explicit calculation of their location. In addition, this method does not care if
the object in the image is a line or an obstacle. The method requires a proper calculation
of the threshold, but that is also true for the other methods. The section on sensor fusion
will continue the discussion of the use of this tessellated map of the ground plane image.

Figure 5-14. New Line Finding Technique Demonstration
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5.2 Range and Position Sensing
Because of the difficulties in general perception from 2-D images outlined above,
Navigator supplements the vision system with a separate range measuring system. This
system, which measures the distance to obstacles, is used in path planning. Where the
vision system detects the course boundaries, the ranging system locates 3-D obstacles
that must be avoided. The counter part to range estimation is position estimation. To
enable map building and tracking, the vehicle must also be capable of tracking its
position. This section will focus on the vehicle sensors used for range and position
measurement: a laser rangefinder and encoders. The selection of these sensors was based
on availability, past experience, and general knowledge of the requirements and
capabilities of each type of sensor. For example, a laser rangefinder was chosen over
ultrasonic sensors for obstacle range estimation. This was based on the availability of the
donated SickOptic laser rangefinder and past experience of good performance with the
laser rangefinder. This was contrasted with the past experience of

relatively poor

performance of ultrasonic sensors. Many references, see Borenstein [1996] for example,
are available which discuss the appropriateness of various types of sensors for different
environments. The reader is referred to these sources if other types of sensors are being
considered.

Laser Rangefinder. The laser rangefinder used for the vehicle is an accurate device,
capable of generating repeatable measurements under a variety of conditions [Sick,
2000]. The repeatability, accuracy, and reliability of the system overshadows other
systems used for range detection, such as proximity and ultrasonic sensors.

The

discussion in this section is based on a Sick Laser Measurement System LMS-200 model,
shown in Figure 5-15.
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Figure 5-15. Sick LMS-200 Laser Measurement System [Sick, 2000]

This device measures the time of flight of a light pulse, and since time is proportional to
the distance traveled, the distance from the sensor to the object can be calculated [ Sick,
2000]. The system uses a pulsed infrared laser, which is reflected off of a rotating mirror.
The rotating mirror causes the laser pulses to be scattered in a circular arc around the
sensor. If the pulse meets an object, and is reflected back to the sensor, the total time of
travel between the initial pulse and the reception can be calculated. By tracking the
angular placement of the mirror at the time of the pulse, the range and angular
displacement of an object, relative to the sensor, can be calculated. Figure 5-16 shows
the relationship between the mirrors and sensor.

Figure 5-16. Representation of Laser Rangefinder in Operation

The LMS-200 laser rangefinder has range of up to 30 meters for materials without any
special reflectors [Sick, 2000]. For highly absorptive materials with reflectivities of 1.8
percent, the LMS-200 has a range of up to 4 meters. From 4 meters to 30 meters, the
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range increases with increases in reflectivity, as shown in Figure 5-17. The statistical
error is ± 15 mm for a range of from 1 to 8 meters, and ± 4 cm from 8 to 20 meters, with
an angular resolution of 0.5 degrees.

Figure 5-17. Range vs. Reflectivity for LMS-200 [Sick, 2000]

As the rangefinder sweeps through a 180-degree arc, it returns 361 data points for
the range at every 0.5-degree increment. A sample view of the user interface for the laser
rangefinder is shown in Figure 5-18, with range data plotted in blue. Typically, data
above a certain threshold is ignored, as determined by the vehicle’s planning capability.
In this way, obstacles not immediately in the path of the vehicle are ignored.

Figure 5-18. Sample Rangefinder Data

Navigator uses a derivative based method for detecting obstacles that has been
used on previous Virginia Tech vehicles. By looking at the first derivative of the range
data with respect to the change in angle, the edges of the obstacles can be detected. If the
derivative value exceeds a negative threshold, then a leading edge is detected. Likewise,
if a positive derivative value exceeds a threshold, then the trailing edge is detected. By
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using this detection method, individual objects can be differentiated from one another.
This is especially useful in tasks such as follow-the-leader, where one particular target
must be followed. Starting and ending angles and ranges identify the obstacles. The data
for each obstacle is then passed to the sensor fusion and navigation sub-systems for use in
path planning. Figure 5-18 shows the obstacles detected in red.

Encoders. Encoders are used to enable the vehicle to measure the angular
rotation of its wheels. Because the position of the vehicle is related to the wheel rotations
in a non-holonomic manner, wheel rotations cannot be used to specify the vehicle
position and orientation. Therefore, the wheel velocities are needed to calculate the
component velocities and rate of rotation of the vehicle. The angular velocity of the
wheels can be calculated from the rotation data obtained from the encoders using the
discrete approximation of the position derivative.

Using the wheel velocities to calculate the vehicle velocities, the position
estimates can be calculated using numerical integration of the velocities. These estimates
are subject to accumulating error, due mainly to inaccuracies in measuring the kinematic
properties of the vehicle [Borenstein, 1996].

Other sources of error include wheel

slippage and terrain unevenness. For accurate localization, the vehicle must have a
method of localization to correct these errors, such as a global positioning system (GPS)
or landmarks. For obstacle avoidance and line following, such as in the International
Ground Robotics competition, exact localization is not required because the map is
continuously being updated. This enables the encoders to be used for the calculation of
relative displacements due to instantaneous velocity, which allows the update of the local
map.

5.3 Sensor Fusion and Navigation
Once the surrounding environment has been sensed, the navigation system must
make sense of the data collected. The ability of the vehicle to respond to the data in a
way that an observer would deem as correct is what gives the vehicle its apparent
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intelligence.

In Chapter 3, several control architectures were discussed, including

subsumption and hierarchical. As stated in Chapter 4, Navigator uses a hierarchical
architecture. Higher-level functions calculate the desired path, and lower level functions
control the motors to generate the required steering and velocity. Another distinction
made in Chapter 3 was between reactive and planning systems. This distinction is less
clear, and is subject to interpretation.

Brooks [1986, 1991a, 1991b] argues against

building internal models, in the sense of traditional AI representations, based on sensor
readings. His thesis being “the world is its own best model [Brooks, 1991b].” However,
even Brooks’ vehicles used internal representations for calculating obstacle locations and
such [Brooks, 1986]. Reactive control does not therefore mean that no internal structure
is used to interpret the sensor data, only that control actions are only based on reactions to
sensor data, not on reasoning based on a cognitive model [Borenstein, 1991]. Navigator
uses reactive control in this sense. This section discusses the representations used by the
vehicle control system, as well as the fusion of the data from multiple sensors.

Evidence Grid. The first structure used by Navigator for sensor fusion is a
evidence grid.

The vision processing method discussed in section 5.1 produces a

tessellated view of the ground immediately in front of the vehicle, as shown in Figure 515. The output of the process is technically an image, but serves the function of an
occupancy grid. Each pixel value relates to the possibility that a line or obstacle is at that
point on the ground. The exact resolution of the grid, in ground coordinates, is a function
of the camera parameters and vehicle dimensions.

By transforming the previous images based on the movement of the vehicle, and
then combining with the new data, a historical perspective can be obtained which can
compensate for spurious readings from the cameras. It is also possible to add the range
data obtained from the laser rangefinder to the evidence grid. In this way, a historical
perspective on obstacles may be obtained. If the historical data and new data are each
given weights based on the confidence in the data, the resultant grid then functions as a
evidence or confidence grid. The historical data may be given more weight such that the
confidence builds up over time. This compensates for periodic errors in the sensor data,
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but is subject to mistakes due to inaccurate odometry or dead reckoned position errors. If
the new data is weighted more heavily, the vehicle is more responsive to changes in the
environment and not as subject to odometry errors, but is more susceptible to sensor
errors such as when glare washes out the camera data.

The technique for fusing the

historical data involves transforming the current grid based on the vehicle motion,
multiplying the resultant values by a scaling factor, and combining with the new data
multiplied by the appropriate scaling factor.

Because of the discrete nature of the

evidence grid, some ambiguity results since the transformed grid cells do not generally
line-up with the new grid. The decision to use the historical data at all, and the weight
assigned to it if used, is a function of the confidence that the cameras and vision
processing system will give accurate data at each time interval, and also a function of the
confidence of the vehicle tracking accuracy.

The transformation of the old data involves a translation and rotation operation
based on the estimated vehicle movement since the last time step [Haynie, 1998]. Given
the old (x, y) pixel locations, the new location can be calculated using homogenous
coordinates discussed in section 5.1, or by using image transformations found in certain
software packages [Intel, 1999]. Figure 5-19 shows a pictorial representation of this
process. Once the transformation is complete, the new image from the camera is added
to the transformed image to obtain the updated evidence grid.
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Figure 5-19. Evidence Grid Transformations

Vector Field Histogram. This sub-section discusses the task of fusing the
sensor information, along with the task of making navigation decisions based on the
fused data. The method used for sensor fusion and navigation on Navigator is a variation
of the vector field histogram developed by Johan Borenstein [1991]. This method avoids
several of the problems associated with potential field methods, while being
computationally less expensive than search algorithms such as the D*, which are based
on traditional artificial intelligence techniques. The vector field histogram (VFH) is a
polar representation of obstacle density relative to the vehicle [Borenstein, 1991]. In the
basic technique, the polar obstacle density (POD) is calculated for discrete intervals
around the vehicle.

The technique used on this vehicle calculates a VFH for the laser rangefinder data
and another VFH for the camera data in the evidence grid, referenced from the same
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point on the vehicle. The data can then be combined into a composite VFH, based on
both types of sensors. Because of the polar nature of the laser rangefinder, the VFH is a
natural method to express the range data. The POD for the laser rangefinder is based on
the distance to an obstacle located at a given angle. Since obstacles that are closer to the
vehicle pose a greater threat than obstacles at a distance, the POD calculation weights
closer objects heavier. The original VFH development by Borenstein [1991] used linear
weighting of the form,
PODϕ = k c * (a − b d )

(5.29)

The later VFH+ [Ulrich and Borenstein, 1998] used a quadratic of the form
POD ϕ = k c * (a − b d 2 )

(5.30)

In both cases c* was the evidence value, a and b were positive constants, and d was the
distance to the active cell in the evidence grid. The gain parameter, k, has been added to
adjust the relative importance of the obstacles and lines, and the distance relative to the
threshold POD, which is discussed later. This thesis will also evaluate two alternate
weightings of the form

PODϕ =

k c*
d2

(5.31)

and
PODϕ = k c * e (a -d)

(5.32)

Figure 5-20 shows the POD values as a function of distance for the various weightings,
similarly scaled.
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Figure 5-20. POD Calculation Factors

With the VFH and VFH+ method developed by Borenstein, the path was
considered blocked or open. The development in this thesis will allow for a graduated
reaction, where smaller steering commands can be used to avoid obstacles approaching in
the distance. A threshold value is used to signal when a direction is completely blocked.
The quadratic formulation, given by equation 5.30, used by the VFH+ causes the obstacle
density parameter to rise quickly. This will lead to avoidance behaviors as soon as an
obstacle comes into view, but has a less distinct threshold value. The exponential form
given in equation 5.32 builds value slowly at first, and then quickly builds as the object
gets closer. The exponential or inverse quadratic form , given in equation 5.31, will
provide an unambiguous response to nearby obstacles. However, the inverse quadratic
form did not provide the desired graduated response to obstacles at a distance. The linear
form, given in equation 5.29, is suitable for providing a graduated response, but requires
more careful tuning of the threshold value. By using the exponential formulation in
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equation 5.32, the graduated reaction can be accomplished, while still preserving the fast
reaction for obstacles that appear close to the vehicle. The computational burden imposed
by the calculation of the exponential function can be offset by calculating the POD values
during program initialization and storing them in a lookup table. Both the linear and
exponential forms are being tested on Navigator. Figure 5-21 shows a plot of a typical
VFH, over the range of +90 to –90 every 2 degrees, taken from the laser rangefinder data

Polar Obstacle Density

shown in Figure 5-17.

+90

0

-90

Figure 5-21. VFH for laser rangefinder data shown in Figure 5-17

The polar obstacle density for the evidence grid is calculated by dividing the
evidence grid into a series of overlapping sectors. By allowing the sectors to overlap, a
blurring effect takes place to fill in discontinuities in the data, as well as compensate for
the discrete nature of the evidence grid. The sectors should correspond to the resolution
of the laser VFH, but the overlap can be adjustable. Figure 5-22 shows an example of
this concept, where the red line is the sector location, and the blue lines denote the
bounds of the sector.

The numbers in the figure represent evidence values for a

hypothetical line. Any grid cells touched by the sector are assumed to be in the sector.
Since the vehicle stores the evidence grid as an image, the calculation of the POD for a
given sector is greatly simplified. The obstacle density for each pixel can be calculated
relative to the laser rangefinder origin according to either the linear or exponential form
of the POD, and stored in a congruent image during the program initialization. During
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the vehicle operation, the evidence grid image is multiplied by the congruent image
containing the obstacle density parameters on a pixel-by-pixel basis. A mask is then used
to select only the pixels in the resultant image within a given sector, and the highest pixel
value in that sector is taken as the obstacle density for that sector. In this way, lines are
treated as any other obstacle. All of these operations use image-processing functions that
have been optimized for the computer processors, and therefore are relatively fast when
compared to standard programming loops.
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Figure 5-22. Evidence Grid with Polar Sector Shown

Once the vector field histograms have been calculated for both the laser and
vision data, a composite VFH is calculated such that the POD for each angle is equal to
the maximum POD of either the laser or vision VFH at that angle. Once the composite
VFH is obtained, the vehicle can then calculate a desired path. The original VFH
algorithm developed by Borenstein [1991] used the depth of the valleys on the VFH to
select paths. The algorithm used for Navigator, selects a threshold value of the POD
based on the width of the vehicle. A passability factor is then calculated as
Passability ϕ =

POD thresh - PODϕ
POD thresh

(5.33)

The passability factor is less than or equal to 1.0, and is set equal to zero if it falls below
zero. Figure 5-23 shows the passability factors, plotted in polar form, corresponding to
the VFH data shown in Figure 5-21.
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Figure 5-23. Polar Passability Plot

Any non-zero passability factor represents a potentially passable direction for
travel. However, because the vehicle has finite width, the paths must be evaluated to see
if they are wide enough for the vehicle. An opening approached from a distance will
appear to have a small angular opening, but the angular opening grows as the vehicle
approaches reaching 180 degrees as the vehicle passes through the opening. If a
minimum passable width, dmin, is defined, the following relationship is defined:
ϕ 
sin   =
2

d min

2

d

where the angle is assumed to be symmetric with respect to the vehicle centerline. Using
equation 5.33, and either the linear or exponential form of the POD, the required angular
opening can be calculated for a given passability factor. For the exponential form of the
POD, this works out to


b d min

ϕ = 2 sin -1 
 2(a + n (k) - n[POD thresh (1 - Passability)]) 
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For the linear form, the equation is given by




b d min
-1 

ϕ = 2 sin
 
[
POD thresh (1 - Passability)] 

 2 a k

 

(5.35)

Figure 5-24 shows a plot of the required angular width as a function of passability, for
both the linear and exponential forms of the POD equation, given a particular set of
parameters.

Figure 5-24. Angular Width vs. Passability Factor

The navigation algorithm begins by scanning for discontinuities, or changes
above a threshold, in the polar passability values.

These changes mark obstacle

boundaries, and can be used to evaluate potential alleyways through the obstacle field.
Positive changes mark an opening, where negative changes mark a restriction. Because of
the obstacles in the distance, the candidate alleyways may have child alleyways further
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downstream. The opening of each alleyway, once identified, is tested against the required
width for the minimum passability. If the candidate alleyway is too narrow, then the
candidate and all its child alleyways are closed at the minimum passability. Figure 5-25
shows this situation. The raw passability factors are shown in dark green, while the valid
passability factors are shown in bright green. After processing, any non-zero passability
represents a valid direction of travel.

Figure 5-25. Processed Passability Values with Steering

Since it is generally desirable to go straight when possible, the algorithm scales
the passability factors as a function of the angular orientation relative to the vehicle
centerline. Additionally, the algorithm blurs the passability factors to eliminate sharp
peaks, and to shift the centers away from the obstacles. The algorithm then evaluates
each candidate alleyway, and selects the one that is the best according to the specified
criteria.

Currently, the algorithm selects the alleyway with the highest average

passability. The vehicle is then steered toward the centroid of the selected alleyway. The
vehicle speed setting is proportional to the passability at the alleyway centroid, and
inversely proportional to the angular orientation of the centroid. Figure 5-26 shows the
scaled and blurred passability values in blue, while the selected steering speed and angle
are shown in red.
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If no appropriate alleyways exist, then the vehicle recognizes a trap condition.
The current programming halts the vehicle, and checks the data again. After a delay, if
the vehicle still recognizes a trap, the program will initiate trap escape functions. This
delay allows the vehicle to recover if the supposed trap was due to temporary sensor data,
such as glare on the camera, or if someone walked in front of the laser rangefinder. The
specific action taken to escape the trap would depend upon the type of trap, but would
typically involve a reversal of course until the trap is clear.

Although the algorithm searches to find the alley with least cost, the overall
operation of the navigation works more as a reactive system than a planning system. This
is true for several reasons. First, there is no elaborate internal model of the world. The
evidence grid and VFH are intermediate steps in the data fusion process, but no attempt is
made to relate points on the grid or histogram with specific obstacles. The evidence grid
and VFH are used as short term memory to store the sensory perceptions, and the vehicle
reacts to those perceptions [Borenstein, 1991]. Second, the path selection process is
based only on a mathematical calculation of alleyway properties; there is no reasoning
system in a traditional AI sense. Lastly, there is no sense of forethought, no anticipation
of causality. The vehicle goes where it is least costly, then reevaluates. Another higher
level function must be used to detect trap conditions or cyclic behavior. Therefore,
although the architecture is not subsumtive, it is behavior based and not cognitive.

Observers and Kalman Filtering. Although Kalman filters and observers are
not applicable to the task of line and obstacle finding, they are widely used for position
estimation [Roumeliotis and Bekey, 1997]. The current configuration of the vehicle does
not make use of this technique, because accurate localization is not a requirement of the
International Ground Robotics competition. For future tasks that may require mapping,
such as landmine detection and marking, localization may become necessary. Chapter 8
develops an approach using the standard linear form of an observer to improve the
position estimates.

The use of the standard observer is presented to justify further

research into Kalman filters by those who follow. Although not optimal in the presence
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of noise, the standard observer demonstrates the sensor fusion capabilities inherent in the
Kalman filter.
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Chapter 6: The Platform – Hardware
The proof of the theory outlined in chapters 4 and 5 is in its performance in the
real world, in the presence of all of the non-linearities, noise, and glare, which are
normally ignored in the analytical models. Until the system is situated in the physical
world, forced to cope with the vagaries of actual sensor input, no amount of simulation
can predict the actual performance with complete accuracy. Brooks [1997] discusses the
dearth of work with actual physical systems with sensors and actuators, performing in
actual unstructured environments. He cites the example of the journal Adaptive Behavior
from MIT Press as an example, where from 1992 to 1995, only 4 of 42 papers dealt with
physically situated systems.

One of the goals of the AUVSI Intelligent Ground Vehicle Competition (IGVC) is
to stimulate research in actual vehicle systems. To this end, Virginia Tech sponsors a
team for each year’s competition. The Autonomous Vehicle Team (AVT) of Virginia
Tech began work in June of 1999 on the design of the vehicle planned for entry in the
2000 competition. During the course of the following year, 10 undergraduate and 2
graduate students worked to design, build, program, and test a vehicle to enter in the
competition. The result of this effort, called Navigator, is shown in Figure 6-1. The
proof of the theory laid out in Chapters 4-5 is ultimately in the performance of Navigator,
and the vehicles that follow it in the design process.
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Figure 6-1. Navigator – The New Autonomous Vehicle

6.1 Mechanical Design
The best autonomous navigation scheme is useless without a vehicle capable of
maneuvering as commanded. With this in mind, the AVT set out to design a vehicle
suitable for use as a test platform for the latest navigation strategies. After defining the
problem, the initial criteria for developing the vehicle were given as:
-

Safety

-

Conformity to the IGVC competition rules

-

Capability to fit through a standard doorway

-

Capacity to carry landmine detection equipment

-

Stability during the worst case scenarios

-

Mobility over outdoor terrain

It was decided to pursue a design based on the successful 3-wheeled differentially driven
vehicle, originally called Nevel, developed by previous members of the AVT at Virginia
Tech [Haynie, 1998]. The simplicity of design and mobility of the vehicle were the
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major selling points of this design. It was decided that the vehicle would be driven by
electric motors, which simplifies the control. Commercially available 24 V DC motors,
rated at 0.45 horsepower and 15 amps of current, were selected. See Appendix D for
design calculations. The motors include a 33:1 gearbox, which yields an output speed of
75 rpm. The motors come equipped with built-in encoders and a fail-safe brake. The
brake must be energized to release, which serves to lock the wheels if power is lost.

Because the gear motor chosen had an output speed of 75 rpm, which is close to
the desired speed of 64.6 rpm, it was decided to use direct drive, as opposed to belt,
chain, or further gearing. Figure 6-2 shows a close up photograph of the motor and the
final drive assembly. Note the frame is upside down in the photograph. Mountain bicycle
wheels were used for the drive wheels because they are strong yet lightweight. The
wheels are attached to the drive motors and shafts by a custom hub, for quick removal.
The caster wheel assembly, custom built using a standard 12-inch bicycle tire, is located
at the rear of the vehicle. Figure 6-3 shows a picture of the vehicle frame, with the lower
bay and drive components attached. Figure 6-4 shows a CAD drawing showing the
overall physical dimensions of the vehicle.

Figure 6-2. Motors and Drive Assembly
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Figure 6-4. Overall Dimensions (mm)

To prevent damage to the electrical components, the vehicle incorporates a glass
fiber composite shell for waterproofing and a water-resistant operator interface panel. In
addition to improving the vehicle aesthetics, the shell also serves as the support for the
two forward-looking cameras. The operator panel, shown in Figure 6-5 includes power
and control switches, along with LED’s used for status indications. The panel features a
fold down door, which exposes the computer monitor and keyboard. From this keyboard,
the operator or programmer can access all of the computation equipment.

Figure 6-5. Operator Interface Panel
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6.2 Electrical Design
The electrical subsystem was designed to safely deliver power to the motors and
computational equipment. Figure 6-6 shows the electrical schematic for the power
distribution system. Two separate battery packs are used: one to supply power to the
motors and one to supply power to the remaining electronics. This avoided problems
seen in previous vehicles, where the motor surge current would cause voltage drops
significant enough to trip the computers and electronics. Two main power relays connect
the motor batteries to the servo amplifiers. An electronic relay driver circuit energizes
the main power relays when the vehicle is placed into run mode by the PLC. An
emergency stop pushbutton, or E-Stop, is used to interrupt the power to the relay drivers,
which in turn causes the relays to trip and remove power from the amplifiers. The relay
driver circuit generates a parallel signal to energize and release the fail-safe brakes on the
motors. If power is lost or disabled by the relay driver circuit, the brakes are applied to
prevent the vehicle from rolling down inclines.

The personal computer (PC) and programmable logic controller (PLC), discussed
in the next section, are equipped with 24V DC power supplies, which are supplied by the
batteries. The computer monitor, a LCD flat panel display, requires 120 V AC. This is
generated through a DC-to-AC inverter. The PLC inputs and outputs are driven from a
12V DC, supplied by a 24-to-12V DC-to-DC converter. The 12 V output is also used to
supply several custom electronic interface boards. These boards include a wireless stop
pushbutton, remote control receiver / converter, and relay drivers.
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Figure 6-6. Electrical Power Supply Schematic

6.3 Computational Design
Both the low-level actuator controls and the high-level navigation functions
require computational resources, which are also used by systems for debugging and
safety. The design of the computational systems was based on four criteria:
-

Modularity

-

Availability

-

Portability

-

Functionality

This section discusses the major components of the computational system, along with
their function within the overall hierarchy of the vehicle controls.

The main

computational components are an industrial personal computer (PC) and programmable
logic controller (PLC).

Figure 6-7 shows a block diagram of the PC and PLC

configuration, along with the connected sensors.
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Figure 6-7. Computation Block Diagram

Programmable Logic Controller. A GE Fanuc Series 90-30 Programmable
Logic Controller (PLC) performs the low-level motor control and input/output (I/O)
functions. The series 90-30 PLC has a CPU capable of running functions programmed in
‘C’, as well as standard ladder logic. The CPU also has a built in Ethernet port that
allows it to communicate with a personal computer (PC). The PLC is expandable by
adding various modules. The modules used on this vehicle are:
-

Digital Input

-

Digital Output

-

Analog Input

-

2-Axis Positioning Module

The digital input module is used to read up to 32 external inputs to the PLC. At
this time, usage includes switch contacts used for operator control, and inputs from a
radio frequency (R/F) controller. The output module provides up to 32 external outputs.
These are used to set indicator lights that provide feedback to the operator about the
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status of the vehicle and drive the relays used for motor power and braking. The analog
input module, with up to 4 inputs, is used to measure the current output provided by the
servo amplifiers. This current measurement is then available for feedback to the controls
or the operator. The final module is a 2-axis positioning module. This module is capable
of interfacing with two separate motors. The module reads the encoder signals to provide
position and velocity feedback. The module also generates the ^10-volt control output
required to drive the servo amplifiers.

The PLC operates by reading the external inputs, executing its logic code, and
then updating the external outputs. As currently configured, this cycle takes about 8
milliseconds. The logic code consists of a combination of ladder logic and C-functions.
The ladder logic consists of rungs of logic drawn like electrical contacts and relay coils.
A sample of the ladder logic used is shown in Figure 6-8. Although, these contacts and
coils are purely virtual components, they operate as if they were physical entities, such
that the coil is on if an electrical path can be traced through the contacts. Unlike physical
components, however, the ladder logic can also interface with mathematical functions
and C-functions.

Ladder logic is used to interface with the external contacts, and provide safety
interlocks. Additionally, the PLC uses C-functions to provide higher-level calculations
such as the PID control, and calculation of feedback values. Various functions were
programmed to interpret data in each of the control modes: manual R/F control,
automatic control through the PC, and forced stop (E-stop or protected). Once the data is
interpreted by the function for the selected mode, the steering and velocity setpoints are
then passed to the main control function. The control function converts the feedback
signals into engineering units, and then performs the PID control algorithm according to
the setpoints and selected mode. The calculated control output is then sent to the axispositioning module, which outputs the appropriate voltage to the servo amplifier.
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Figure 6-8. GE Fanuc Versa Pro software with sample ladder logic

Personal Computer. The higher-level controls of the vehicle are processed in
an industrial dual Pentium III computer. The industrial chassis was chosen because it
offers a 24V DC power supply and compact size. The computer was configured with
dual Intel Pentium III 450 MHz processors and 524 MB of RAM.

This level of

processing power allows many algorithms to be tested on PC. In a production vehicle,
the final algorithms could be implemented on specialized hardware, but the use of dual
processors also allows several algorithms to be configured and tested in software, which
provides flexibility during development. The use of dual processors also allows the
multi-threaded program to perform tasks in parallel, increasing the speed and
responsiveness of the system as a whole.
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The PC includes an Ethernet card, which allows communication with the PLC
through an Ethernet hub. During operation, the PC sends start/stop commands, along
with steering and speed commands to the PLC via the Ethernet connection. If the vehicle
control switch is in auto mode position, the PLC uses these speed and steering commands
for the motor controls. The PC also requests performance data from the PLC using the
same Ethernet connection. This data includes position estimates, speed, steering, power,
and control data.

The sensors used for autonomous navigation communicate directly with the PC.
Separate color framegrabbers capture images from the two color CCD cameras. Using
two framegrabbers, with the dual processor computer, allows the two images to be
processed in parallel. The framegrabbers use the PC’s personal computer interface (PCI)
bus for fast updates. A Sick LMS-200 laser rangefinder communicates with the PC
through a standard RS-232 communications (COM) port on the PC.
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Chapter 7: The Program – Software
The focus of this thesis is to develop the controls necessary to allow the vehicle to
autonomously navigate an outdoor course. Although vehicle performance is limited by
its mechanical and electrical components, the software ultimately determines the
vehicle’s ability to navigate autonomously. This chapter discusses the development of
the software used on Navigator. The major components and features of the software will
be discussed, along with some discussion of the implementation details. The chapter
begins with a discussion of the low-level control code executed by the PLC, and then
moves on to discuss the features of the main program responsible for autonomous
navigation.

7.1 Vehicle Control
The PLC is responsible for the motor control. Three basic modes of operation–
manual, automatic, and protected– are selectable by a 3-position switch on the control
panel. The emergency stop pushbutton invokes a fourth mode of operation. In manual
mode, the steering and speed commands are input via a standard radio frequency (R/F)
remote, like those used for radio controlled cars or airplanes. A custom electronic board,
using a micro-controller, interprets the R/F signal, and outputs 4-bit values for both
steering and speed. The PLC reads each bit as a digital input, and the manual mode
function converts the 4-bit values into the required engineering units. In automatic mode,
the PLC recieves commands from the PC. Autonomous navigation, joystick control, or
pre-programmed pattern moves generate the PC commands. In protected mode, the
vehicle is commanded to stop, and the power relays are inhibited from sending power to
the amplifiers. All subsequent control commands are ignored.

The E-Stop mode

overrides any of the first three modes. It inhibits the control functions the same as
protected mode, although in E-Stop mode the actual power has already been removed
from the amplifiers. The main control function in the PLC then uses the speed and
steering commands, along with the start/stop commands, to implement the vehicle
controls. This modular implementation allows the controls to be tested in a variety of
ways other than autonomous. The same control algorithm is used regardless of whether
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the signal is from the PC or the manual R/F control, allowing navigation problems to be
isolated from tuning and coding problems in the underlying controls. Figure 7-1 shows a
block diagram of this arrangement.
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Figure 7-1. Software Hierarchy

The implementation of the motor control is based on the formulation of the
discrete PID control discussed in Chapter 4. If the vehicle is stopped, the control output
is set to zero, and the integrator forced to track according to equation 4.74. Once a start
command is given, through either the PC link or the wireless pushbutton remote, the
motor power relay and brakes are energized, supplying power and releasing the motor
brakes. The desired wheel speeds are calculated in the main control function according
to equations 4.10 and 4.11; while the actual wheel speeds are calculated from the
measured encoder data in the PLC. The PID control works to drive the error between the
desired wheel speeds and the actual wheel speeds to zero. The control output for each
motor is output by the axis-positioning module to the servo amps. Several interlocks are
provided for safety, including wireless stop, radio signal quality in manual mode, and Estop status. These signals can override the start status, and force the vehicle to stop. In
auto mode, the communication with the PC is monitored. Regular updates must be
provided when running in auto mode, or the vehicle will stop. At this time, the updates
must occur within two seconds of one another. The PLC also uses ladder logic to provide
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several additional interlocks, as well as the status outputs. Data collected from the PLC
is also available to be used by the controls or to be sent back to the main program on the
PC.
7.2 Navigation Manager Program
The autonomous functionality, as well as joystick or pattern move control, is
handled on the PC by the Navigation Manager program. Navigation Manager is a multithreaded, multi-functional program written in Microsoft Visual C++. Furthermore, the
design of the program is fully object oriented, which makes maintenance and extension
easier. The program leverages the standard Microsoft Foundation Classes (MFC) to
provide a user interface that is familiar to users of Microsoft Windows. Navigation
Manager provides a consistent interface for the user, whether running the vehicle in
autonomous mode, joystick mode, or pattern move mode.

The program handles

communications with the PLC, and provides the functionality to handle real time data
plotting, as well as data logging for later analysis. This section discusses the major
features of the program, along with information about how the sensor fusion and
navigation methods, discussed in Chapter 5, were implemented.

Executive Program. When started, the Navigation Manager program presents
the operator with the main window showing various toolbar commands, along with the
Navigation Manager interface window, as shown in figure 7-2.

In addition to the

standard toolbar commands, the main window toolbar provides a button to toggle the
program into full screen mode. This mode is preferred if the operator plans to display
several status windows during the operation.

The main interface, provides toolbar

buttons for the following commands:
-

Connect to PLC

-

Pattern Move Mode

-

Disconnect from PLC

-

De-mining Mode (later)

-

Start Vehicle

-

Log Data Toggle

-

Stop Vehicle

-

Real Time Plot

-

Autonomous Mode

-

Real Time Position Plot

-

Joystick Mode

-

Load Logged Data
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-

Zero Position Estimate

-

Zero Both Estimates

-

Zero Heading Estimate

-

Tune PLC Controls (later)

Figure 7-2. The Navigation Manager program interface

The Navigation Manager program must be connected to the PLC via the Ethernet
connection before the commands can be sent. Clicking on the connect icon initiates this
connection; a separate icon is provided for disconnecting. Upon either connecting or
disconnecting, a Stop command is sent to the vehicle to ensure that the vehicle is
operating in a known state. Once connected, the Navigation Manager program requests
data from the PLC periodically, but at least every 2 seconds. During running mode, the
data is requested about once per PLC cycle.

However, because the requests are

asynchronous, the updates are not guaranteed to be every cycle. The Navigation Manager
interface window displays the current values of several of the operating parameters of the
vehicle. Text boxes display status modes at the bottom of the window. The Navigation
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Manager program only sends commands when requested. During a running state, this is
as often as possible, but approximately once per PLC cycle. A stop command must be
issued to demonstrate that the PLC communications are valid before the PLC will accept
a start command.

The operator panel on the vehicle displays the status of the

communications from the PLC’s point of view.

To assist the operator in debugging and tuning the vehicle operation, several
preprogrammed pattern moves have been developed.

The figure-eight icon on the

Navigation Manager toolbar activates the pattern move dialog, shown in Figure 7-3.
From this dialog, the operator can select such patterns as line-move, zero-radius-turn,
square-move, arc-move, and figure-eight. The operator can then adjust parameters such
as speed and distance for the pattern. The dialog also has a toolbar button to access the
tuning parameters, which control the calculation of the speed and steering setpoints. The
pattern moves are controlled by PID loops, which adjust the steering and speed
commands to keep the vehicle on the pattern’s course. Once a pattern move has been
selected, the operator initiates the pattern by selecting the start button or play icon in the
pattern move window, or the green light icon on the Navigation Manager toolbar.

Figure 7-3. Navigation Manager - Pattern Move Dialog
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The operator also has the option of plotting the vehicle performance data on the
screen in real time, as shown in Figure 7-4. This feature is especially useful during
vehicle controls tuning, and subsequent performance verification. By double clicking on
the text boxes on the right of the plot window, the variable, color, and range can be
selected.

Once the correct variables are configured, the operator can save the

configuration into a plot configuration file. During subsequent runs, the operator can
load this configuration by selecting the Open File toolbar button when the plot window is
active. A separate icon, and plot window, is provided for plotting the vehicle position
estimation in real time. This is used for testing the vehicle position estimates. Double
clicking on the window changes the zoom factor; left click zooms in, right zooms out.

Figure 7-4. Navigation Manager – Real Time Plotting

Navigation Manager provides the option to log all of the performance data to a
data file, which can then be viewed off-line. The data logging functions are accessed by
either the check box or the page icon on the toolbar. If data logging is off, a file save
dialog appears and requests a file name. Once the name is selected, the logging operation
begins. To save file space, logging only takes place when the vehicle is in run mode or
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the file is initially opened. Data logging is terminated by selecting either the check box
or data log icon again. The check box on the Navigation Manager window displays the
status of the logging operation. Once a run is complete, and the logging operation is
terminated, the operator has the option of viewing the data on screen. By selecting the
history plot icon, shown as a page with plots superimposed, the operator can select the
desired log file. The operator can then open standard or position plots from the history
dialog. The plots operate the same as the real time version, and can use the same
configuration files. Figure 7-5 shows an example of the historical data dialog, with both
parameter and position plots.

Figure 7-5. Navigation Manager – History Plots

Autonomous Dialog. The main purpose of the Navigation Manager program
is to coordinate the autonomous navigation control. The autonomous mode icon on the
Navigation Manager toolbar starts the autonomous mode dialog, shown in Figure 7-6.
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From this dialog, the various parameters used in the sensor fusion and navigation
calculations can be tuned. Once this dialog is open, the vehicle can be started by
selecting the start button, or green light icon on the Navigation Manager toolbar. The
dialog can be opened without the vehicle being in autonomous mode at the vehicle
control panel.

This allows the operator to tune the sensor fusion parameters and

manually drive the vehicle around the course and check the sensor fusion and navigation
outputs. The remainder of this chapter is dedicated to discussing the operation of the
autonomous navigation mode accessed by this dialog.

Figure 7-6. Navigation Manager – Autonomous Mode Dialog

As stated before, the Navigation Manager program is based on object oriented
design principles. The functionality of the autonomous mode is encapsulated separate
from the main executive portions of the program in a class known as CAutonDoc.
Additionally, sub-functions, such as vision processing or laser rangefinder operation, are
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further encapsulated and separated from the main structure of the autonomous navigation
class. The image processing and laser rangefinder functions are placed in separate
dynamic-link libraries (DLLs), which further isolate the functions. The separate DLLs
make updating the code more manageable, by limiting the number of source files that the
programmer must work with. Figure 7-7 shows the architecture of this arrangement.
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Figure 7-7. Navigation Manager Partial Class Structure

In addition to using objected oriented design principles, the Navigation Manager
program is structured using multiple threads. A thread is a sequence of commands to be
executed, which are part of the larger program. Using multiple threads allows multiple
tasks to be processed in parallel. For single processor computers, this is accomplished by
switching between threads. This switching allows multiple tasks to be processed in an
apparently simultaneous manner, although the underlying architecture only allows one
command to be processed at a time. However, on a dual processor system, such as the
one used on Navigator, the program can actually execute tasks in two different threads at
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the same time. This parallelism increases the processing of the system, and provides a
more responsive interface.

The underlying operating system handles the switching

between threads in a manner that is transparent to both the programmer and end user.
The main thread, loaded with the application, handles the graphical user interface and
basic processing. A second thread is used to handle communication with the PLC. This
thread handles all of the network communications using a TCP/IP socket protocol. Four
threads are created when the autonomous navigation dialog is opened. These are the
main navigation thread, one thread for each camera, and one thread for the laser
rangefinder. These are shown schematically in Figure 7-8.

The threads are synchronized with one another using programming devices
known as Mutexes or Events. This protects against corruption because of two threads
operating on the same data simultaneously, and allows for proper sequencing.

For

example the main navigation thread signals the two camera threads to grab and process
their images, then waits until this processing is complete before continuing. The camera
threads can operate in parallel because of the dual processors in the computer. After the
camera images are captured, the navigation thread signals the laser range finder to
process its data, while the navigation thread continues to composite and process the
images obtained from the cameras. Once the image processing is finished, the navigation
thread waits (if necessary) until the laser thread is finished. The navigation thread then
completes the navigation calculations.
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Figure 7-8. Navigation Thread Configuration

Sensor Fusion.

The task of sensor fusion, including data acquisition, is

handled by the navigation thread, created by the CAutonDoc class.
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processing is handled by a class called CNavImage, located in the Camera.dll file. This
class handles data allocation and interfacing with the Intel Image Processing Library
(IPL), available from Intel.com as part of their performance library suite [Intel, 1999].
The image data is stored by the class in the IPL format. By using the IPL functions,
which are optimized for the Intel MMX instruction set available on Pentium III
processors, the speed of processing is greatly increased. The CNavImage class also
includes functions for saving images to a file and other conversions.

Using the object oriented design methodology, the class for coordinating image
acquisition by the framegrabber is derived from the CNavImage base class, and is called
CNavCamera.

CNavCamera inherits all of the functionality of CNavImage, but also

adds features related to framegrabber control and synchronization. An instance of this
class is created in the main autonomous navigation class, CAutonDoc, for each camera
used by the vehicle. The CAutonDoc class also creates a thread for each camera, which
is used to access the camera data and grab images. These threads are idle until signaled
by the main navigation thread to grab an image. The thread then invokes the grab
function from the CNavCamera class, and captures an image.

The image is then

processed using the blurring and thresholding techniques discussed in Chapter 5, and
finally remapped to the ground plane. The autonomous navigation dialog box can be
used to access the camera parameters used to control this mapping. Once the remapping
operation is complete, the camera threads signal the main navigation thread that their data
is ready.

After both cameras have processed and remapped the individual images, control
returns to the main navigation thread. The laser rangefinder thread is signaled to process
its data, while the image processing continues. The left and right images, which have
been remapped onto the ground plane, are combined into a single composite image.
Further filtering and thresholding is used to remove stray pixels, then the composite
image is decimated to generate an image used as a certainty grid. This certainty grid,
stored as a CNavImage, is then processed to calculate the vector field histogram (VFH).
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The navigation thread then waits until the laser rangefinder thread has completed its
processing.

The laser rangefinder is operated by the CNavLaser class. The class handles
establishment of communications and allocates the required memory for data storage
when the CNavLaser class is instantiated when the autonomous mode dialog is invoked.
The class communicates with the laser rangefinder and stores the appropriated data.
When the laser rangefinder thread is signaled by the main navigation thread, the latest
data is processed. The obstacles within the specified range are detected, and the vector
field histogram is calculated based on the locations of these obstacles.

Once both the ground plane VFH and the laser range finder VFH have been
calculated, they are combined based on the maximum obstacle density for each polar
location. The composite vector field histogram is then converted to the passability
representation as discussed in chapter 5. Both the composite VFH and the passability
data can be viewed on screen by selecting the corresponding check box on the
autonomous navigation dialog. The navigation thread then processes the passability data
searching for candidate alleyways, and selects the most appropriate one. The speed and
steering, required to pass through the alleyway, are calculated and the data is sent to the
PLC via the Ethernet connection. As currently configured, the entire navigation loop,
from initial image grab to steering command, allows an update rate of approximately 7
hz. If the vehicle is traveling at approximately 1 meter per second, it travels about 14
centimeters between updates. The cameras are configured to provide about 2 meters of
look ahead, and the laser rangefinder about 3 meters. This allows sufficient time for the
vehicle to steer based on data within its field of view.

It has been determined

experimentally, that further look ahead capability generally results in poorer quality
images, with correspondingly less robust data to use for navigation.
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Chapter 8: The Performance – Testing Results
This chapter discusses the overall performance of the vehicle, especially the
software developed as a part of this thesis. The chapter begins with a discussion of the
verification of the analytical model developed in Chapter 4. The verified model is then
used to predict the performance of the vehicle position estimation in the face of common
kinematic errors. A method for improving this estimation based on the concept of an
observer, as discussed in chapter 3, is demonstrated. The chapter continues with a
qualitative discussion of the results of the testing conducted to date, and
recommendations for improvement. The chapter concludes by discussing several of the
lessons learned and ponders the immediate future of autonomous vehicles.

8.1 Analytical Model Verification
The analytic model developed in Chapter 4 allows simulations to be conducted,
which are useful in tuning and testing the vehicle controls. These simulations are also
useful in testing various control and estimation strategies. The model initially used
estimates of several parameters, such as the coefficient of rolling friction, based on
information found in McKerrow [1991]. The resulting simulations were then used to
evaluate the control strategy, which led to the discovery of the problem with the
traditional discrete PID formulation outlined in Chapter 4.

Once the vehicle was constructed, the model was validated against the actual
vehicle performance.

Three tests were conducted on a level hallway floor.

eliminated disturbances due to ground unevenness.

This

Although the rolling friction

coefficients on the floor are generally less than those encountered on grass or pavement,
they were sufficient to test the vehicle dynamics. The first test conducted was for a
straight-line acceleration to 1.0 meter per second and subsequent deceleration to rest after
traveling a distance of 10 meters. The model parameters were tuned to give a reasonable
match with the data logged by the vehicle. The results of this test are shown in Figures 81 and 8-2. The second test was for a zero-radius-turn (ZRT). This turn requires the
vehicle to first rotate the caster assembly 90 degrees, which requires a considerable
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amount of wheel torque and is non-linear. The frictional torque parameter, used to
oppose caster rotation, was tuned to provide a reasonable match with the non-linear
model. The linear model proved to be inadequate to model this behavior as expected.
The results of this test are shown in Figures 8-3 and 8-4. The final test was a repeat of
the straight-line acceleration, using a lower top speed of 0.5 meters per second. The
results of this test are shown in Figures 8-5 through 8-6.

As shown by the figures, the models provide a reasonable estimate of the
dynamics of the system. The time constants for the dynamic response are similar for both
the linear and non-linear model, except when the vehicle is performing a zero-radius turn.
For general motion, including arcs, the linear model performs well. The model breaks
down during movements that require rapid caster rotation. The linear model generally
recovers nicely, except in the extreme case of the zero-radius-turn. Because the linear
model behaves reasonably well and is computationally faster than the more complex nonlinear model, the linear model was used for the caster wheel sensor simulations discussed
in the next subsection.

Figure 8-1. Step response to 1.0 m/s commanded speed
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Figure 8-2. Control effort required by step response to 1.0 m/s commanded speed

Figure 8-3. Response to ZRT left then right command
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Figure 8-4. Control effort required for ZRT left then right command

Figure 8-5. Step response to 0.5 m/s commanded speed
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Figure 8-6. Control effort required by step response to 0.5 m/s commanded speed

8.2 Simulation Results
It is well known that kinematic inaccuracies lead to poor dead reckoned position
estimates [Borenstein, 1996]. In an effort to improve the position sensing of the vehicle,
it was decided to investigate instrumenting the caster wheel.

This would provide

supplemental measurements of speed and steering. In concept, the design measures the
caster wheel velocity and the caster assembly rotation. The sensor design allows for the
free rotation of the caster assembly. The first version of Navigator did not implement the
caster instrumentation due to the limited time available for development. This section
serves to motivate further development.

The problem kinematic inaccuracies pose to dead reckoning is discussed in detail
in Borenstein [1996]. However, a brief discussion is in order here. Chapter 4 details the
calculation of desired wheel speeds based on steering and speed commands.

For

example, assuming a desired speed of 0.5 meters per second and a desired rotation rate of
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1 degree per second, equations 4.10 and 4.11 are used to calculate the desired wheel
speeds as

(¨ )
(¨ )

a ref

=1.496 rad/ sec

b ref

=1.535 rad/ sec

assuming equal wheel radii of 0.33 meters. The control system will regulate the wheel
speeds based on the calculated reference speeds. This will result in a circle of diameter
57.3 meters being traveled over a 6-minute period. If all parameters are as specified,
dead reckoning will estimate this exactly. If the radius of the right wheel is increased by
1 percent to 0.3333 meters, the actual speed and steering will change according to
equations 4.5 and 4.6. In this case, the actual speed is 0.5025 meters per second and the
turning rate is 1.39 degrees per second. This results in a circle of diameter 41.4 meters
being traveled in 4 minutes and 19 seconds. If the kinematic model is not updated to
reflect the change in wheel diameters dead reckoning will still predicate a travel of the
57.3-meter diameter circle.

This section details a method of improving upon the dead reckoned estimates
using an observer. The relationship between the caster assembly variables and the speed
and steering values were given in equations 4.12 and 4.13. These equations are nonlinear, which would preclude the use of a linear state space observer. However, if these
measurements are preprocessed using equations 4.12 and 4.13 to give the speed and
steering values, speed and steering can be used in a linear state space model.

A simplified sensor model was created using wheel rotations as states and the
encoder feedback as input. A simple first-order lag was used to filter the encoder
feedback. This resulted in a discrete sensor model of the following form:
¨ˆ a 
1
ˆ 

¨ b  = 0
¨ˆ 
0
 a

¨ˆ b  k +1 0
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The resulting output vector has the form
0
 ¨ˆ 
0
 a

ˆ
¨ b 
0
=
 

v̂
 v

 φˆ 
  k +1 0


0
0
0
0

1
0
ra
2
- ra
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0 
¨ˆ 
1   a 
¨ˆ
¨ 
rb
  b  + [0] a 

2  ¨ˆ a 
¨ b  measured


rb  ˆ
¨ 
(a + b)   b  k

(8.2)

Note that for the observer model, it is assumed that the right wheel diameter uses the
assumed value, and not the actual value. The observer error calculation uses the encoder
feedback directly for the first two outputs and the calculated data from the caster
feedback for the last two outputs. For the simulations, a linear quadratic regulator (LQR)
technique was used to calculate the observer gains. The error measurement, used as the
input, was weighted much heavier than the state estimates. The simulation code is given
in Appendix C. Figure 8-7 shows the improvement seen when including caster wheel
feedback for the test case outlined above. Figure 8-8 shows the simulation results for an
attempted straight-line run. Figure 8-9 shows the results from a simulation where the
steering command varies sinusoidally.
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Figure 8-7. Dead reckoning simulation V=0.5 m/s at 1 deg/sec rotation

Figure 8-8. Dead reckoning simulation V=0.5 m/s with no desired rotation
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Figure 8-9. Dead reckoning simulation V=0.5 m/s at 10 sin(0.05πt) deg/sec rotation

As shown by the simulation results, instrumenting the caster wheel and using the
observer model improves the position estimate by over 50 percent. Further studies are
needed to determine the improvement with other errors, such as errors in wheel base
dimensions, and the susceptibility to noise. Additionally, studies should be made to
determine the susceptibility to errors in the caster wheel measurements. The results given
here are intended to motivate these studies by future researchers.

Even with the improved performance obtained with the observer model, the error
is still substantial and grows unbounded as the vehicle moves. This points to the need for
an external localization technique, such as a Global Positioning System sensor, for
precise localization.
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8.3 Mechanical Performance
The overall mechanical performance of Navigator was exceptional. The modular
platform proved to be easy to assemble and maintain. The simple drive train was both
rugged and reliable. The composite shell provided an attractive, waterproof cover that
allowed the cameras to be mounted close to the vehicle. The overall design quality of
Navigator was demonstrated by a 1st place finish in the design competition at the 8th
annual Intelligent Ground Vehicle Competition held July 8-10, 2000 in Orlando, Florida.
Under most conditions, the dynamic performance of the vehicle was impressive.

The main problems encountered were due to the weight of the vehicle. The extra
weight was due to an overly conservative design, caused by uncertainty in the actual
dynamic forces encountered by the vehicle. The increased weight caused two problems.
First, the weight on the caster wheel caused the vehicle to stall during zero radius turns.
This was caused by the torque required to rotate the caster wheel into the correct
orientation. This problem was corrected by moving the batteries to a location above the
drive wheel, which lowered the weight on the caster wheel. Although this allowed some
bounce during emergency stops, the vehicle was still stable. The overall modular design
minimized the impact of this change on the vehicle. The second impact of the weight
was on the performance over inclines such as the competition ramp. The motors were
driven at currents higher than their rating, which allowed the vehicle to traverse the ramp
under most conditions. Unfortunately, this did not prevent the vehicle from becoming
stuck under certain conditions. The vehicle should be tested for actual dynamic forces.
This will allow the component sizes to be optimized for weight reduction, while still
providing the mechanical robustness needed for durability. The modular design of the
base vehicle allows incremental improvements to system components without causing
significant down town in the vehicle testing, as seen in other designs [Haynie, 1998].

The vehicle was designed for a top speed of 5-mph (2.24 meter/second). This
speed proved to be faster than needed under most test conditions. Another way of
improving the dynamic performance with the heavier vehicle would be to increase the
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effective gear ratio of the motor. Although this would lower the top speed, the increase
in output torque would justify the decrease in speed.

8.4 Sensor Performance
The two CCD board cameras provided good images under a variety of lighting
conditions, as long as the lighting conditions did not change significantly once the vehicle
was initialized. The main problems encountered with the camera were due to the varying
lighting conditions along the course. When approaching regions with a high variation of
light intensities, such as a shaded portion on the course, the camera’s onboard
equalization would yield an image that was washed out in the light region and too dark in
the shaded region.

It is suggested that the cameras be improved to allow a wider

sensitivity range, or that the sensitivity be set by the navigation software based on the
real-time image analysis. The particular image processing operations needed for reliable
data extraction varied depending on course lighting conditions, but in general provided
reliable data. Additional filtering was provided to remove spurious cells in the certainty
grid due to large glare spots in the image. This required a priori knowledge of the size of
the expected obstacles on the course. The transform and composite operations provided a
good estimation of the ground plane.

The laser rangefinder performed as advertised and provided a good, reliable signal
for obstacle avoidance and follow-the-leader operations. Navigator finished 2nd in the
follow-the-leader event. The laser rangefinder also provided an easy interface and usable
data format. The derivative method used to identify obstacles was robust and provided
reliable data.

8.5 Navigation Performance
Given the data obtained from the sensors, the Vector Field Histogram (VFH) and
passability representation provided a convenient and consistent representation of the
appropriate paths for the vehicle. However, choosing the appropriate steering angle from
this data proved more problematic. Because the VFH was designed as an obstacle
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avoidance technique, it needs a target to steer it toward a goal. For the case of the IGVC,
there is not a known target, only the goal to navigate around the course. Early attempts to
select an appropriate alleyway and steering angle caused the vehicle to steer from
boundary to boundary when only one boundary was in view.

As this oscillation

increased, Navigator could approach a boundary in a perpendicular direction, and chose
to reverse course. Later attempts were made to allow the vehicle to follow along the
boundaries created by the lines, without modifying the basic technique of the VFH.
These changes were made late in the design cycle and were not tested thoroughly prior to
the IGVC. The changes caused the vehicle to react too slowly to curves in the course.
Fine-tuning based on the results seen at the IGVC has improved the performance
substantially. This approach limits the size of the candidate alleyways, and steers toward
the centroid of the selected alleyway. This slight modification limited the oscillations
experienced while allowing for fast reactions when needed. Testing time using the latest
algorithm has been limited. The fact that an observer can select an appropriate path from
the data validates the VFH and passability approach. Additional study is needed to
develop another algorithm, or validate the current one, so that the optimal steering angle
based on the passability data is selected.

The algorithm that selects the appropriate

alleyway supplies the vehicle with its apparent intelligence.

Additionally, the historical features on the certainty grid were not added to the
code. This is left to future developers on the Autonomous Vehicle Team. This should
help in situations with transient glare. Another area for testing involves the calculation of
the polar obstacle density. Only the linear version of the POD was tested at the IGVC.
Changes to this calculation will cause changes in the vehicle behavior. It is also left as
future work to determine if the changes lead to better or worse performance.

8.6 Conclusion
The development of an autonomous vehicle is a major undertaking. The variety
of lighting and course conditions requires numerous tests in the field. Unfortunately,
these tests are time consuming and can only come at the end of the design cycle. For a
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completely new vehicle and navigation approach, such as on Navigator, this means that
some problems will not be identified until near the end of the allotted time. The modular
design approach used on Navigator allows for incremental changes, which will be
beneficial during later development and testing. The testing of Navigator has validated
the underlying approach, but has also pointed to the need for further development
regarding optimal steering angle selection.

The problems encountered by Navigator, and all of the other vehicles competing
in the 8th annual Intelligent Ground Vehicle Competition, pale in comparison to the
problem of navigating in a completely unstructured environment. Anyone familiar with
the problem, who stops to ponder the current situation, must marvel at the abilities
displayed by simple animals or a small child. We are a long way from designing agents
that are completely autonomous in any environment.

The immediate future does hold

promise for systems that display autonomy within their working environment. Examples
include harvesting equipment, mining equipment, exploration, and de-mining.

The

lessons learned in experiments and tests such as those conducted as part of this thesis will
be put to use in the future development of vehicles that display this limited form of
autonomy.
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Introduction to Lagrange’s Method
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Introduction to Lagrange's Method.

Two approaches are generally

considered for developing dynamic models: vector dynamics and analytical dynamics
[Greenwood, 1977]. Vector dynamics involves the direct application of Newton’s laws.
The system is broken into individual components and the interaction forces are solved for
in the process. Analytical dynamics on the other hand is concerned with the motion of
the system as a whole, and not on the interaction between one part and another. For
example, in the vehicle under consideration, vector dynamics would solve for the
constraint forces between the wheel and drive shaft, where analytical dynamics is
concerned only with the motion of the vehicle as a whole based on the wheel rotations.
Analytical dynamics is based on the work of Joseph-Louis Lagrange (1736-1813), and is
sometimes known as Lagrange’s method. Complete treatment of Lagrange’s method is
beyond the scope of this thesis, but this section will give an overview of the theory
necessary to complete the dynamic model of this vehicle. For a complete treatment, the
reader is referred to a textbook on classical dynamics such as Greenwood [1977].

The development of Lagrange’s method is based upon the principle of virtual work
developed by J. d’Alembert in 1743 [Greenwood, 1977]. Given a set of Cartesian
coordinates for N particles, (x1, x2, … x3N), which may be subject to constraints, where
the coordinates are measured relative to an inertial reference frame, we can speak of
infinitesimal displacements (δx 1 , δx 2 , , δx 3N ).

These displacements, which occur

without the passage of time and may or may not conform to the constraints, are known as
*
virtual displacements. If Fi is the force acting on the ith particle, then the virtual work
done by the virtual displacement is given by
N *
*
δW = ∑ Fi ⋅ δ ri
i =1

*
where δ ri is the vector form of the virtual displacement for the ith particle.
Many of the forces in a system of particles are forces that do no work for any
displacement consistent with the constraint they impose.

For example, all of the

interconnections between a system of particles that make up a rigid body are of this type.
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*
If these forces, known as workless constraints, are denoted R i , Newton’s law for each
particle can be written

*
*
*
Fi + R i − m i ri = 0

where the term − mi ri is known as the inertial force and represents the systems change in
momentum. This equation is known as d’Alembert’s principle, which states that the sum
of all forces, real and inertial, is equal to zero.
Applying1 the principle of virtual work
*
*
* *
δW = ∑ (Fi + R i − m i ri )⋅ δ ri = 0
N

i =1

However, since the virtual work associated with the workless constraints is zero,
*
* *
δW = ∑ (Fi − m i ri )⋅ δ ri = 0
N

(A.1)

i =1

*
Now, suppose that ri is a function of n independent coordinates, such that
*
ri = ri (q 1 , q 2, q 3, , q n, t )

(A.2)

then
*
n
∂r
*
δ ri = ∑ i δq j
j =1 ∂q j

(A.3)

where qj is known as a generalized coordinate. Combining equations A.1 and A.3
*
N *
* n ∂ ri

δW = ∑ Fi − m i ri ⋅ ∑
δq j = 0
j =1 ∂q j
i =1

(

)

or
*
N
* n ∂*ri
* n ∂ ri

δW = ∑ Fi ⋅ ∑
δq j − ∑ m i ri ⋅ ∑
δq j = 0
i =1
i =1
j=1 ∂q j
j=1 ∂q j
N

1

This development is based largely upon class notes taken in ESM 5304 – Structural Vibrations taught by
Scott Hendricks June 1999.
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By changing the order of summation, and factoring out the δq j term, the following form
is obtained:
* 
N
 N * ∂*ri
∂
r
*


δW = ∑  ∑ Fi ⋅
− ∑ m i ri ⋅ i  δq j = 0

∂q j i=1
∂q j 
j=1  i =1
n

(A.4)

Since the virtual displacement of the generalized coordinate, δq j , is not zero in general,
the term in parenthesis must equal zero for each j=1 to n, in order for equation A.4 to be
true:
*
N
* ∂*ri
* ∂ ri

∑ Fi ⋅ ∂q = ∑ m i ri ⋅ ∂q
j
j
i =1
i =1
N

∀ j = 1 to n

(A.5)

Now, define the total kinetic energy of the system as
1
* *
T = ∑ m i ri ⋅ ri
i =1 2
N

By the chain rule and equation A.2, the velocity is given by
*
*
n
∂ rj
∂ ri
*
ri = ∑
q j +
∂t
j=1 ∂ q j

(A.6)

(A.7)

The partial of the kinetic energy with respect to the velocity of any particular generalized
coordinate is given by
*
N
∂T
* ∂ ri
= ∑ m i ri ⋅
∂ q k i =1
∂ q k

(A.8)

where
*
∂ ri
∂
=
∂ q k ∂ q k

*
 n ∂ *ri
∂r 
∑
q j + i 
 = ∂q j
∂ t 
j1

For every term in the above equation where j ≠ k, the partial with respect to ∂ q k is zero.
This gives the identity
*
*
∂ ri
∂r
= i
∂ q k ∂ q k

(A.9)

By combining this identity with equation A.8, the following equation is obtained:
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*
N
∂T
* ∂ ri
= ∑ m i ri ⋅
∂ q k i =1
∂q k
Taking a total time derivative of equation A.10, the following is obtained:
*
*
N
d  ∂T  N
* ∂ ri
* d  ∂ ri 

= ∑ m i ri ⋅
+ ∑ m i ri ⋅ 
dt  ∂ q k  i =1
∂ q k i =1
dt  ∂ q k 

(A.10)

(A.11)

By taking note of the fact that
*
*
N
N
∂T
* ∂ ri
* d  ∂ ri 
= ∑ m i ri ⋅
= ∑ m i ri ⋅ 
dt  ∂ q k 
∂ q k i =1
∂ q k i =1
equation A.11 can be rewritten as
N

∑
i =1

*
d  ∂T  ∂T
* ∂ ri

m i ri ⋅
= 
−
∂ q k dt  ∂ q k  ∂ q k

Combining this form with equation A.5, the following form of Lagrange’s equation is
obtained:
*
N *
∂ ri
d  ∂T  ∂T
−
= ∑ Fi ⋅
∂q j
dt  ∂ q k  ∂ q k i =1

(A.12)

where the right hand side of equation A.12 is known as the generalized forces. Note that
because the internal workless constraint forces have already been removed, these are
external forces on the system as a whole.

Several special classes of generalized forces can be set apart. The first class is
known as conservative forces. Conservative forces are forces for which the work done is
only a function of the end locations, and not path taken. Examples include spring forces
and gravitational forces. Conservative forces represent the potential energy of a system,
and are functions only of the generalized coordinates. A scalar potential function, Vk ,
can be defined such that

*
*
Fk = − ∇ Vk

*
where ∇ is the gradient operator. An example of such a function is V1 = m i g y , which
represents the gravitational force exerted upon the ith particle. If
V = ∑ Vk
k
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represents all of the conservative forces acting on any of the particles in the system,
equation A.12 can be rewritten
*
N *
∂V
d  ∂T  ∂T
* ∂ ri
+
= ∑ Fi ⋅

−
dt  ∂ q j  ∂ q j ∂ q j i =1
∂q j

(A.13)

where F* represents the remaining non-conservative forces.

A second special class of force is a dissapative force. These forces, sometimes
called dashpot forces, are functions of the velocity of the generalized coordinates. For a
force of the form,
*
Fk = − C k r
a scalar function, known as a Rayleigh dissapation function, can be defined as
Dk =

1
* *
C k rk ⋅ rk
2

or
1
* *
D = ∑ C k rk ⋅ rk
k 2
where D represents all of the dissapative forces on all particles. Using the identity in
equation A.9 and recognizing
*
*
∂D
* ∂ r
* ∂ r
− Ck r ⋅
= − Ck r ⋅
=−
∂q j
∂ q j
∂ q j
equation A.13 can be rewritten as
*
N *
∂V
∂D
d  ∂T  ∂T
** ∂ ri
+
+
= ∑ Fi ⋅

−
dt  ∂ q j  ∂ q j ∂ q j ∂ q j i =1
∂q j

(A.14)

where F** represents the remaining non-conservative and non-dashpot forces.

Using equation A.14, the final, more compact, form of Lagrange’s equations can
be written as
d  ∂L  ∂L ∂D
−
+
= Q j **




dt  ∂q j  ∂q j ∂q j
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where Qj** represents the remaining generalized forces, and is given by
*
N *
∂r
Q j** = ∑ Fi ** ⋅ i
∂q j
i =1

(A.16)

L =T−V

(A.17)

and, the Lagrangian is defined as

The derivation of Lagrange’s method defined the kinetic energy term as
1 & &
T = ∑ m i ri ⋅ ri
i 2

&
in equation A.6, where mi is the mass of each particle and ri is the velocity of each
&
particle. Using the center of mass as a reference, ri can be redefined as
& &
&
ri = rc + ρ i
&
where rc is the vector locating the center of mass with respect to a Newtonian reference,
and
&
ρ i is the vector locating the ith particle with respect to the center of mass.
The velocity of the ith particle is given by
& &
&
ri = rc + ρ i
The kinetic energy equation becomes

(

)

&
&
& & &
1
1
m i ri 2 = ∑ mi rc 2 + 2 rc ρ + ρ 2
∑
2 i
2 i
&
where the square of the vector is the dot product. Since ρ i is measured from the center of
T=

mass,
&

∑ m i ρ i = 0
i

and the kinetic energy equation simplifies to

&
1
1 &
T = m rc 2 + ∑ mi ρ i 2
2 i
2

(A.18)

where m is the total mass.
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The total kinetic energy is equal to the kinetic energy due to the total mass
moving at its center of mass plus the kinetic energy due to motion about its center of
mass [Greenwood, 1977]. For a rigid body, the motion about the center of mass is due
only to rotation of the body. The velocity of each particle is given by

* *
*
ρ i = ¹ × ρ i

*
where ω = [ω x

ωy

ω z ]T , the rotations about each axis. Note also that

& &
*
*
* *
*
ρ i 2 = ρ i ⋅ (ω × ρ i ) = ω ⋅ ρ i × ρ i
For rigid bodies, each particle represents an infinitesimal mass element and the
summation is replaced by an integral. Equation A.18 can be simplified, and written in the
integral form as
1 *2 1 * * * *
T = m rc + ω ⋅ ∫ ρ × (ω × ρ )dm
2 v
2

*
If ρ = [ x

y z ]T , Greenwood [1977] shows the expansion of the equation into the

inertia matrix form:
 I xx
1 * 2 1

T = m rc + ¹ x ¹ y ¹ z  I yx
2
2
 I zx


[

]

I xy
I yy
I zy

I xz  ¹ x 

I yz  ¹ y 
 
I zz  ¹ z 

(A.19)

where the moments of inertia are given by
I xx = ∫ (y 2 + z 2 )dm
m

I yyx = ∫ (x 2 + z 2 )dm
m

I zz = ∫ (x 2 + y 2 )dm
m

and the products of inertia by
I xy = I yx = − ∫ xy dm
m

I xz = I zx = − ∫ xz dm
m
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I yz = I zy = − ∫ yz dm
m

One final generalization for rigid bodies is that the generalized forces, Q**, can be
expanded to include moment type forces according to the following relationship:
*
*
**
** ∂ r
** ∂¹
Q j = ∑ Fi ⋅
+ ∑Mk ⋅
∂q j
∂q j
i
k

(A.20)

where Mk** = the kth moment acting on the body, and
*

∂ω = the angular velocity of the bodies virtual displacment.
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Lagrangian Dynamic Analysis Code
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‡ 3-Wheeled Differentially Driven Vehicle
Revised 15 July 2000
by
David Conner

Explicit & Implicit time functions
ExpRule = 9θa −> θa @tD,
θb −> θb @tD,

θa −> θa @tD,

θb −> θb @tD,
–
θa −> θa @tD,
–
θb −> θb @tD,
x −> x@tD,
y −> y@tD,
x −> x @tD,
y −> y @tD,
–
x −> x @tD,
–
y −> y @tD,
–
φ −> φ @tD,
ψ −> ψ@tD,
ψ −> ψ @tD=;

ImpRule = 9θa @tD −> θa ,
θb @tD −> θb ,
D@θa @tD, tD −> θa ,
D@θb @tD, tD −> θb ,

–
D@D@θa @tD, tD, tD −> θa ,
–
D@D@θb @tD, tD, tD −> θb ,
–
D@D@φ@tD, tD, tD −> φ,
x@tD −> x,
y@tD −> y,
x @tD −> x,
y @tD −> y,
D@D@x@tD, tD, tD −> –
x,
D@D@y@tD, tD, tD −> –
y,
ψ@tD −> ψ,
D@φ@tD, tD −> φ,

ψ @tD −> ψ=;

Derivative function
dt@var_D := HD@Hvar ê. ExpRuleL, tD ê. ImpRuleL

Vehicle Speed Function
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Vv =

ab ra θa + bb rb θb
Ha b + bb L

ab ra θa + bb rb θb
ab + bb

Vehicle Heading Functions
φ=

rb θb − ra θa
ab + bb

−ra θa + rb θb
ab + bb
φ = dt@φD
−ra θa + rb θb
ab + bb

–
φ = dt@φD

–
–
−ra θa + rb θb
ab + bb

Lagrangian Kinetic Energy Function
Tl =

1
2

2

Ia θa +

1

2

Ib θb +

2

1
2

mv Vv 2 +

1
2

2

Iv φ

2
2
1
I H−ra θa + rb θb L
m Hab ra θa + bb rb θb L
1
I θ + v
+ v
I θ +
2 a a 2 b b
2 Hab + bb L2
2 Hab + bb L2
2

2

Lagrangian Potential Energy Function
Potl = 0
0

Lagrangian Rayleigh Disapation Function
Ray =

1
2

2

Ca θa +

1
2

Cb θb

2

2
2
1
1
C θ
C θ +
2 a a 2 b b

Generalized Forces Input torque and rolling resistance torques
Qa = HKta ia − ra Wa Crfa L θa ê. ImpRule

θa Hia Kta − ra Wa HCrf La L
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Qb = HKtb ib − rb Wb Crfb L θb ê. ImpRule

θb Hib Ktb − rb Wb HCrf Lb L

Caster wheel no-side-slip and rolling resistance forces
displacement vector (body coordinates)
rc = 9cb
9

−ra θa + rb θb
Hab + bb L

,

ab ra θa + bb rb θb
Hab + bb L

, 0=

a r θ + bb rb θb
cb H−ra θa + rb θb L
, b a a
, 0=
ab + bb
ab + bb

Forces (body coordinates)
Fsv = Fs 8Cos@ψD, −Sin@ψD, 0<
8Fs Cos@ψD, −Fs Sin@ψD, 0<

Fdv = −Fd 8Sin@ψD, Cos@ψD, 0<

8−Fd Sin@ψD, −Fd Cos@ψD, 0<

Qc1 = Dot@Fsv, rcD + Dot@Fdv, rcD

Fd Sin@ψD cb H−ra θa + rb θb L
Fs Cos@ψD cb H−ra θa + rb θb L
−
−
ab + bb
ab + bb
Fs Sin@ψD Hab ra θa + bb rb θb L
Fd Cos@ψD Hab ra θa + bb rb θb L
−
ab + bb
ab + bb

Caster Forces
Qc = FullSimplify@Qc1D
−

1
HHFd Cos@ψD + Fs Sin@ψDL ab ra θa + HFd Cos@ψD + Fs Sin@ψDL bb rb θb +
ab + bb
HFs Cos@ψD − Fd Sin@ψDL cb Hra θa − rb θb LL

Generalized forces
Qg = Qa + Qb + Qc

1
HHFd Cos@ψD + Fs Sin@ψDL ab ra θa +
ab + bb
HFd Cos@ψD + Fs Sin@ψDL bb rb θb + HFs Cos@ψD − Fd Sin@ψDL cb Hra θa − rb θb LL +
θa Hia Kta − ra Wa HCrf La L +
θb Hib Ktb − rb Wb HCrf Lb L

−

Lagrangian
lagrangian = Tl − Potl

2
2
1
I H−ra θa + rb θb L
m Hab ra θa + bb rb θb L
1
I θ + v
+ v
I θ +
2 a a 2 b b
2 Hab + bb L2
2 Hab + bb L2
2
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EOM@coord_D := D@D@lagrangian ê. ExpRule, D@coord, tDD, tD −
D@lagrangian ê. ExpRule, coordD + D@HRay ê. ExpRuleL, D@coord, tDD −
D@Qg ê. ExpRule, D@coord, tDD − D@Qg ê. ExpRule, coordD

Combine terms into 2 equations of motion
E1 = EOM@θa @tDD ê. ImpRule

HFd Cos@ψD + Fs Sin@ψDL ab ra + HFs Cos@ψD − Fd Sin@ψDL cb ra
+
ab + bb
–
–
–
–
I r H−ra θa + rb θb L
a m r Hab ra θa + bb rb θb L
–
Ca θa + Ia θa − v a
+ b v a
+ ra Wa HCrf La
2
2
Hab + bb L
Hab + bb L

−ia Kta +

E2 = EOM@θb @tDD ê. ImpRule

HFd Cos@ψD + Fs Sin@ψDL bb rb − HFs Cos@ψD − Fd Sin@ψDL cb rb
+
ab + bb
–
–
–
–
I r H−ra θa + rb θb L
b m r Hab ra θa + bb rb θb L
–
Cb θb + Ib θb + v b
+ b v b
+ rb Wb HCrf Lb
Hab + bb L2
Hab + bb L2

−ib Ktb +

–
–
Solve for θb in terms of θa and other variables & states
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Soln = Solve@8E1 == 0, E2 == 0<,
– –
– –
8θa , θb <, 8θa , θb <D
–
99θa → −J−ib Ktb +

1
HHFd Cos@ψD + Fs Sin@ψDL bb rb − HFs Cos@ψD − Fd Sin@ψDL cb rb L +
ab + bb

Cb θb + rb Wb HCrf Lb N ì

i− Iv ra rb + ab bb mv ra rb z
y+
j
Hab + bb L2 {
k Hab + bb L2
Iv r2b
b2b mv r2b y
i
z
ji
jIb +
2 +
Hab + bb L
Hab + bb L2 {
kk
a b m r r z
1
Iv ra rb
i
+ b b v a2 b y
J−ia Kta +
ji
j−
ab + bb
Hab + bb L {
kk Hab + bb L2
HHFd Cos@ψD + Fs Sin@ψDL ab ra + HFs Cos@ψD − Fd Sin@ψDL cb ra L +
Ca θa + ra Wa HCrf La N −

Iv r2a
a2b mv r2a y
1
i
jIa +
z J−ib Ktb +
+
2
ab + bb
Hab + bb L
Hab + bb L2 {
k
HHFd Cos@ψD + Fs Sin@ψDL bb rb − HFs Cos@ψD − Fd Sin@ψDL cb rb L +

zy
zì
Cb θb + rb Wb HCrf Lb Ny
{{
Iv ra rb
Iv ra rb
a b m r r
a b m r r z2
ii
ii
j
+ b b v a2 b y
+ b b v a2 b y
−
zj
jj−
jj−
2
2
Hab + bb L
Hab + bb L {
{ kk Hab + bb L
kk Hab + bb L
Iv r2a
a2b mv r2a y i
Iv r2b
b2b mv r2b y
y
i
z
zy
+
+
I +
jIa +
zz
z,
2
2 z j b
2
Hab + bb L
Hab + bb L { k
Hab + bb L
Hab + bb L2 {{{
k
–
y J−i K +
ij
i− Iv ra rb + ab bb mv ra rb z
θb → − j
a ta
Hab + bb L2 {
kk Hab + bb L2
1
HHFd Cos@ψD + Fs Sin@ψDL ab ra + HFs Cos@ψD − Fd Sin@ψDL cb ra L +
ab + bb
Ca θa + ra Wa HCrf La N −

Iv r2a
a2b mv r2a y
i
jIa +
z J−ib Ktb +
2 +
Hab + bb L
Hab + bb L2 {
k
1
HHFd Cos@ψD + Fs Sin@ψDL bb rb − HFs Cos@ψD − Fd Sin@ψDL cb rb L +
ab + bb
zì
Cb θb + rb Wb HCrf Lb Ny
{
2
r
r
a
b
m
r
I
i
i
v
a
b
b
b
v
a rb y
jj−
z −
j
2 +
2
Hab + bb L
{
kk Hab + bb L
2
2
2
Iv ra
ab mv ra y i
Iv r2b
b2b mv r2b yz
y
i
jIa +
zz==
2 +
2 z jIb +
2 +
Hab + bb L
Hab + bb L { k
Hab + bb L
Hab + bb L2 {{
k

Now solve for the various coefficients on each term
in the equations of motion
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Cθa = Simplify@Soln ê. 8 θb −> 0,
θa −> 0,
θb −> 0,
ia −> 0,
ib −> 0,
Crfa −> 0,
Crfb −> 0,
Fs −> 0,
Fd −> 0<D

–
–
88θa → 0, θb → 0<<
Cθb = Simplify@Soln ê. 8 θa −> 0,
θa −> 0,
θb −> 0,
ia −> 0,
ib −> 0,
Crfa −> 0,
Crf b −> 0,
Fs −> 0,
Fd −> 0<D

–
–
88θa → 0, θb → 0<<
Cθad = Simplify@Soln ê. 8 θa −> 0, θb −> 0,
θb −> 0,
ia −> 0,
ib −> 0,
Crfa −> 0,
Crf b −> 0,
Fs −> 0,
Fd −> 0<D

–
88θa → −HCa HIb Hab + bb L2 + HIv + b2b mv L r2b L θa L ê
Hr2a HIb HIv + a2b mv L + Iv mv r2b L + Ia HIb Hab + bb L2 + HIv + b2b mv L r2b LL,
–
θb → −HCa HIv − ab bb mv L ra rb θa L ê
Hr2a HIb HIv + a2b mv L + Iv mv r2b L + Ia HIb Hab + bb L2 + HIv + b2b mv L r2b LL<<
Cθbd = Simplify@Soln ê. 8 θa −> 0, θb −> 0,
θa −> 0,
ia −> 0,
ib −> 0,
Crfa −> 0,
Crfb −> 0,
Fs −> 0,
Fd −> 0<D

–
88θa → −HCb HIv − ab bb mv L ra rb θb L ê
Hr2a HIb HIv + a2b mv L + Iv mv r2b L + Ia HIb Hab + bb L2 + HIv + b2b mv L r2b LL,
–
θb → −HCb HIa Hab + bb L2 + HIv + a2b mv L r2a L θb L ê
Hr2a HIb HIv + a2b mv L + Iv mv r2b L + Ia HIb Hab + bb L2 + HIv + b2b mv L r2b LL<<
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Cia = Simplify@Soln ê. 8 θa −> 0, θb −> 0,
θa −> 0,
θb −> 0,
ib −> 0,
Crfa −> 0,
Crfb −> 0,
Fs −> 0,
Fd −> 0<D

–
88θa → Hia Kta HIb Hab + bb L2 + HIv + b2b mv L r2b LL ê
Hr2a HIb HIv + a2b mv L + Iv mv r2b L + Ia HIb Hab + bb L2 + HIv + b2b mv L r2b LL,
–
θb → Hia Kta HIv − ab bb mv L ra rb L ê
Hr2a HIb HIv + a2b mv L + Iv mv r2b L + Ia HIb Hab + bb L2 + HIv + b2b mv L r2b LL<<
Cib = Simplify@Soln ê. 8 θa −> 0, θb −> 0,
θa −> 0,
θb −> 0,
ia −> 0,
Crfa −> 0,
Crfb −> 0,
Fs −> 0,
Fd −> 0<D

–
88θa → Hib Ktb HIv − ab bb mv L ra rb L ê
Hr2a HIb HIv + a2b mv L + Iv mv r2b L + Ia HIb Hab + bb L2 + HIv + b2b mv L r2b LL,
–
θb → Hib Ktb HIa Hab + bb L2 + HIv + a2b mv L r2a LL ê
Hr2a HIb HIv + a2b mv L + Iv mv r2b L + Ia HIb Hab + bb L2 + HIv + b2b mv L r2b LL<<
CCra = Simplify@Soln ê. 8 θa −> 0, θb −> 0,
θa −> 0,
θb −> 0,
ib −> 0,
ia −> 0,
Crfb −> 0,
Fs −> 0,
Fd −> 0<D

–
88θa → −Hra HIb Hab + bb L2 + HIv + b2b mv L r2b L Wa HCrf La L ê
Hr2a HIb HIv + a2b mv L + Iv mv r2b L + Ia HIb Hab + bb L2 + HIv + b2b mv L r2b LL,
–
θb → −HHIv − ab bb mv L r2a rb Wa HCrf La L ê
Hr2a HIb HIv + a2b mv L + Iv mv r2b L + Ia HIb Hab + bb L2 + HIv + b2b mv L r2b LL<<
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CCrb = Simplify@Soln ê. 8 θa −> 0, θb −> 0,
θa −> 0,
θb −> 0,
ib −> 0,
ia −> 0,
Crfa −> 0,
Fs −> 0,
Fd −> 0<D

–
88θa → −HHIv − ab bb mv L ra r2b Wb HCrf Lb L ê
Hr2a HIb HIv + a2b mv L + Iv mv r2b L + Ia HIb Hab + bb L2 + HIv + b2b mv L r2b LL,
–
θb → −HHIa Hab + bb L2 + HIv + a2b mv L r2a L rb Wb HCrf Lb L ê
Hr2a HIb HIv + a2b mv L + Iv mv r2b L + Ia HIb Hab + bb L2 + HIv + b2b mv L r2b LL<<
CFs = Simplify@Soln ê. 8 θa −> 0,
θb −> 0,
θa −> 0,
θb −> 0,
ib −> 0,
ia −> 0,
Crfb −> 0,
Crfa −> 0,
Fd −> 0<D

–
88θa → −HFs ra
HIb Hab + bb L HSin@ψD ab + Cos@ψD cb L + HSin@ψD Iv + Cos@ψD bb cb mv L r2b LL ê
2
Hra HIb HIv + a2b mv L + Iv mv r2b L + Ia HIb Hab + bb L2 + HIv + b2b mv L r2b LL,
–
θb → −HFs
HIa Hab + bb L HSin@ψD bb − Cos@ψD cb L + HSin@ψD Iv − Cos@ψD ab cb mv L r2a L rb L ê
Hr2a HIb HIv + a2b mv L + Iv mv r2b L + Ia HIb Hab + bb L2 + HIv + b2b mv L r2b LL<<
CFd = Simplify@Soln ê. 8 θa −> 0, θb −> 0,
θa −> 0,
θb −> 0,
ib −> 0,
ia −> 0,
Crfb −> 0,
Crfa −> 0,
Fs −> 0<D

–
88θa → −HFd ra
HIb Hab + bb L HCos@ψD ab − Sin@ψD cb L + HCos@ψD Iv − Sin@ψD bb cb mv L r2b LL ê
2
Hra HIb HIv + a2b mv L + Iv mv r2b L + Ia HIb Hab + bb L2 + HIv + b2b mv L r2b LL,
–
θb → −HFd
HIa Hab + bb L HCos@ψD bb + Sin@ψD cb L + HCos@ψD Iv + Sin@ψD ab cb mv L r2a L rb L ê
Hr2a HIb HIv + a2b mv L + Iv mv r2b L + Ia HIb Hab + bb L2 + HIv + b2b mv L r2b LL<<

Test with the parameters in the MatLab Model
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ParamRule = 8ab −> 0.381,
bb −> 0.381,
cb −> 0.667,
ra −> 0.3302,
rb −> 0.3302,
Iv −> 35.190545454545454545454545454545,
Ia −> .61950022727272724409885995555669,
Ib −> .61950022727272724409885995555669,
mv −> 200 ê 2.2,
Wa −> 9.81 ∗ 0.75 ∗ 200 ê 2.2 ê 2,
Wb −> 9.81 ∗ 0.75 ∗ 200 ê 2.2 ê 2,
Wc −> 9.81 ∗ 0.25 ∗ 200 ê 2.2,
Ca −> 1.95,
Cb −> 1.95,
Kta −> 2.0275190425772553481920112972148ê 2,
Ktb −> 2.0275190425772553481920112972148ê 2
<;

Verify that the MatLab code matches the parameters
Simplify@Soln ê. ParamRuleD

–
88θa → −0.0296117 Fd Cos@ψD − 0.0208907 Fs Cos@ψD +
0.0208907 Fd Sin@ψD − 0.0296117 Fs Sin@ψD + 0.127548 ia + 0.0542758 ib −
0.245343 θa − 0.104401 θb − 13.8939 HCrf La − 5.91229 HCrf Lb ,
–
θb → −0.0296117 Fd Cos@ψD + 0.0208907 Fs Cos@ψD − 0.0208907 Fd Sin@ψD −
0.0296117 Fs Sin@ψD + 0.0542758 ia + 0.127548 ib − 0.104401 θa −
0.245343 θb − 5.91229 HCrf La − 13.8939 HCrf Lb <<
Simplify@Cθa ê. ParamRuleD

–
–
88θa → 0, θb → 0<<

Simplify@Cθb ê. ParamRuleD

–
–
88θa → 0, θb → 0<<

Simplify@Cθad ê. ParamRuleD

–
–
88θa → −0.245343 θa , θb → −0.104401 θa <<
Simplify@Cθbd ê. ParamRuleD

–
–
88θa → −0.104401 θb , θb → −0.245343 θb <<
Simplify@CCra ê. ParamRuleD

–
–
88θa → −13.8939 HCrf La , θb → −5.91229 HCrf La <<
Simplify@CCrb ê. ParamRuleD

–
–
88θa → −5.91229 HCrf Lb , θb → −13.8939 HCrf Lb <<
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FullSimplify@CFs ê. ParamRule ê. ψ −> π ê 4 D

–
–
88θa → −0.0357106 Fs, θb → −0.00616667 Fs<<

FullSimplify@CFd ê. ParamRule ê. ψ −> π ê 4 D

–
–
88θa → −0.00616667 Fd, θb → −0.0357106 Fd<<
Simplify@Cia ê. ParamRuleD

–
–
88θa → 0.127548 ia , θb → 0.0542758 ia <<

–
–
88θa → 0.127548108316842023` ia , θb → 0.0542757907731242639` ia <<
–
–
88θa → 0.127548 ia , θb → 0.0542758 ia <<

Simplify@Cib ê. ParamRuleD

–
–
88θa → 0.0542758 ib , θb → 0.127548 ib <<

Now setup the equation for the forces on the caster wheel pivot
using vector dynamics (Newton's method)
rc
9

a r θ + bb rb θb
cb H−ra θa + rb θb L
, b a a
, 0=
ab + bb
ab + bb

ψ = FullSimplify@Dot@8Vv , cb dt@φD, 0<, 8−Sin@ψD, Cos@ψD, 0<D ê dD

1
H−HSin@ψD ab + Cos@ψD cb L ra θa + H−Sin@ψD bb + Cos@ψD cb L rb θb L
d Hab + bb L

Qc
−

1
HHFd Cos@ψD + Fs Sin@ψDL ab ra θa + HFd Cos@ψD + Fs Sin@ψDL bb rb θb +
ab + bb
HFs Cos@ψD − Fd Sin@ψDL cb Hra θa − rb θb LL

FullSimplify@D@Qc ê. ExpRule, θa @tDDD
−

1
ab + bb
HHHFd Cos@ψ@tDD + Fs Sin@ψ@tDDL ab + HFs Cos@ψ@tDD − Fd Sin@ψ@tDDL cb L ra L

FullSimplify@D@Qc ê. ExpRule, θb @tDDD
−

1
ab + bb
HHHFd Cos@ψ@tDD + Fs Sin@ψ@tDDL bb + H−Fs Cos@ψ@tDD + Fd Sin@ψ@tDDL cb L rb L
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NavParm.m
% This file defines the constants which define the
% New Autonomous Vehicle
format compact
global Asys Bsys ra rb ab bb dc cc Raa Rab Mv Wa Wb Wc ...
global Jv Ja Jb Ca Cb Kta Ktb d1 Kct Crc Fslip psitarg ...
Fra Frb Fsa Fsb Fd Kba Kbb N
% Known measurements
ra = 0.33
% m
if(exist('wne'))
disp('Un-equal wheel diamters');
rb = ra*1.01
pause(1);
else
rb = ra
end
ab
bb
dc
cc
Mv

=
=
=
=
=

0.37
0.37
0.08
0.92
380/2.2

% Wheel base dimensions
% Caster pivot to ground contact distance
% wheel centerline to caster pivot distance
% kg

% Approximate weight distribution
Wa = 0.71*9.81*Mv/2;% Weight on the A wheel (Newtons)
Wb = Wa;
% Weight on the B wheel (Newtons)
Wc = 0.29*9.81*Mv; % Weight on the caster wheel (Newtons)
if (nl == 0)
% Linear model
Wa=9.81*Mv/2;
Wb=Wa;
Wc=0;
end
% SWAG
Jv = 1/12*Mv*((ab+bb)^2+(2*(ab+bb))^2)+Mv*ab^2;
Crf = 0.013 % Coeffecient of rolling friction
Crc = 0.013 % Coeffecient of rolling friction at caster
Kct = 40.0 % Frictional torque opposing caster rotation (N*m)
Ca = 3.45 % Viscous friction (N*m*s)
Cb = 3.45 % Viscous friction (N*m*s)
Ja = (15/2.2)*ra^2
Jb = (15/2.2)*ra^2
% Motor Ratings supplied
Raa = 0.183
Rab = 0.183
Laa = 0.0004
Lab = 0.0004
Kta = 2.57
Ktb = Kta
Kba = 0.3157*60/2/pi
Kbb = Kba
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%
%
%
%
%
%

For the linear approximation
X =[Ta Tb Tadot Tbdot]
Define the typical A,B,C,D matrices for linear systems.
The non-linear model will have some more terms but A,B
will be the same for the first 4 elements of the X-vector

Asys=zeros(5,5);
Bsys=zeros(5,4);
Asys(1,3) = 1;
Asys(2,4) = 1;

d1 = (ra^2*(Jb*(Jv + Mv*ab^2) + Jv*Mv*rb^2) ...
+ Ja*((Jv + Mv*bb^2)*rb^2 + Jb*(ab+bb)^2));

Asys(3,3) = -(Ca*(Jb*(ab+bb)^2 + (Jv+Mv*bb^2)*rb^2))/d1;
Asys(4,3) = -(Ca*(Jv-ab*bb*Mv)*ra*rb)/d1;
Asys(3,4) = -(Cb*(Jv-ab*bb*Mv)*ra*rb)/d1;
Asys(4,4) = -(Cb*(Ja*(ab+bb)^2 + (Jv+Mv*ab^2)*ra^2))/d1;
Asys(5,5) = 0; % No term for psi
% U=[ia ib Cra Crb ]

for linear model

% U=[ia ib Cra Crb Fd Fs]
%
%
%

for non linear
howeverl, Fd & Fs will be added
in the NavNL code so that
the basic matrices stay the same.

Bsys(3,1) = Kta*(Jb*(ab+bb)^2 + (Jv+Mv*bb^2)*rb^2)/d1;
Bsys(4,1) = Kta*(Jv-ab*bb*Mv)*ra*rb/d1;
Bsys(3,2) = Ktb*(Jv-ab*bb*Mv)*ra*rb/d1;
Bsys(4,2) = Ktb*(Ja*(ab+bb)^2 + (Jv+Mv*ab^2)*ra^2)/d1;
Bsys(3,3) = -(ra*(Jb*(ab+bb)^2 + (Jv+Mv*bb^2)*rb^2)*Wa)/d1;
Bsys(4,3) = -((Jv-ab*bb*Mv)*(ra^2)*rb*Wa)/d1;
Bsys(3,4) = -((Jv-ab*bb*Mv)*(rb^2)*ra*Wb)/d1;
Bsys(4,4) = -(rb*(Ja*(ab+bb)^2 + (Jv+Mv*ab^2)*ra^2)*Wb)/d1;
Csys=[ 0
0
-ra/(ab+bb) rb/(ab+bb)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

ra/2
0
-ra/(ab+bb)
1
0
0
0

rb/2
0
rb/(ab+bb)
0
1
0
0

0;
0;
0;
0;
0;
0;
0]

Dsys
= zeros(7,4);
Dsys(6,1) = 1;
% Input amps
Dsys(7,2) = 1;
sys=ss(Asys,Bsys,Csys,Dsys);
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Time=0;
Ts = 0.021;

% Basic scan rate of the PLC as configured

% Set up some arrays used in controls emulation
Ua = zeros(N+1,1);
Ub = zeros(N+1,1);
Ea = zeros(N+2,1);
Eb = zeros(N+2,1);
Vds= zeros(N+1,1);
Sa = zeros(N+1,1);
Sb = zeros(N+1,1);
Ia = zeros(N+1,1);
Ib = zeros(N+1,1);
Fs = zeros(N+1,1);
Y= zeros(N+1,7);
Time=zeros(N+1,1);
% Gains used
K =
3.00
Ti=
2.0;
Td=
0.02;
disp('Desired velocity and rate of rotation');
Vd = 1.0 % m/s
Pd = 0.0*pi/180.
X= zeros(N+1,5);
if (nl>0)
X(1,5) = 0*pi/180;
end
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NavDR.m
% This file simulates the result of the reformulated
% discrete PID
% Run NavData.m to load the workspace with the vehicle
% measurement data before running this program
% (NavData.m will clear the workspace)
close all

% Non-linear
nl=1 % Non-Linear model
N= 550; % Number of entries

Time = N*Ts

% Run NavParm.m first to load the system information
navparm
% Set the basic control parameters
Vdd = 1.0 % m/s
Pdd = 0.0*pi/180.
Vd = Vdd;
Pd = Pdd;

Fs
Fda
Fdb
Fsaa
Fsbb
Fdrag

=
=
=
=
=
=

zeros(N+1,1);
zeros(N+1,1);
zeros(N+1,1);
zeros(N+1,1);
zeros(N+1,1);
zeros(N+1,1);

clear rpm control measure
%initialize matrices to hold data
measure = zeros(N+1,2);
rpm
= zeros(N+1,2);
control = zeros(N+1,2);

% Begin emulation loop – each pass is one PLC scan
for I=2:N+1
if (I/50 == fix(I/50))
I
end
% decrease as the vehicle nears 10 meters
% this code matches the setpoint data for the 10 m pattern move
% comment out for other moves
if (I>467 & I < 496)
Vd = Vdd - 0.2*(I-466)/30;
else
if (I>495)
Vd = 0.0;
end
end
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Vds(I) = Vd;
Tad = (2*Vd -Pd*(ab+bb))/(2*ra);
Tbd = (2*Vd +Pd*(ab+bb))/(2*ra);

% The same in theory

% Limit acceleration like the PLC does
dTmp = Tad - Sa(I-1);
if (abs(dTmp) > 0.272)
Tad = 0.272*sign(dTmp) + Sa(I-1);
end
dTmp = Tbd - Sb(I-1);
if (abs(dTmp) > 0.272)
Tbd = 0.272*sign(dTmp) + Sb(I-1);
end
Sa(I) = Tad; % Store the wheel setpoints
Sb(I) = Tbd;

% Calculate the error
% Note: The PLC only updates the speed estimates about every 1/10
%
of a second
if (I < 6)
ndx = 1;
else
ndx = 5*(floor((I-1)/5));
end
measure(I,1) = Y(ndx,4);
measure(I,2) = Y(ndx,5);
Ea(I+1) = Tad-measure(I,1);
Eb(I+1) = Tbd-measure(I,2);

if (Ti > 0.0)
% Integral component via trapezoid approx.
Ia(I) = Ia(I-1) + (Ea(I+1)+Ea(I))*Ts*K/Ti/2;
Ib(I) = Ib(I-1) + (Eb(I+1)+Eb(I))*Ts*K/Ti/2;
Ua(I)
Ub(I)
else
Ua(I)
Ub(I)
end

= K*Ea(I+1) + K*Td*(Ea(I+1) - Ea(I))/Ts + Ia(I);
= K*Eb(I+1) + K*Td*(Eb(I+1) - Eb(I))/Ts + Ib(I);
= K*Ea(I+1) + K*Td*(Ea(I+1) - Ea(I))/Ts;
= K*Eb(I+1) + K*Td*(Eb(I+1) - Eb(I))/Ts;

if (abs(Ua(I)) > 10.0)
Ua(I) = sign(Ua(I))*10.0;
if (Ti > 0.0)
Ia(I) = Ua(I) - K*Ea(I+1) - K*Td*(Ea(I+1) - Ea(I))/Ts ;
end
end
if (abs(Ub(I)) > 10.0)
Ub(I) = sign(Ub(I))*10.0;
if (Ti > 0.0)
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Ib(I) = Ub(I) - K*Eb(I+1) - K*Td*(Eb(I+1) - Eb(I))/Ts ;
end
end
Iaa = 3.56*Ua(I);
Iab = 3.56*Ub(I);
% The amplifier itself has a limit of 15 amps
% The control code has no knowledge of this limit
if (abs(Iaa) > 36.0)
Iaa = sign(Iaa)*36.0;
end
if (abs(Iab) > 36.0)
Iab = sign(Iab)*36.0;
end
u=[Iaa; %
Iab; %
Crf; %
Crf;];%

Motor A
Motor B
Rolling
Rolling

input current
input current
friction coeff wheel A*sign(X(I-1,3))
friction coeff wheel B*sign(X(I-1,4))

% Do the simulation of the vehicle dynamics
[tm,x] = ode45('navnl',[0 Ts],X((I-1),:),[],[u],[nl]);
if (I < 52 & nl==1)
figure(1);
plot(tm,x(:,3),'b',tm,x(:,4),'r',tm,x(:,5),'g');
pause(.05);
end
y=Csys*x(size(x,1),:)' + Dsys*u;
Fs(I) = Fslip;
if (nl == 1)
Fda(I) = Fra;
Fdb(I) = Frb;
Fsaa(I) = Fsa;
Fsbb(I) = Fsb;
Fdrag(I) = Fd;
Pt(I) = psitarg;
end
Y(I,:) = y(:)';
X(I,:) = x(length(x),:);
Time(I,1) = Time(I-1,1)+Ts;
end
rpm(:,1:2) = measure*60/2/pi;
control(:,1) = Ua(:);
control(:,2) = Ub(:);
vector = 1:20:length(Time);
NLtime = Time;
figure(8)
subplot(211);
plot(Time(:,1),Fs)
legend('Fslip');
grid;
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if (nl==1)
subplot(212);
plot(Time(:,1),X(:,5)*180/pi,'b', ...
Time(:,1),Pt(:)*180/pi,'r');
legend('\Psi', '\Psi targ');
grid;
end

%--------------- Begin Linear --------------% reload the constants in linear model form
nl=0; % Linear
navparm
Vd = Vdd % m/s
Pd = Pdd
measure = zeros(N+1,2);
for I=2:N+1
if (I/50 == fix(I/50))
I
end
% decrease as the vehicle nears 10 meters
if (I>467 & I < 496)
Vd = Vdd - 0.2*(I-466)/30;
else
if (I>495)
Vd = 0.0;
end
end

Vds(I) = Vd;
Tad = (2*Vd -Pd*(ab+bb))/(2*ra);
Tbd = (2*Vd +Pd*(ab+bb))/(2*ra);

% The same in theory

dTmp = Tad - Sa(I-1);
if (abs(dTmp) > 0.272)
Tad = 0.272*sign(dTmp) + Sa(I-1);
end
dTmp = Tbd - Sb(I-1);
if (abs(dTmp) > 0.272)
Tbd = 0.272*sign(dTmp) + Sb(I-1);
end
Sa(I) = Tad; % Store the wheel setpoints
Sb(I) = Tbd;

% Calculate the error
% Note: The PLC only updates the speed estimates about every 1/10
%
of a second
if (I < 6)
ndx = 1;
else
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ndx = 5*(floor((I-1)/5));
end
measure(I,1) = Y(ndx,4);
measure(I,2) = Y(ndx,5);
Ea(I+1) = Tad-measure(I,1);
Eb(I+1) = Tbd-measure(I,2);

if (Ti > 0.0)
% Integral component via trapezoid approx.
Ia(I) = Ia(I-1) + (Ea(I+1)+Ea(I))*Ts*K/Ti/2;
Ib(I) = Ib(I-1) + (Eb(I+1)+Eb(I))*Ts*K/Ti/2;
Ua(I)
Ub(I)
else
Ua(I)
Ub(I)
end

= K*Ea(I+1) + K*Td*(Ea(I+1) - Ea(I))/Ts + Ia(I);
= K*Eb(I+1) + K*Td*(Eb(I+1) - Eb(I))/Ts + Ib(I);
= K*Ea(I+1) + K*Td*(Ea(I+1) - Ea(I))/Ts;
= K*Eb(I+1) + K*Td*(Eb(I+1) - Eb(I))/Ts;

if (abs(Ua(I)) > 10.0)
Ua(I) = sign(Ua(I))*10.0;
if (Ti > 0.0)
Ia(I) = Ua(I) - K*Ea(I+1) - K*Td*(Ea(I+1) - Ea(I))/Ts ;
end
end
if (abs(Ub(I)) > 10.0)
Ub(I) = sign(Ub(I))*10.0;
if (Ti > 0.0)
Ib(I) = Ub(I) - K*Eb(I+1) - K*Td*(Eb(I+1) - Eb(I))/Ts ;
end
end
Iaa = 3.56*Ua(I);
Iab = 3.56*Ub(I);
% The amplifier itself has a limit of 15 amps
% The control code has no knowledge of this limit
if (abs(Iaa) > 36.0)
Iaa = sign(Iaa)*36.0;
end
if (abs(Iab) > 36.0)
Iab = sign(Iab)*36.0;
end
u=[Iaa; %
Iab; %
Crf; %
Crf;];%

Motor A
Motor B
Rolling
Rolling

input current
input current
friction coeff wheel A*sign(X(I-1,3))
friction coeff wheel B*sign(X(I-1,4));

% Do the simulation
[tm,x] = ode45('navnl',[0 Ts],X((I-1),:),[],[u],[nl]);
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if (I<52 & nl==1)
figure(1);
plot(tm,x(:,3),'b',tm,x(:,4),'r',tm,x(:,5),'g');
pause(.05);
end
y=Csys*x(size(x,1),:)' + Dsys*u;
if (nl == 1)
Fs(I) = Fslip;
Pt(I) = psitarg;
end
Y(I,:) = y(:)';
X(I,:) = x(length(x),:);
Time(I,1) = Time(I-1,1)+Ts;
end
%--------------- End Linear
% Now plot the comparisons
figure(9)
subplot(211);
vector=1:2:length(NLtime);
plot( NLtime(vector,1), rpm(vector,1), 'bo', ...
Time(vector,1) ,measure(vector,1)*60/2/pi,'g.',...
RealTime
,
A_rpm, 'r.', ...
RealTime,
A_rpm_SP, 'b-' );
title(' Simulation vs. Vehicle at 1.0 m/s Step Input');
ylabel(' A Wheel Velocities (rpm) ');
grid
axis([0 12 -5 40]);
subplot(212);
plot(NLtime(vector,1),rpm(vector,2),'bo', ...
Time(vector,1) ,measure(vector,1)*60/2/pi,'g.', ...
RealTime
,B_rpm,'r.', ...
RealTime,
B_rpm_SP,'b-'
);
ylabel(' B Wheel Velocities (rpm) ');
legend('non-linear model','linear model ', 'vehicle
measurement','Setpoint');
xlabel(' Seconds ');
grid
axis([0 12 -5 40]);
figure(10)
subplot(211);
plot( NLtime(vector,1), control(vector,1),'bo',...
Time(vector,1), Ua(vector,1), 'g.',...
RealTime,A_Uk, 'r.' );
title(' Simulation vs. Vehicle at 1.0 m/s Step Input');
ylabel(' A Control Effort (ctrl volts) ');
grid
axis([0 12 -12 12]);

subplot(212);
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plot( NLtime(vector,1), control(vector,2), 'bo', ...
Time(vector,1), Ub(vector,1), 'g.' , ...
RealTime, B_Uk, 'r.'
) ;
ylabel(' B Control Effort (ctrl volts)');
legend('non-linear model','linear model ', 'vehicle measurement' );
xlabel(' Seconds ');
grid
axis([0 12 -12 12]);
figure(11)
subplot(211);
plot(Time(:,1),Y(:,1),'b',...
RealTime,Speed,'r.');
ylabel(' Speed ');
legend('model ','vehicle ');
grid
figure(12)
subplot(211);
plot(NLtime,Fda,'b',...
NLtime,Fdb,'r');
grid;
subplot(212);
plot(NLtime,Fsaa,'b',...
NLtime,Fsbb,'r');
figure(13)
subplot(211);
plot(NLtime,Fdrag,'b');
grid;
subplot(212);
plot(NLtime,Fs,'b');
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function [xdot] = navnl(t,x,flag, u, nl)
% This file simulates the vehicle dynamics
% for the Navigator Vehicle at Virginia Tech
global Asys Bsys ra rb ab bb dc cc Raa Rab Mv Wa Wb Wc ...
Jv Ja Jb Ca Cb Kta Ktb d1 Kct Crc Fslip psitarg ...
Fra Frb Fsa Fsb Fd

% Basic calculation
% (may be linear or non-linear depending on
%
the u vector that is passed)
uu = u.*[1 1 sign(x(3)) sign(x(4))]'; % Mask out the rolling friction
xdot = Asys*[x(1:4); 0] + Bsys*uu;
Fslip = 0;
if (nl == 0)
% Linear model
Vv=(ra*ab*x(3)+bb*rb*x(4))/(ab+bb);
Vt=cc*(-ra*x(3)+rb*x(4))/(ab+bb);
psitarg = atan2(Vt,Vv);
x(5) = psitarg;
else
%Non-linear model includes
% Caster rotational friction
%x'
Av=(ra*ab*xdot(3)+bb*rb*xdot(4))/(ab+bb);
At=cc*(-ra*xdot(3)+rb*xdot(4))/(ab+bb);
Vv=(ra*ab*x(3)+bb*rb*x(4))/(ab+bb);
Vt=cc*(-ra*x(3)+rb*x(4))/(ab+bb);
Vv=Vv+Av*0.0005;
Vt=Vt+At*0.0005;
psitarg = atan2(Vt,Vv);
dpsi=x(5)-psitarg;
if (abs(dpsi) > 2*pi)
dpsi = dpsi - sign(dpsi)*2*pi;
end
% Add the effects of the caster drag
Vc = Vv*cos(x(5))+Vt*sin(x(5));
Fd = Wc*Crc*max(-1,min(Vc*100.,1.0)); % only drag if moving
Fra = -(ra*(Jb*(ab+bb)*(cos(x(5))*ab-sin(x(5))*cc) + ...
(cos(x(5))*Jv-sin(x(5))*bb*cc*Mv)*rb*rb))/d1;
Frb = -(rb*(Ja*(ab+bb)*(cos(x(5))*bb+sin(x(5))*cc) + ...
(cos(x(5))*Jv+sin(x(5))*ab*cc*Mv)*ra*ra))/d1;
xdot(3) = xdot(3) - Fra*Fd;
xdot(4) = xdot(4) - Frb*Fd;
% Square the error to provide bowl shape near zero
% and smooth discontinuities
% Multiply by 3 before square so that a 60degree error
% works out to about a unity gain
Fslip = Kct*sign(dpsi)*min(((3.*dpsi)^2)/9.,5);
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Fsa = -(ra*(Jb*(ab+bb)*(sin(x(5))*ab+cos(x(5))*cc) + ...
(sin(x(5))*Jv + cos(x(5))*bb*cc*Mv)*rb*rb))/d1;
Fsb = -(rb*(Ja*(ab+bb)*(sin(x(5))*bb-cos(x(5))*cc) + ...
(sin(x(5))*Jv - cos(x(5))*ab*cc*Mv)*ra*ra))/d1;
if (abs(xdot(3)) < -Fsa*Fslip)
% Slip can prevent rotation - but can't cause reversal
xdot(3) = 0.0;
else
xdot(3) = xdot(3) + Fsa*Fslip;
end
if (abs(xdot(4)) < -Fsb*Fslip)
% Slip can prevent rotation - but can't cause reversal
xdot(4) = 0.0;
else
xdot(4) = xdot(4) + Fsb*Fslip;
end
% Psi calculation
xdot(5) = ((-sin(x(5))*ab - cos(x(5))*cc)*ra*x(3) + ...
(-sin(x(5))*bb + cos(x(5))*cc)*rb*x(4))/(ab+bb)/dc;

end
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% This code reads the data file that has been saved as an ASCII file by
% the Navigation Manager program (Open History data – then Save)
% the | brackets must be removed from the ASCII file and the file
% renamed to NavMan.dat before this program will load the data.
clear all
close all
load navman.dat
dT = navman(:,1);
SpeedSP = navman(:,13);
ndx = find(SpeedSP > 0.0);
ndx = min(ndx)-1;
SpeedSP = SpeedSP(ndx:length(dT),1);
RealTime=zeros(length(SpeedSP),1);
cnt=0;
for i=ndx:length(dT)
cnt=cnt+1;
RealTime(cnt) = dT(i)-dT(ndx);
end
Speed = navman(ndx:length(dT),2);
Rotation = navman(ndx:length(dT),3);
A_rpm
= navman(ndx:length(dT),4);
A_amp
= navman(ndx:length(dT),5);
B_rpm
= navman(ndx:length(dT),6);
B_amp
= navman(ndx:length(dT),7);
Xpos
= navman(ndx:length(dT),8);
Ypos
= navman(ndx:length(dT),9);
Heading = navman(ndx:length(dT),10);
Status
= navman(ndx:length(dT),11);
Error
= navman(ndx:length(dT),12);
RotateSP
A_rpm_SP
B_rpm_SP
A_Uk
A_Ek
A_Ek1
A_Ik
B_Uk
B_Ek
B_Ek1
B_Ik

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

navman(ndx:length(dT),14);
navman(ndx:length(dT),15);
navman(ndx:length(dT),16);
navman(ndx:length(dT),17);
navman(ndx:length(dT),18);
navman(ndx:length(dT),19);
navman(ndx:length(dT),20);
navman(ndx:length(dT),21);
navman(ndx:length(dT),22);
navman(ndx:length(dT),23);
navman(ndx:length(dT),24);

figure(1);
plot(RealTime, A_amp, RealTime,B_amp);
legend('A amps','B amps');
figure(2);
plot(RealTime, A_rpm, RealTime,B_rpm);
legend('A rpms','B rpms');
figure(3);
plot(Xpos(1),Ypos(1),'o');
hold on;
plot(Xpos(:),Ypos(:));
plot(Xpos(length(Xpos)),Ypos(length(Xpos)),'x');
Title('Position')
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%
%
%
%
%
%
%

This code uses the linear model of the Navigator 3-Wheeled
differentially driven autonomous vehicle to investigate
improvements to dead reckoning gained by instrumenting the
caster wheel
Developed by David C. Conner
July, 2000

clear all
close all
format compact
global Asys Bsys ra rb ab bb dc cc Raa Rab Mv Wa Wb Wc ...
global Jv Ja Jb Ca Cb Kta Ktb d1 Kct Crc Fslip psitarg ...
Fra Frb Fsa Fsb Fd Kba Kbb
if (exist('wne'))
clear wne ;
% Start from know state
end
nl = 0; % Use linear model
N = 550;
navparm % Set up the model data
sysd = c2d(sys,Ts);
[Ad,Bd,Cd,Dd] = ssdata(sysd);
Xl = X;
Yl = Y;
disp('Acceleration Test with 24V Step input ');
for I=2:N+1
if (I/50 == fix(I/50))
I
end
Iaa = (24-Kba*Xl((I-1),3))/Raa;
Iab = (24-Kbb*Xl((I-1),4))/Rab;
u=[Iaa;
Iab;
Crf;
Crf];
Xl(I,:) = (Ad*Xl((I-1),:)' + Bd*u)';
Yl(I,:) = (Cd*Xl((I-1),:)' + Dd*u)';

Time(I,1) = Time(I-1,1)+Ts;
end
figure(1);
plot(Time(:,1),Yl(:,1),'b');
legend('speed (m/s) ' );
title(' Acceleration Profile ');
pause(.5)
% Ideal case assumes = wheels
N = floor(360/Ts) + 1;
nl = 0; % Use linear model for the remaining tests
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navparm;
sysd = c2d(sys,Ts);
[Ad,Bd,Cd,Dd] = ssdata(sysd);
Vdd = 0.5
Pdd = 0*pi/180
Vd = Vdd
Pd = Pdd
Tad = (2*Vd -Pd*(ab+bb))/(2*ra)
Tbd = (2*Vd +Pd*(ab+bb))/(2*ra)

% The same in theory

Va = (ra*Tad+rb*Tbd)/2
Ra = (rb*Tbd - ra*Tad)/(ab+bb)
Ra = Ra*180/pi
circ=Va*360/Ra
disp(' Diameter assuming equal wheels ');
dia = circ/pi
% Initialize
Fs
= zeros(N+1,1);
Fda
= zeros(N+1,1);
Fdb
= zeros(N+1,1);
Fsaa = zeros(N+1,1);
Fsbb = zeros(N+1,1);
Fdrag = zeros(N+1,1);
for I=2:N+1
if (I/50 == fix(I/50))
I
end
Vds(I) = Vd;
Pd = Pdd;%*sin(I*Ts*0.005*pi);
Tad = (2*Vd -Pd*(ab+bb))/(2*ra);
Tbd = (2*Vd +Pd*(ab+bb))/(2*ra);

% The same in theory

% Limit acceleration
dTmp = Tad - Sa(I-1);
if (abs(dTmp) > 0.272)
Tad = 0.272*sign(dTmp) + Sa(I-1);
end
dTmp = Tbd - Sb(I-1);
if (abs(dTmp) > 0.272)
Tbd = 0.272*sign(dTmp) + Sb(I-1);
end
Sa(I) = Tad; % Store the wheel setpoints
Sb(I) = Tbd;

% Calculate the error
Ea(I+1) = Tad-Y((I-1),4);
Eb(I+1) = Tbd-Y((I-1),5);
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if (Ti > 0.0)
% Integral component via trapezoid approx.
Ia(I) = Ia(I-1) + (Ea(I+1)+Ea(I))*Ts*K/Ti/2;
Ib(I) = Ib(I-1) + (Eb(I+1)+Eb(I))*Ts*K/Ti/2;
Ua(I)
Ub(I)
else
Ua(I)
Ub(I)
end

= K*Ea(I+1) + K*Td*(Ea(I+1) - Ea(I))/Ts + Ia(I);
= K*Eb(I+1) + K*Td*(Eb(I+1) - Eb(I))/Ts + Ib(I);
= K*Ea(I+1) + K*Td*(Ea(I+1) - Ea(I))/Ts;
= K*Eb(I+1) + K*Td*(Eb(I+1) - Eb(I))/Ts;

if (abs(Ua(I)) > 10.0)
Ua(I) = sign(Ua(I))*10.0;
if (Ti > 0.0)
Ia(I) = Ua(I) - K*Ea(I+1) - K*Td*(Ea(I+1) - Ea(I))/Ts ;
end
end
if (abs(Ub(I)) > 10.0)
Ub(I) = sign(Ub(I))*10.0;
if (Ti > 0.0)
Ib(I) = Ub(I) - K*Eb(I+1) - K*Td*(Eb(I+1) - Eb(I))/Ts ;
end
end
Iaa = 3.56*Ua(I);
Iab = 3.56*Ub(I);
% The amplifier itself has a limit of 36 amps
% The control code has no knowledge of this limit
if (abs(Iaa) > 36.0)
Iaa = sign(Iaa)*36.0;
end
if (abs(Iab) > 36.0)
Iab = sign(Iab)*36.0;
end
u=[Iaa;
% Motor A input current
Iab; % Motor B input current
Crf; % Rolling friction coeff wheel A*sign(X(I-1,3))
Crf;];% Rolling friction coeff wheel B*sign(X(I-1,4))
X(I,:) = (Ad*X((I-1),:)' + Bd*u)';
Y(I,:) = (Cd*X((I-1),:)' + Dd*u)';
Time(I,1) = Time(I-1,1)+Ts;
end

% Ideal position (rb=ra)
dxi=-Y(:,1).*sin(Y(:,2));
dyi= Y(:,1).*cos(Y(:,2));
pxi(1) = 0;
pyi(1) = 0;
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for i=1:length(dxi)
pxi(i+1) = pxi(i) + dxi(i)*Ts;
pyi(i+1) = pyi(i) + dyi(i)*Ts;
end

wne=0
% Wheels Not Equal (wne = 0)
navparm
sysd = c2d(sys,Ts);
[Ad,Bd,Cd,Dd] = ssdata(sysd);
Vd = Vdd
Pd = Pdd
Tad = (2*Vd -Pd*(ab+bb))/(2*ra)
Tbd = (2*Vd +Pd*(ab+bb))/(2*ra)

% The same in theory

Va = (ra*Tad+rb*Tbd)/2
Ra = (rb*Tbd - ra*Tad)/(ab+bb)
Ra = Ra*180/pi
circ=Va*360/Ra
disp(' diameter assuming un-equal wheels ');
dia = circ/pi
% Initialize
Fs
= zeros(N+1,1);
Fda
= zeros(N+1,1);
Fdb
= zeros(N+1,1);
Fsaa = zeros(N+1,1);
Fsbb = zeros(N+1,1);
Fdrag = zeros(N+1,1);
for I=2:N+1
if (I/50 == fix(I/50))
I
end
Vds(I) = Vd;
Pd = Pdd;%*sin(I*Ts*0.005*pi);
Tad = (2*Vd -Pd*(ab+bb))/(2*ra);
Tbd = (2*Vd +Pd*(ab+bb))/(2*ra);

% The same in theory

% Limit acceleration
dTmp = Tad - Sa(I-1);
if (abs(dTmp) > 0.272)
Tad = 0.272*sign(dTmp) + Sa(I-1);
end
dTmp = Tbd - Sb(I-1);
if (abs(dTmp) > 0.272)
Tbd = 0.272*sign(dTmp) + Sb(I-1);
end
Sa(I) = Tad; % Store the wheel setpoints
Sb(I) = Tbd;
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% Calculate the error
Ea(I+1) = Tad-Y((I-1),4);
Eb(I+1) = Tbd-Y((I-1),5);

if (Ti > 0.0)
% Integral component via trapezoid approx.
Ia(I) = Ia(I-1) + (Ea(I+1)+Ea(I))*Ts*K/Ti/2;
Ib(I) = Ib(I-1) + (Eb(I+1)+Eb(I))*Ts*K/Ti/2;
Ua(I)
Ub(I)
else
Ua(I)
Ub(I)
end

= K*Ea(I+1) + K*Td*(Ea(I+1) - Ea(I))/Ts + Ia(I);
= K*Eb(I+1) + K*Td*(Eb(I+1) - Eb(I))/Ts + Ib(I);
= K*Ea(I+1) + K*Td*(Ea(I+1) - Ea(I))/Ts;
= K*Eb(I+1) + K*Td*(Eb(I+1) - Eb(I))/Ts;

if (abs(Ua(I)) > 10.0)
Ua(I) = sign(Ua(I))*10.0;
if (Ti > 0.0)
Ia(I) = Ua(I) - K*Ea(I+1) - K*Td*(Ea(I+1) - Ea(I))/Ts ;
end
end
if (abs(Ub(I)) > 10.0)
Ub(I) = sign(Ub(I))*10.0;
if (Ti > 0.0)
Ib(I) = Ub(I) - K*Eb(I+1) - K*Td*(Eb(I+1) - Eb(I))/Ts ;
end
end
Iaa = 3.56*Ua(I);
Iab = 3.56*Ub(I);
% The amplifier itself has a limit of 36 amps
% The control code has no knowledge of this limit
if (abs(Iaa) > 36.0)
Iaa = sign(Iaa)*36.0;
end
if (abs(Iab) > 36.0)
Iab = sign(Iab)*36.0;
end
u=[Iaa;
% Motor A input current
Iab; % Motor B input current
Crf; % Rolling friction coeff wheel A*sign(X(I-1,3))
Crf;];% Rolling friction coeff wheel B*sign(X(I-1,4))
X(I,:) = (Ad*X((I-1),:)' + Bd*u)';
Y(I,:) = (Cd*X((I-1),:)' + Dd*u)';

Time(I,1) = Time(I-1,1)+Ts;
end
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figure(2);
plot(Time,Y(:,1),'b',Time,Y(:,2),'r'); %
legend('Velocity','Heading');
figure(4);
plot(Time,X(:,3),'b',Time,X(:,4),'r');
legend('\theta 1 dot','\theta 2 dot');
dxa=-Y(:,1).*sin(Y(:,2));
dya= Y(:,1).*cos(Y(:,2));
pxa = zeros(length(dxa)+1,1);
pya = zeros(length(dxa)+1,1);
for i=1:length(dxa)
pxa(i+1) = pxa(i) + dxa(i)*Ts;
pya(i+1) = pya(i) + dya(i)*Ts;
end

figure(7);
plot(pxa(:),pya(:),'r',pxi(:),pyi(:),'b');
legend('actual' ,'dead reckoned');
title('path');
grid
axis equal
% Equivalent speeds
Vd = Y(length(Y),1);
Pd = Y(length(Y),3);
disp(' Equivalent rotations ');
Tad = (2*Vd -Pd*(ab+bb))/(2*ra)
Tbd = (2*Vd +Pd*(ab+bb))/(2*ra)

% The same in theory

% Sensor data = [encoder A (rad/s)
PhiDot (caster)]
yo = [X(:,3) X(:,4) Y(:,1) Y(:,3)];
% Inputs = [encoder A (rad/s)
uo = [X(:,3) X(:,4)];

encoder B (rad/s) Vv (caster)

encoder B (rad/s)]

% discrete time Sensor model
Aod = [1 0 Ts 0; ...
0 1 0 Ts; ...
0 0 (1-.5) 0; ...
0 0 0 (1-.5);]
Bod = [0 0; 0 0; .5 0; 0 .5];
Cod = [0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

1
0
ra/2
-ra/(ab+bb)

0; ...
1; ...
ra/2 ; ... % Assume equal diameters
ra/(ab+bb) ;]

Dod = 0
sysod = ss(Aod,Bod,Cod,Dod); % discrete time
[Ao,Bo,Co,Do] = ssdata(sysod); % Discrete time matrices
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% Convert to observability canonical form
[Aof, Bof, Cof,Tof,Kof] = obsvf(Ao,Bo,Co)
%Kof = place(Aof(3:4,3:4)',Cof(:,3:4)',[0.35 0.35])';
Q=eye(2);
R=eye(4);
R(1,1) = 10000;
R(2,2) = 10000;
R(3,3) = 10000;
R(4,4) = 100;
Kof = lqr(Aof(3:4,3:4)',Cof(:,3:4)',Q,R)';
Aok=Aof;
Aok(3:4,3:4) = Aok(3:4,3:4) - Kof*Cof(:,3:4);
Aok = inv(Tof)*Aok*Tof;
Bok = [inv(Tof)*Bof inv(Tof)*[zeros(2,4); Kof]];
Cok = Cof*Tof;
Dok = [Do zeros(4,4)];
[yok,tok,xok] = lsim(ss(Aok,Bok,Cok,Dok,Ts),[uo'; yo'],Time);%
[yop,top,xop] = lsim(ss(Ao,Bo,Co,Do,Ts),[uo'],Time);%

figure(8);
subplot(211);
plot(tok(:),yok(:,1),'r',Time(:),X(:,3),'b');
legend('observed' ,'actual');
title('wheel speeds');
grid
subplot(212);
plot(tok(:),yok(:,2),'r',Time(:),X(:,4),'b');
grid;
figure(10);
subplot(211);
plot(top(:),xop(:,3),'r',Time(:),X(:,3),'b');
legend('observed' ,'actual');
title('wheel speeds');
grid
subplot(212);
plot(top(:),xop(:,4),'r',Time(:),X(:,4),'b');
grid;

Csm = [-ra/(ab+bb) ra/(ab+bb) 0 0 ;...
0 0 ra/2 ra/2 ; ...
0 0 -ra/(ab+bb) ra/(ab+bb) ;]

% heading
% speed

ysm = (Csm*xok')';
dxo=-ysm(:,2).*sin(ysm(:,1));
dyo= ysm(:,2).*cos(ysm(:,1));
pxo = zeros(length(dxo)+1,1);
pyo = zeros(length(dxo)+1,1);
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for i=1:length(dxo)
pxo(i+1) = pxo(i) + dxo(i)*Ts;
pyo(i+1) = pyo(i) + dyo(i)*Ts;
end
figure(9);
plot(pxa(:),pya(:),'r',pxi(:),pyi(:),'b',pxo(:),pyo(:),'g');
legend('actual' ,'dead reckoned',' observer w/ caster' );
title('path (meters)');
grid
axis equal
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Design Calculations
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A target weight of 100 kilograms (220 pounds) was selected during the
conceptual design phase. In order to keep the vehicle lightweight, it was decided to use
mountian bicycle tires, which are strong but lightweight. A nominal tire diameter of 26
inches (0.6604 m) was selected. Based on the tire dimension, and the specified weight,
several calculations were performed to assist in selecting the required motors. First, the
Intelligent Ground Vehicle Competition (IGVC) limits the vehicle speed to 5 miles per
hour (2.2352 m/s). From equations 4.10 and 11, assuming straightline motion and
symetric dimensions, the required wheel speed was calculated as
2.2352 m/s
θ =
= 6.77 rad = 64.64 rev
s
min
0.3302 m

(D.1)

Next a series of calculations was performed to estimate the required power. McKerrow
[1991] gives the following equations for estimating the required power to move a vehicle:
Pt =

Ft v
§

Ft = Faccel + Frolling + Fdrag + Fgrade

(D.2)
(D.3)

Where Pt is the total power required,
Ft is the total force acting on the vehicle,
v is the vehicle velocity,

η is the efficiency,
Faccel is the force required to accelerate the vehicle,
Frolling is the rolling friction force,
Fdrag is the areodynamic drag force, and
Fgrade is the force required to move on an incline.
For the vehicle speeds in question, the drag force is negligible.

The first power

calculation performed assumed motion on a flat plane, and neglected the rolling friction.
Rolling friction was neglected initially because it was an unknown parameter, and is
typically small compared to the acceleration forces. This meant that only the acceleration
force was active; assuming an acceleration of 1 m/s2 and efficiency of 0.9, the
acceleration force is calculated to be 100 N based on a 100 kg vehicle. Assuming that the
acceleration is occuring at the maximum speed, equation D.2 is used to calculate a total
required power of 248 watts, or about 1/3 horsepower.
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The IGVC requires that vehicles be able to climb a 15 % slope, as shown in
Figure D-1. This yields a grade force of
Fg = m g sin( λ ) = 100(9.81)0.1483 = 145.N

(D.4)

Neglecting acceleration, rolling friction, and drag, the total power required to overcome
the grade force is
P=

145N(2.2352m/s)
= 361.4 watts = 0.48 hp
.9

If the vehicle is assumed to accelerate to top speed while climbing the ramp, the total
vehicle power required would be less than 1 hp. Although not a reasonable performance
requirement, this provides some margin for the rolling friction force which was
neglected. Therefore, a reasonable motor size was deemed to be approximately ½ hp.
This was consistent with previous vehicles built by the AVT [Haynie, 1998].

λ

15

100
Figure D-1. Vehicle Navigating Ramp

The motors selected were Bodine-Electric 24 V gear motors, with an output speed
of 75 rpm. The gear motors, specially configured by Bodine for this project, have the
following ratings:
-

24 V dc

-

0.45 hp

-

75 rpm output speed

-

15 amp

-

33:1 gear ratio

-

269 lb-in output torque
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For modeling purposes, the motor’s electrical specifications are given as a function of the
gearbox output. The coverted specifications are given as :
-

Kt = 33 (11 oz-in/amp) = 2.57 N-m /A

-

Kb = 33 (9.568V/Krpm) = 315.7 V/Krpm

-

L = 0.40 mH

-

Ra = 0.183 Ω

Because the vehicle mechanical design was based on conservative estimates for
forces and available materials, the total weight of the vehicle increased substantially to
over 172 kg.

This removed most of the power margin from the ramp climbing

calculation. The motors on the vehicle were driven at a higher amperage than rated to
allow the vehicle to climb the ramp, which is not recommended for long term operation.
Long term plans call for experimental determination of actual vehicle forces, and a
subsequent redesign of the vehicle frame and components to lower the weight. A better
selection of materials will also allow for weight reduction further increasing the vehicle
performance.
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